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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation draws on the specific case-study of post-war Lebanese poHtical 

rhetoric in order to take a close look at the ways in which a complex amalgam of distinct 

and varying histories is articulated linguistically under one national rubric. Research was 

conducted largely in the urban Beirut region of Lebanon from 1999 to 2001. By analysis 

of specific linguistic strategies for maneuvering within and between interpretive frames 

(in particular, Arabism, Lebanese Nationalism and Sectarianism) I have illustrated how 

Lebanese political actors are able to draw on language, in both its form and content, in 

order to establish and define their political identity. I also argue that these political actors 

are able to accomplish social work: they modify relationships, incite discussion, and 

motivate change through their talk. 

Through various forms of linguistic incorporation speakers actively work to 

redefine or to reaffirm authority in the public sphere. I have tried to illustrate how the 

historical situatedness of the interpretive frames that they utilize affects and limits their 

ability to do so in a uniquely post-war Lebanese fashion, by drawing on the points of 

contested meaning in an environment of active political re-configuration. This focus 

moves away from definitive interpretations of discourse and instead concentrates on 

interpretive flexibility, with an eye to understanding how that flexibility is constrained. 

The discursive space of the Lebanese public sphere, then, becomes a primary site for 

political and civil identity construction through the use and re-use of political discourse. 
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CHAPTER ONE: 

INTRODUCTIONS 

In Beirut you flow away and scatter. 
The only container is water itself. 
Memory assumes the shape of the city's 
chaos and takes up a speech that makes you 
forget words that went before. 

Darwiche 1995:91 

1.0.0 Lebanon: complexities and approximations 

Lebanon is an optimal site for the exploration of the relationship between 

language and politics. The country, since its inception in 1943 and even before under 

Ottoman and French control, is infamous for its political conflict. Terms have been 

coined in contemporary parlance to reflect this matter. People talked about the 

'Lebanization' of the Bosnian conflict in the 1990's, an expression which evoked images 

of a population wracked by conflict and shifting interests rooted in distinctive notions of 

identity, particularly sectarian identity, which became divisive enough to fight for. And 

'Beirut' itself is now a byword for chaos with more than one person being quoted after 

September 11th, 2001 as saying that the destruction in New York "felt like Beirut". 

Lebanon, with the help of the media, has become a social reference point for civil 

conflict. 

I went to Lebanon with an interest in finding out how this country came by this 

reputation and if individuals were moving beyond these separatist ideas to generate a new 

concept of the Lebanese nation after nearly twenty years of civil conflict. How did a 
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country, half the size of New Jersey', which had physically been carved up during a 

twenty-year series of shifting militia battles put itself back together? How do the 

Lebanese come to feel at home in such a volatile, shifting atmosphere? And how was 

the state involved in recreating a notion of the nation to which people from opposing 

sides could ascribe? On the linguistic level, I was interested in discerning patterns in 

discourse, for both individuals and the state, which illustrate how Lebanese were 

managing all these contradictions. At the outset my research questions were basic: how 

does a commimity move beyond the political divisions created by long-term civil conflict 

and what role does language play in both defining and substantiating these divisions, as 

well as mitigating them? 

I found these questions to be interesting starting points, but quickly recognized 

that they only began to tap into the complexity of incongruities that make up 

contemporary life in Lebanon. It became clear to me that during times of social change, 

the social order is up for grabs in a way that allows for a lot of identity work or 

negotiation to occur. People are engaging in constructing something new because there is 

a chance to redefine their position in a different way. This active fluidity of identity is not 

so much a theoretical abstraction in Lebanon as it is a way of life. 

While this may be true of all cultures we claim to study, I found that with its 

particular political and social history, Lebanon was a densely layered microcosm of 

contested diversity. The sheer density is still something on which I find myself unable to 

put a certain finger, largely because it is shifting and multivalent. It is a clear example of 

' Area: total: 10,400 sq km, land: 10,230 sq km, water: 170 sq km Land boundaries: total: 454 km. 



the malleability involved in the co-construction of meaning. Hardly a single historical 

event, place, or person has a defining characteristic that would not be debated by different 

members of the Lebanese community. The ambiguity of such citations, in which 

meaning shifts about like fluid under the siirface of the signifier, is an indicator of the 

continuing tension in Lebanese society. Each event, location, and political figure has a 

particular, often emotional, evocation for Lebanese individuals who lived in Lebanon 

during the war. I found time and again that only when meaning was directly questioned, 

as is appropriate with an outsider such as myself who wouldn't understand the 

significance of a particular citation, there would be an intense, personal, and detailed 

commentary regarding the indexical meaning of some particular sign. 

I did not have first-hand experience with many contested debates for the most 

part. They were introduced to me at least once removed as reported events, but often 

twice removed as reported events that were told to my interlocutors or which they heard 

about through the news or other second-hand sources. Rumors ran rampant in such an 

environment and it was often the case that visual reports had more veracity than simply 

verbal ones. 

We heard again and again that Hafiz al-Asad (president of Syria) 
had been killed. After celebrating, we would see him the next day 
alive and well on television. 

(L.(Arabic^), fieldnotes October (3), 1999) 

^ Translations of quotes from fieldnotes and interviews from Arabic were made by me and checked by my 
language tutor, Rima, imless otherwise acknowledged. 
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The Lebanese were well acquainted with the slipperiness of meaning. And in this type of 

a context I argue that a key aspect of state power resides not only in generating a coherent 

version of history that Lebanese citizens can subscribe to, but also in maintaining this 

version across other, contested versions which particular sectors of the population may be 

invested in promoting. 

In this dissertation I argue that life is made manifest in the interactions of this 

diversity of perspectives. These interactions occur in a discursive space whether in one-

to-one interpersonal debates or larger public debates, which make up the politics of 

everyday life. It is within these discursive spaces where meaning is defined, where 

language sign vehicles become embedded with the concepts that become currency within 

the interactions we study. 

1.1.0 Project outline 

The particular historical moment during which I conducted fieldwork largely 

defined the focus of this dissertation. During 1999 to 2001 Lebanon was at a critical 

moment in its relationships with its two neighboring powers of Syria and Israel. The 

efforts of the Lebanese to define themselves politically in the post-war period are 

heightened by the fact that neither of these neighbors had respect for the geographical, or 

for that matter political, boundaries of Lebanon. At the time of my arrival in Beirut in 

the fall of 1999, both countries had military forces within Lebanon. The focal political 

contexts of the Israeli occupation of Southern Lebanon and the Syrian presence within 
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Lebanon, detailed in later sections, are prime sites of struggle by the Lebanese to 

negotiate territorial, political and social identity. 

These contexts are used to highlight the active relationship between individual 

Lebanese citizens and the state. This relationship is mediated in the public sphere, here 

limited to print and televised media, where various interpretive frames co-exist for 

making sense of events in Lebanon. Once a political event is brought into this arena, the 

state, as well as other prominent political actors, is required to take a stance on it. I argue 

that this stance is fostered and modified across time through various semiotic 

incorporations which either work to de-legitimize or neutralize oppositional stances, 

therefore generating and maintaining an authoritative interpretive frame which others are 

then required to adopt or contest in response. 

This project, then, is an empirical case study of Lebanese political negotiations 

with a particular focus on the role of the Lebanese state in working to generate a coherent 

notion of the nation. It was conducted largely in the urban Beirut region of Lebanon. 

Between September 1999 and April 2001 1 spent a total of 21 months in Lebanon 

mapping out the framework for this study and collecting data. Through micro-analytic 

discussion of linguistic strategies I try to elucidate specifically how political actors 

manage these political negotiations. In Lebanese political speech the linguistic strategies 

for the negotiation of meaning include: 1) indexicality, both the shifting indexical 

meaning through the underspecificity of certain lexical items and pronoun incorporation 

through use of first person; 2) metaphor, specifically the strengthening and modifying of 

relationships through genealogical affiliation; and 3) discourse-level strategies, which 
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consist of building association by repetition of words and phrases, shifting interpretive 

frames, the nesting of interpretive frames inside each other leading to a co-existence of 

multiple interpretations, and the heightening of oppositional identities into us-them 

dichotomies. I draw on both extensive participant observation as well as recordings of 

both formal and informal speech to understand how the Lebanese mediate political issues 

through language. 

Lebanon, like all Arabic-speaking countries, maintains a diglossic Arabic 

linguistic reality. Ferguson's (1959a) original definition of diglossia claimed that there 

was a high and low version of Arabic, as well as Greek, Hatian Creole, and Swiss 

German. In these languages, he argued, the high language is used in contexts of prestige 

and needs to be formally acquired and the low version is the common oral form of 

•y 

communication. For Arabic these two languages are referred to as fusHa , formal Arabic 

(literally, 'eloquent') and '^ammfyya, dialect (literally, 'common'). FusHa, which is 

based in Qur'anic Arabic and pre-Islamic poetry is the formal language used in writing 

and formal speaking and was codified in the eighth century. Dialects vary from region to 

region, but it has been established that these languages are not just perverted versions of 

fusHa, but rather have co-existed with it from the seventh century onwards (Ferguson 

1959b). A simplified version offusHa referred to as Modem Standard Arabic (MSA) 

has evolved which now is used in most public contexts in the Arabic world. 

^ A list of transliteration symbols and their Arabic equivalents may be found in Appendix A. 
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In my data, formal speech, largely in fusHa or a version of Modem Standard 

Arabic, includes recordings at political events as well as recordings of live television 

coverage of events such as political speeches and debates. Informal speech, often 

consisting of a variety of Lebanese dialects and ''amm^a-English code-switching 

combinations'^, includes recordings of naturally occurring speech of Lebanese citizens in 

casual settings such as dinner-table talk, as well as open-ended interviews with a few 

primary interlocutors. I also draw on a broad range of secondary linguistic data from the 

media, including both newspaper coverage of focal political events and television 

commentary on the same issues^. This data will be more thoroughly discussed in the 

methodology chapter. 

1.2.0 Theoretical tools 

The next three sections will discuss the theoretical tools I rely on to map these 

Lebanese political negotiations. The aspects of the nexus between language and politics 

which I will focus on are the following: 1) the link between linguistic strategies and 

identity expression, 2) how strategies are used to develop stances which are made sense 

of in interpretive frames through interaction, 3) how these stances become oppositional 

through politicizing difference. These will be discussed in relation to prior work in 

anthropology as well as the specific Lebanese context in which they will be used. 

My contacts for this work were drawn almost solely from the Anglophone Lebanese community and so 
there is a minimal amount of French in my data. I will discuss this in greater detail in the linguistic field 
context section of Chapter 2.1.1 
' Television media, which is privatized in Lebanon with stations owned by a nimiber of central political 
actors, is seen to represent the political stance of the owner(s) of the station. In cases where I recorded 
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1.2.1 Concepts of identity 

It has become clear in contemporary anthropology that identity is not a fixed 

object of study; rather it can be conceptualized as, "negotiated, open, shifting, 

ambiguous, the result of culturally available meanings in everyday situations" (Kondo 

1990:24). Recognition of the opening of bounded theoretical concepts such as identity, 

speech community, or culture has pushed anthropologists to take a closer look at the role 

of process in the instantiation of the objects of study we choose to pursue. As Labov 

(1972) suggested during the first wave of variationist studies in sociolinguistics, focusing 

on change in language intrinsically leads one to question the homogeneity of the object of 

study. 

This work takes as an assumption that identity construction is an ongoing process 

that is never completed, but rather is based on a systematic re-statement of that identity. 

Language is seen as one of the resources drawn upon in this re-statement. I argue that 

linguistic resources, in terms of both form and content, offer the speaker of any specific 

language a variety of linguistic strategies that may be particular to distinct genres of 

interaction®. Through this review of anthropological research on identity I highlight 

some of the relevant issues for Lebanese identity construction. 

secondary information on particular events I endeavored to record both the primary party perspective as 
well as the counter-state perspective in order to have a comparison of representation in commentary. 
® I follow Tannen's assertion that while linguistic strategies may not be as deliberate as those such as 
military strategies, neither are they unconscious. "People speak in a particular way without 'consciously' 
thinking it through, but are aware, if questioned, of how they spoke and what they were trying to 
accomplish by talking that way." (1994:47) 



The focal genre of this thesis is public political speech, though I am interested in 

expanding traditional conceptions of authoritative speech, which focus largely on speech 

registers and formal political contexts (Bloch 1975), to incorporate the political-economic 

study of entire semiotic systems in which the speakers using political speech are 

operating (Gal 1989). This integration of the study of language, in form and content, and 

its use in social interaction allows for a more nuanced understanding of the ways in 

which power emerges and is contested and even co-opted through language-in-use, as in 

the indexical shifts of association in reported speech and translation (Hill and Irvine 

1993, Silverstein and Urban 1997; see also Duranti 1994). 

Linguistic anthropology has focused on the issue of identity construction through 

language at multiple levels, from individual activity-based roles to larger socially-defined 

group identities such as ethnic, racial, and national. Early work on code-switching 

(Gumperz 1960) and dialect variation (Labov 1972) in sociolinguistics endeavored to link 

specific social variables to certain aspects of code or language structure. A number of 

scholars built on this work to track how particular codes or variables became imbued with 

social meaning when used in various contexts that were inextricably linked to aspects of 

shifting political economies (Gal 1978, Woolard 1994, Hill and Hill 1986). In these 

studies it became clear that in order to attend to the specificity of code use, attention 

should be paid to: 1) the shifting meaning of codes across time, 2) how one's presentation 

of self is dependent on the audience or network with which one is interacting, and 3) the 

fact that there may be social differentiation in code use across a particular group (Gal 

1980). In the case of Lebanese political speech, the context of performance of the public 
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sphere directly impacts the ability of political actors to draw on embedded meaning in the 

language they use. It is also evident that meaning has shifted across time as distance from 

the civil war allows for both events and ideas to be discussed which had previously been 

submerged in public interaction. 

In a recent review of the focus on agency in anthropology Aheam (2001) argues 

that there has been an explosion of such work because it is central to contemporary 

political and theoretical debates that question the transformative potential of counter-

hegemonic constructions. In this work on agency she states, "it is helpful to look closely 

at language (both its grammatical structure and its patterns of use) in order to gain a more 

thorough understanding of how people reproduce and transform both language and 

culture" (2001:120). The notion of fluidity or agency in identity construction has become 

the focus of much work in recent social science, such as work on performativity. 

Such transitory aspects of identity have been empirically substantiated through 

recent work in gender and language studies, which has provided us with many rich 

examples of complex identity performances that individuals engage in while "doing 

gender" (Butler 1990). Eckert's work on "communities of practice" also confirms this 

notion of agency in identity construction; "Meaning is made as people jointly construct 

relations through the development of a mutual view of, and relation to, the communities 

and people around them" (2000:35). Like work in gender and language studies, the study 

of identity in Lebanon challenges primordial breakdowns of identity. Masculine-

Feminine and Christian-Muslim are binary oppositions that do not account for the 

multiple and shifting nuances of people's affiliations in their day-to-day life. For 
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example, while both Lebanese President Lahoud and Patriarch Sfeir are Maronite 

Christians, they have different discourses in regards to defining the Lebanese state. Their 

religious affiliation is simply one facet of their identity which each may draw on in 

various ways to construct themselves while speaking in political contexts. 

Heightened by the social context of the extensive civil war, Lebanese are often 

quite self-conscious of how their affiliations with particular identities, whether based on 

ethnicity, class, sect or party affiliation, alter across time and fi-om context to context. 

Deeb (2003) has referred to this phenomenon in her work among Shi'i' Islamists in 

Beirut as the 'Lebanese identity crisis' to highlight the hybrid and fluid nature of the 

intentional construction of Lebanese-ness. One of the most salient identities people 

continue to comment on in Lebanon is sect, but affiliations from the level of family and 

village up to national and Arab regional are part of how they place themselves in the 

world. Language, particularly dialect variation, is a key component of identity marking 

in Lebanon. As noted by one of my interlocutors: 

Because of the sense of identity, because of the shaken sense of 
identity and because it is shaken that people have to hold on to 
something. And dialect and tradition certain, you know, different 
ways of doing things are part of things that are easy to hold on to. 
Short of holding on to something which is more abstract, you know. 
Short of holding on to certain values which are nonexistent. 

(R. (English) interview April 12, 2000) 

A number of ethnographies on the Middle East discern the importance of 

language in identity negotiations, whether gender, national or sectarian, by way of 

studying social politics (Abu-Lughod 1986, Caton 1990, Gilsenan 1996). More 

^ Shi'i is the adjectival form and Shi'a the noun. 
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traditional sociolinguistic research in recent years in the Middle East highlights the 

significance of dialect switching with regard to the expression of various local, regional 

and nationally configured identities. In a general overview of the regional Arab speech 

community, Muhawi (1996) has linked the variety of repertoires of styles in Arabic to 

competing identities at the state, regional and local levels. In Suleiman's (1993) study of 

code-switching practices in Jordan he foimd that speech accommodation of Palestinians 

through the use of the Bedouin dialect variety was directly related to their notions of 

national/ethnic identity. And Haeri (1997) has linked the use of specific phonological 

variables with aspects of class and gender in a recent study on Cairene dialect variation. 

This brief survey highlights a common link between language and often 

politicized expressions of identity in the study of Arabic contexts. Following suit, I argue 

in this dissertation that assorted ways of speaking in political contexts, in terms of both 

stylistic and lexical variation, index various expressions of identity in Lebanon. These co

existent versions of self, made salient through interaction, may vary from kin-based 

affiliation, sectarian, class, party or professional identities, to nationalist identification or 

East-West geopolitical alignment. 

From my very early experience in Lebanon in 1998 at an intensive summer 

Arabic program onward, I found the Lebanese to be minutely attuned to linguistic 

variations as a way of signaling "otherness" among Lebanese. A frequent example given 

by my Lebanese interlocutors is the following. During the war militia soldiers would ask 

people crossing checkpoints to say the word "banadura 'tomato'. If they said 

"bandowra " it was clear they were Palestinian and they would be separated out. In 
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wheeling out this example of Palestinian speech again and again, it seemed to me that in 

addition to phonological variation, what these Lebanese interlocutors were also 

referencing was the fact that they frequently viewed non-Lebanese as being less 

linguistically agile. It is certainly true that the majority of middle-class Lebanese with 

whom I interacted had tri-lingual flexibility and certainly bi-lingual fluency. Mono

lingual Arabic speakers, as Syrians and less-educated Palestinian refugees in Lebanon 

were perceived to be, were largely looked down upon by Lebanese of all sects. 

Linguistic variation is also a covert way for distinguishing among sects within 

Lebanon itself. I was repeatedly told that I needed to spend time with the Druze 

o 

community in the Shouf mountains if I wanted to hear a voiced "q as in the word 

"daqTqa," meaning 'minute,' which would be pronounced as "daV a" by most Lebanese. 

Another example from the region of Northern Lebanon is the marked use of "o" instead 

of "a" (or in some cases "eh") in certain contexts. For example the sentence, karshak 

'^olT, yd khoW. "your belly is high, oh uncle" rather than the standard Lebanese, karshak 

yd khdlT. This is particularly pronounced among the Maronite individuals in Zhgorta 

where I spent quite a bit of time. As is often the case, these variations become calcified 

symbols used by the Lebanese to talk about various sects without specifically referencing 

them and they are frequently used on occasions of joking. 

^ The majority of Lebanese do not pronounce the 'q' but rather use a glottal stop ' ' ' to mark its location in 
speech. When told that I was studying language, people pulled out this example largely because studying 
language would mean to most people the study of formal Arabic in which the 'q' is always voiced. 



I have expanded on these issues of linguistic stereo-typing and dexterity to 

highlight the fact that the community in which I conducted this study was highly attuned 

to meta-discursive debates surrounding code, word, phonological and grammatical 

variation. Links between the way people talk and their self-conscious expressions of 

identity were salient for the majority of my interlocutors. I build on this recognition to 

argue that linguistic variation in more formal political speech should be viewed as the 

result of self-conscious choices made with regard to the construction of public identity. 

In this dissertation the majority of my data is drawn from the language context of 

formal political speech. The realm of formal politics, such as parliamentary debates or 

official state rhetoric, is a key site in the Middle East for exploration of the role of power 

in the intersection between individuals and their communities. In this work, I view 

identity formation and expression as inextricably linked to the reconstruction of the 

nation-state in post-war Lebanon. I argue that the linguistic strategies used by political 

actors to define themselves in public speeches are influenced by specific historical ways 

of talking about memories of events and previous political alignments. In order to 

understand how the codes used in these interactions take on and shift meaning, these 

Lebanese expressions of identity need to be mapped onto specific contexts of use. 

As previously stated, aspects of identity which influence how political actors and 

ordinary Lebanese define themselves include: kin-based affiliation, sectarian, class, party 

or professional identities, nationalist or regionalist identification and East-West 

geopolitical alignment. Particularly relevant to the discussion of Shi'i Islamists would 

also be identification with the Iranian religious elite who influence both individual and 
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Hizbullah party religious ideology. All of these strands factor into the wide variety of 

resources on which Lebanese have to draw. They also factor into the symbolic resources 

for the three interpretive frames discussed in Chapter Four, which the Lebanese may use 

to make sense of public political discourse. 

1.2.2 The study of interaction: footing and framing 

The theoretical language I have used to focus on the relationship between 

individuals and language-use comes from Erving Goffman. His work has allowed 

linguistic anthropologists to cast individual interactions in terms of performance, 

allowing for the possibility of engaging in multiple performances across multiple settings. 

Goffman's model of interaction serves for both broader sociological analyses of public 

discourse (Bamett 1998, Lynch 1999) and for more micro analytic, tum-by-tum analyses 

of individual interaction (Goodwin 1990). In such studies there is a resonating interest in 

the pursuit of how meaning is jointly constructed through alignment with interlocutors 

and how that meaning is specifically linked to contexts of performance. Both of these 

levels of interaction are relevant to this analysis of Lebanese political speech. For 

example, presidential speech at the Arab summit meetings is directly affected by the Arab 

nationalist context in which the president is speaking. While the Lebanese president must 

appeal to the Arab nations at large, he must also be responsive to his Lebanese 

constituency. His positionality, or footing, may shift throughout a speech to align himself 

at various times with either constinuency. 



Goffman's concept offooting, "one's alignment, or set, or stance, or projected 

self (1981:128), is an early rendition of the post-modem concept of subject position or 

subjectivity which allows for a distinction between an individual and her expression of 

identity. I argue that key political figures in Lebanon take certain stances in public 

contexts in order to maintain or build relationships with both the Lebanese and other key 

political players. Individual Lebanese may either pick up and affirm or contest and refute 

these stances in their own political discussions, thereby re-enacting and often 

simultaneously critiquing, the national-level debates in their day-to-day interactions. 

These stances in turn can be argued to carry with them certain normative 

expectations and demands. These expectations become attached to individuals involved 

in a shared interaction in such a way as to constrain their behavior. Such expectations 

may include specific ways of making sense of talk and certain fi-ames of understanding. 

These frames of understanding are one of the means speakers have for legitimating 

themselves in speech. I will discuss these constraints in more detail in Chapter Four on 

dominant interpretive frames. What is central to this study is recognizing that power can 

be evaluated by looking at how these interpretive frames carry with them normative 

expectations. This is a starting point for discerning the rhetorical line between the 

speakable and unspeakable in Lebanese politics. 

The concept of footing has made it possible for various linguistic anthropologists 

to distill both multiple footings and a co-presence of multiple contexts evoked through 

the verbal performance of an individual speaker (Bauman 1986, M. Goodwin 1992, Hill 
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1995 ). These works incorporate Goffman's awareness of multiplicity, "Each increase or 

decrease in layering, each movement closer or farther from the 'literal' carries with it a 

change in footing" (1981:154). They also highlight how a speaker or story teller can 

maneuver both embedded utterances, such as reported speech and participant frameworks 

to accomplish social ends. To illustrate the notion that individuals often shift their 

footing while still maintaining their original footing in rather complex ways Goffman 

comments, " in truth, in talk it seems routine that, while firmly standing on two feet, we 

jump up and down on another" (1981:155). The ideological extension of this notion, 

which makes it more relevant to this work, would be that one only knows that they have 

authority in an interaction when they put their foot down, and the floor doesn't fall 

through^. Authority is established when a contradictory position is asserted and accepted 

by one's audience. 

In order to interpret the various layers of meaning in these identity performances 

in relation to the participants involved and their social realities, Goffman went beyond 

actual utterances and footings to develop the broader notion offrame. "[W]hen an 

individual speaks, he avails himself of certain options and foregoes others, operating 

within a frame space, but with any moment's footing, uses only some of this space" 

(cited in Hanks 1990). This maneuverability is particularly relevant to political contexts 

in which one's presentation of self may shift throughout the course of a particular speech 

to appeal to the broadest possible audience (Fenno 2002). As stated above, these frames 

' This perspective was first brought to my attention by Dr. Susan Philips, Oct. 2001 in the 
University of Arizona reading group on Language and Politics. 
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carry with them normative standards that become the prerequisite for making sense of 

political speech. 

These analytic concepts of footing, stances, and frames, while being applicable at 

various levels of interaction, need to be defined from within the rule system of specific 

communities of interaction'®. These rules, or constraints, influence the actual structure of 

interaction, including participant frameworks, and contribute to the social constitution of 

the individuals involved in the exchange. According to Goffman, "We not only embed 

utterances, we embed interaction arrangements" (1981:153). In this sense then, words 

can be seen as having a formative effect on social relations. I argue that through 

alignments of stances, alliances are both constructed and challenged in public political 

speech. Constituencies expand and contract based on how a speaker is able to muster up 

a version of reality which people are willing to share. While political power—what a 

leader is able to do for his or her constituents—may precede a speech, each public 

performance by a political actor becomes a point at which their alliances are maintained, 

developed or diminished. 

1.2.2 The role of opposition in identity expression 

The cenfral position that linguistic anthropology gives to the study of interaction, 

especially face-to-face interaction, situates it at the crux of where community and identity 

come together. This focus elucidates the importance of the roles of borders and relations 

For example. Hanks (1990) has argued that in Mayan there is an entire grammatical system of deictic 
reference that highlights varying degrees of relatedness between participants in interaction in a uniquely 
Mayan fashion. 



in working to understand how people locally define community and identity. Barth 

(1969) asserted that the persistence of an ethnic boundary was rooted in people defining 

themselves in opposition to others they know (cited in Irvine 1987). Williams' (1989) 

review of the study of ethnicity in anthropology recognized the need for understanding 

the interconnection between the material and symbolic in the production and maintenance 

of this type of difference. 

In Lebanon this interconnectedness is actually embedded in the constitution. 

Lebanon is a consociational democracy'^ in which 17 official sects are recognized and 

have allocated representation in parliament based on sectarian affiliation. This structural 

link between religious affiliation and political representation creates a unique 

intertwining of the symbolic and material. 

Within linguistic anthropology, there has been a history of empirical work 

highlighting how the coherence and differentiation of groups is often accomplished 

through language (Urcioli 1995). For example, Labov's (1972) classic work on dialect 

was able to empirically illustrate how the perceptions of islanders on Martha's vineyard 

regarding their particular speech community evolved in opposition to their increased 

contact with mainlanders giving them a distinct sense of community identity which was 

linguistically marked. 

In addition to the questions of coherence and differentiation within and between 

linguistic communities is the question of the manner in which the norms of a community 

are established. In Hill's discussion of the normative aspects of "white public space" 



(1998b) she highlights how "bits and pieces of history" are organized in a special way, as 

bricolage, in order to constitute not only the aspects of "color" that define the other, but 

to form an unmarked categorical norm of "whiteness" by which things are evaluated. It 

is in these public places in which the normative construction of community is underway 

that variation can become more oppositional. According to Urciuoli, "Code contrast is 

much more likely to emerge in switching in the kinds of public places in which 

politicization of identity is a direct issue. In such places, linguistic distinction may be 

mapped onto categories of person such that a borderline in the sense of who belongs and 

who does not can cut right through the public arena" (1995:528). These scholars 

emphasize the role of language in terms of both content and form in the normative 

construction of community. They also emphasize the role of public places as key sites 

for such construction. 

The recognition of the socially manufactured aspects of homogeneity in both 

community and normative frameworks is part of a growing attention in the social 

sciences to the post-modem awareness of the co-existence of "intra-societal diversity in 

interpretive perspectives" (Philips 2004). Philips (2004) notes that the sub-fields of 

historical and Marxist anthropology have begun to recognize ideological change across 

time as well as multiple ideological stances within a single society. In addition, she notes 

that studies of colonialism and nationalism have begun to take note of multiple interest 

groups under the rubric of the socially constructed coherent notion of a nation-state. Like 

Hill (1998b) and Philips (2004) I see ideological diversity empirically manifested in 

For more details on this political structure see chapter 3, section 3.1.1. In addition, Hanf (1993) has 
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various practices of social interaction that may be in tension with a dominant paradigm 

that works to blanket diversity under a socially constructed unified front. 

Language-use then, recorded by the linguistic anthropologist, becomes the 

fossilized remnant of various expressions of ideological diversity in everyday life. This 

variety can be recognized in studies that account for change both across time and 

constituencies, but also within an individual's shifting performance of self 

When oppositions are reproduced within a single person, they do not 
concern contrasting identities so much as opposition between activities 
or roles associated with prototypical social persons... they [oppositions] 
provide actors with the discursive or cultural resources to claim and thus 
attempt to create shifting communities, identities, selves...within a 
cultural field. 

(Irvine & Gal 2000:138) 

Because of the complex linguistic situation in Lebanon, these internal oppositions 

can often be directly linked to particular codes, whether English, French or Arabic or one 

of a variety of Lebanese dialectal or code-switching variations. In Lebanon, as 

previously discussed, the code of formal public interaction is Modem Standard Arabic, 

which becomes the linguistic marker for Arab identity. Due to the recognized linguistic 

facility of most Lebanese, one way of distinguishing between Lebanese and non-

Lebanese Arabs is a dialect of Arabic which contains a large array of loan words from 

French and English as well as high frequency code-switching between dialect and these 

two other languages. And due to the particular historical colonial connections, such as 

that between the French and the Maronite Christians in Lebanon, an emphasis on French 

discussed this issue of representation in the Lebanese system in great detail. 
You will find a more comprehensive discussion of the linguistic context in Lebanon in the field section 

of Chapter Two. 



• 13 5 in Lebanese dialect frequently signals to other Lebanese that one is from "the East 

This tertiary example of dialect in Lebanon highlights a nesting of multiple identities 

(e.g. Arab, Lebanese, Maronite), as discussed above by Irvine and Gal, which can be 

wielded by individuals in various social contexts and may even be placed in opposition to 

each other. This nesting of identity is apparent in the interpretive frame shifts of political 

actors in the upcoming data. The Maronite Patriarch Sfeir is able to move between 

Arabist, Nationalist and Maronite sectarian frameworks in speech, shifting his footing for 

each, yet maintaining an overarching comprehensible identity which allows for 

potentially oppositional stances to co-exist. 

In addition to individual dexterity in identity construction through language, these 

scholars highlight the importance in recognizing the role of the state in managing, or 

mismanaging, internal differentiation. Whether differentiation, at the level of social 

group, becomes oppositional can be viewed as a trial of the hegemonizing effects of the 

state with an understanding that opposition becomes transformational in the Gramscian 

sense at points of breakdown in the larger dominant structure. As Luciani and Salame 

(1988) argue in relation to the issue of multiple identities in the Arab world. 

If it is acceptable to be bruxellois-wallon-belge-catolique-europeen-
occidental, why should there be a problem in being a Damascene-
GreekOrthodox-Syrian-Arab? Such multiple identifications would 
hardly be controversial as they are if the Arab States were ruled by 
legitimate, democratic governments. But because this is commonly 
not the case, particularism and or/Arab nationalism have at times 
become vehicles of opposition, threatening governments in power. 

(Luciani and Salame 1988:7) 

"East" refers to East Beirut which is the largely Christian section of the city which was divided from 
West Beirut during the war when many Christian militias were based there. 
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Lebanese have begun to focus on this relationship between heightened notions of 

opposition and political tensions and intolerance understanding that oppositions in 

identity between 'us' and 'them' need to be re-evaluated in order to move beyond civil 

war dichotomies. Lebanese sociologist Samir Khalaf notes, "creating a political culture of 

tolerance demands, among other things, that every Lebanese today should change his 

perception of the 'other'" (1993:160). 

1.3 Summary 

This dissertation, then, is organized around the effort to evaluate the role of 

linguistic interaction in negotiating power and authority in the political arena. The post-

civil war context of Lebanon is taken as a case study in which various, semi-autonomous 

publics have developed out of a history of civil conflict. The state and its political sphere 

are looked at specifically and systematically in order to determine their role in 

negotiating various separate and at times conflicting constituencies under the rubric of the 

nation-state. 

I argue that in the daily life of identity construction, people develop certain 

strategies for negotiating between various identities. These negotiations take on political 

significance when speakers draw on and assert these identities in public. This is 

particular true in contexts of political speech. The Lebanese people with whom I worked 

and the political actors evaluated in this dissertation, speaking from a particular socio-

historical context and within a tri-lingual linguistic field, have their own, culturally 

distinct management techniques. I will explore a number of these that I have discerned 



from exposure to stylistic patterns of argumentation in the field. I argue that culturally 

specific patterns are used at both broader public and local discourse levels. To be sure, 

incorporation through metaphor and indexicality, as well as discourse-level strategies 

such as repetition and the shifting of interpretive firames or the nesting of those frames 

within one context are all strategies used in non-Lebanese contexts as well. But I 

highlight how, through their use in the socio-historic setting of Lebanon, these strategies 

take on a uniquely Lebanese flavor. By drawing on the points of contested meaning in an 

environment of active political re-configuration, Lebanese political actors, as well as 

everyday individuals are able to reorganize their versions of history. 

In the following chapter I will discuss my field site and methodology. Then I will 

detail the relevant histories of the Lebanese state at regional and domestic levels. I will 

also propose various interpretive frames of authority which have developed in the public 

sphere in Lebanon. In chapters five and six I will analyze two examples of competing 

interpretive fi"ames which political actors negotiate to vie for authority. First, the Islamic 

resistance movement in Lebanon, which was largely responsible for the liberation of 

southern Lebanon from Israeli occupation, will be discussed in terms of its relationship to 

the state. Linguistic strategies of incorporation are illustrated through specific examples. 

Second, the movement by the Maronite community to end Syrian involvement in 

Lebanon is discussed. Through the contradictions between these two cases, it becomes 

clear that the Lebanese state is operating with a number of supra-normative standards that 

I argue are a product of the pressures of the public sphere. I will conclude with a 

discussion of how constraints are embedded in systems of interpretive fi-ames and how 
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the evaluation of such processes can lead to a fuller understanding of the notions of 

censorship and legitimation, as well as how authority is negotiated in political contexts. 

I hope to illustrate in this work how through complex, yet mundane, uses of 

interaction, various social worlds can nest within one another, co-existing at times in 

tension and at other times comfortably. Language and the broader symbolic domain are 

the means by which individuals navigate this multiplicity. Agency is limited by 

interactional constraints as well as the limits of mutual intelligibility that are socially built 

into the system. These constraints become evident through a micro-analytic approach to 

language in use. 
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CHAPTER TWO: 

METHODOLOGY AND DATA 

2.0.0 Discussion of field experience 

My experiences in Lebanon began with a summer of intensive Arabic language 

study at the Lebanese American University in Byblos-Jbeil, from June to August in 1998. 

This exposure improved my language skills, but more importantly introduced me to many 

facets of Lebanese society through the cultural component of the program which took us 

on many day and weekend trips throughout the country. I established some lasting 

friendships in this program which I then drew on when I returned the following year in 

the Fall of 1999 to begin my actual fieldwork. The duration of my fieldwork ran from 

September 1999 to May of 2001 with breaks in the summer for a total of 21 months in 

Lebanon. 

As a linguistic anthropologist I try to be as systematic as possible in capturing a 

snapshot of reality which does not ignore the link between language and human 

interaction, abstracting language so that it can fit more neatly under the microscope. 

Instead, I choose to train my focus on the link between the two. In this process, one of 

the first initial step is the delineation of data, and with this leap comes a systematic 

intrusion of ourselves into the reality at hand. As Pike has noted, social scientists move 

from an etic (outsider) perspective to an emic (insider) perspective and then again to an 

etic^ perspective, with the goal of developing a socially-educated outsider's perspective at 

best. Following this recognition I have tried to be self conscious in noting how my 
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presence, my ideas and my biases have influenced the type and quality of data that I have 

collected. 

2.0.1 Data collection process 

Like many novice researchers, I over-collected data while in the field, particularly 

during my first year in Lebanon. This was part of the process for me, choosing 

intentionally not to narrow my topic excessively until I had been exposed to both the 

language and the life of Lebanon for awhile. While this led at some points to a feeling of 

shoveling snow in an avalanche, for me it was an important stage in staking out the 

territory on which I eventually did choose to focus. Only through this oversaturation did 

I become aware of locally defined boundaries for certain topics and ideas; how people 

separated out specific topics for themselves, and also when it was appropriate to discuss 

what and with whom. For instance, I noted how the Lebanese people I recorded at times 

emphasized issues of fashion or public appearance at various events more so than the 

particular policies or stances of certain political actors. 

During my time in Lebanon I lived in Beirut, but chose three different city regions 

to provide me with contrasting exposure with different sectarian make-up though largely 

in the same economic make-up of middle class. My first year I lived in the Abu Taleb 

region of Hamra, a rather cosmopolitan area due to its location between the two 

American universities and nearness to the commercial district of Hamra. I shared an 

apartment with two other foreigners which set us off a bit from the neighborhood. 

Directly across from my apartment was a Maronite church and immediately to the left of 



my building was a Sunni mosque. Returning the second year I chose to live in East 

Beirut in an apartment by myself in an area called Sassine. This area is distinctly 

Maronite. It had a few churches within walking distance and a memorial to a right-wing 

Maronite militia leader and president, Bashir Gemayel, on the site where he was 

assassinated around the comer. Unlike Hamra, there were many more party signs up on 

the street walls, all of them for the right-wing Maronite Lebanese Forces\ The second 

half of this year I moved to an area called Clemenceau which contrasted with Sassine in 

its Muslim make-up with most of the party signs in the area being Shi'i, both Amal and 

Hizbullah. 

In addition to these varied living experiences, the two extended families which I 

spent much time with on both weekends and holidays were from two different sects and 

regions of the country. The first year in Lebanon I spent a good deal of time with the 

family of my Arabic tutor who are middle-class, Shi'i Muslim. In addition to meeting 

with Abir three times a week in Beirut, I often traveled to the town on the Southern 

outskirts of Beirut where, her immediate family lived and during the Shi'i religious 

holidays I traveled with her and the family to the region in the South on the border of the 

territory which at that time was still occupied by Israel and the Southern Lebanese Army. 

We would stay in the Shi'i village, Mansoureh, where some members of her extended 

family lived. The second family which let me become involved in their lives was 

Maronite from a region in Northern Lebanon near Tripoli. When I wasn't with one 

family, I tended to be with the other and found myself up in the North during all the 

' The signs painted and posted along the building walls in an area of streets are often emblematic of which 
religious/political party controls the area and not necessarily the actual sectarian make-up of the residents. 



Christian holidays for this year and for the majority of them the second year as well, in 

the Maronite villages of Zghorta-Ehden. 

It was in these family contexts that I did my most extensive participant 

observations and the majority of the informal recordings that I conducted were also in 

these contexts where I spent much time and where people were quite familiar with me. I 

found myself recording only after months in each context as I was both not that 

comfortable at first asking about recording, but also felt that it was important to have 

established some long-term rapport with people in order to make the recordings as natural 

as possible. This is particularly the case due to the political nature of the data. While I 

found that the topic of Israel was freely and frequently venomously discussed at will, the 

topic of Syria, which is a more sensitive internal Lebanese topic, was more challenging. 

Even after two years of conversations with some individuals, they would still ask me to 

turn off the tape recorder before stating anti-Syrian views. There was a clear anxiousness 

regarding the topic for many of my main Maronite interlocutors. 

The other conversational data that I collected was in various contexts at the 

American University of Beirut where I spent a good deal of time both years due to my 

appointment as research associate at the Center for Behavioral Research at AUB. This 

data includes conversations I had with my language tutor and friends in the Arabic 

department at AUB, as well as a broader network of students in the social sciences who 

were affiliated with the Center for Behavioral Research. This conversational data was 

most commonly in code-switched Lebanese Arabic-English, particularly in the case of 

AUB student data. The majority of the conversational data collected with both the 



Maronite and Shi'i extended families was largely in Lebanese dialect with minimal code-

switching. 

In addition to this informal data, the bulk of discourse analysis in this dissertation 

is on formal political discourse which I collected on topics of Israeli and Syrian presence. 

Formal speeches were both recorded during the public presentation such as at the simul

cast televised Arab summit meetings and Ashoura commemorations and were also 

collected in written form from local newspaper publication or website publication of 

speeches for both Hizbullah and the Maronite Patriarchate. At the times of the issuing of 

these public statements, I also made an effort to track comments about them in the local 

Arabic newspapers as well^. 

2.0.2 Linguistic field context 

I have briefly discussed the complexity of the linguistic field context in Lebanon 

in the introduction section 1.2.1 in which I highlighted how specific linguistic variations 

are linked to sectarian identity in Lebanon. While there is a standard Lebanese dialect to 

which these marked variations are held in opposition, I think it is important to note that I 

would not argue for a single, unified Lebanese dialect. Rather, like Spitulnik (1999) I 

would argue that there is a general urban code which is defined by its heteroglossic 

nature. She states," I would venture that Town Bemba is to a great degree perceived and 

manifested as a fluid code, because "it" quintessentially is a language of "the city" and 

^ For a more detailed data collection schedule see Appendix B. 



"the modem experience" both of which depend on the ideas of flux, hybridity, newness 

and experimentation in the Zambian cultural context" (1999:33). 

This fluidity in code is due in large part to the wide variety of educational 

experiences that Lebanese have. The Lebanese have had a strong tradition of education 

historically; in 1997 the literacy rate in Lebanon was 88.2%, one of the highest in the 

Middle East. Lebanon has differed from other Arab countries in the region such as Syria 

due to the expansive development of its private educational systems. Under the 

Ottomans, education was largely under the direction of separate religious communities. 

From the late 1700's onwards French, American Italian, Irish and German religious 

communities established educational institutions and missionary schools that have 

catered to particular communities within the country now for multiple generations (Faour 

1962). With the beginning of the French Mandate in 1921 education became compulsory 

at the primary-level, though it wasn't until independence that Arabic was a required 

component of this education, and then it was minimally applied (Freyha 2002). As of 

1999, there were 2,719 operating schools in the country from primary to post-secondary 

levels^; 55% of these schools are privately operated. 

^ The principal universities in Lebanon consist of the Lebanese University, with five branches (59,728 
enrolments in 1998-1999), the Arab University (sponsored by the Egyptian University of Alexandria) 
(11,356 enrolments in 1998-1999), Universite Saint Joseph (USJ) (founded and run by French Jesuits) 
(6,667 enrolments in 1998-1999), American University of Beirut (AUB) (4,700 enrolments in 1998-1999), 
Lebanese American University (4,292 enrolments in 1998-1999), Notre Dame University (2,966 
enrolments in 1998-1999), Kaslik University (3,819 enrolments in 1998-1999), the recently established 
Balamand University (Hybrid System) and Haigazian University College. Each of the Lebanese 
University, the USJ and the AUB has a medical school (information from the Lebanese Ministry of 
Finance). 
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The vast majority of my interlocutors were from an Anglophone background, 

meaning that from primary school onwards the bulk of their education was conducted in 

English with perhaps only one course in Arabic per term. While the language at home 

would have been largely Lebanese dialect, it may have been quite a mixed code 

depending on the educational background of the parents. Formal Arabic would have 

been heard mostly in formal contexts such as the reading out of written speeches or in 

news broadcasts'^. 

As a result of this kind of linguistic environment many Lebanese would conduct 

their everyday business in some version of code-switching. I follow Gumperz's 

definition of code-switching. Code-switching occurs when: 

the items in question form part of the same minimal speech act, 
and message elements are tied by syntactic and semantic relations 
equivalent to those that join passages in a single language, the 
relationship of language usage to social context is much more 
complex.. .and participants immersed in the interaction itself are 
often quite unaware which code is used at any one time. Their main 
concern is with the communicative effect of what they are saying. (1982:61) 

This description fits with the middle-class urban Lebanese population with whom 

I spent the majority of my time in Lebanon. Code-switching is a resource for these 

individuals and the ability to blend the three languages of Lebanese Arabic, English and 

sometimes French generates a fluid and complex repertoire on which Lebanese have to 

draw. One apparent result of such a complex repertoire is the metadiscursive discourse 

surrounding Lebanese linguistic facility. Comments such as, "we can translate for others, 

Fergusson's (1959) early work on the diglossic nature of Arabic emphasized how formal Arabic was not 
an everyday code used for interaction, but rather a distinct form of high speech which varies from dialect in 
phonology, grammar and vocabulary and is used in formal contexts. 
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but we can't manage our own affairs" were often heard. This comment highlights both 

the recognition of the linguistic facility of the Lebanese, as well as the frequent political 

quagmires in which the Lebanese state often finds itself 

The extension of this recognition of linguistic flexibility was often discussed by 

language professionals with whom I spoke. During the time of my fieldwork there was 

an across-the-board concern among secondary- and university-level educators within all 

three language curriculums, English, French and Arabic, that the youth of Lebanon today 

can no longer speak or write fluently in any one language. Rather, it is suggested that 

Lebanese youth function with a pidgin or broken dialect which receives much criticism^. 

This phenomenon is something widely commented on and criticized in public 

arenas such as talk shows and in professional settings such as academic lectures. For 

instance, in the Spring of 2001 there was an international conference at the Lebanese 

American University which was organized specifically to address the issue of 

bilingualism in Lebanon. In addition, it is also frequently discussed by concerned parents. 

Numerous times I heard parents discussing how they needed to be more vigilant about 

speaking only Arabic with their children or they would tell me that they make a special 

effort to only speak Arabic with the children because they will pick up English soon 

enough. Often within a half an hour of such discussions I would hear a request or 

comment to their child in English or mixed code. 

This linguistic context offers a very rich environment for creative linguistic play. 

And while this type of play can be very politically loaded, as discussed in Chapter One 

' Such criticisms soimded very much like criticisms in the United States over BEV or views voiced in the 
bilingualism debate in California. 
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Section 1.2.1, it can also lead to some fascinating hybrid productions. As Gumperz has 

noted, 

"What distinguishes bilinguals from their monolingual neighbors 
is the juxtaposition of cultural forms: the awareness that their own 
mode of behavior is only one of several possible modes, that style 
of communication affects the interpretation of what a speaker intends 
to communicate and that there are others with different communicative 
conventions and standards of evaluation that must not only be taken in 
to account by that can also be imitated or mimicked for special 
communicative effect." (1982:65) 

The issue of context, what part of town I'm in at what time of day, has shown 

itself to be a central component of general code-switching and other issues such as 

bivalency or simultaneity, as Woolard has referred to it, in signs. A good example of the 

importance of context was brought to my attention by one of my main interlocutors when 

watching the news on one of the Lebanese TV channels, LBC. The news, which is 

traditionally a bastion of formal Arabic, has recently undergone a change. The reporters 

on the street, usually younger and more casually dressed, are now issuing their reports in 

Lebanese dialect, but once the camera returns to the studio, the older, more formal anchor 

people are using Modem Standard Arabic (K. fieldnotes October 1999). The fact that 

Khalid and others highlighted this shift in news illustrates how it is a marked event, 

deviating from normative standards. This example is interesting because the LBC 

channel is the Maronite channel and during the war was largely a mouthpiece for the 

right-wing Lebanese Forces, strongly Francophone, and effectively anti-Arab nationalist. 

If there is going to be a shift away from formal Arabic, which as I noted in Chapter Four 
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often indexes Arab nationalism, it is natural for it to begin on this channel^- yet still 

people found it marked enough to comment on. 

There is a good deal of social debate within Lebanon regarding the status of the 

Lebanese dialect. An Arabic professor from the Lebanese University once detailed the 

prevailing social attitude toward dialect, lamenting the inability to discuss issues related 

to dialects and their origins in Arab universities because to the sacredness of Arabic. He 

included dialect along with a list of taboos: sex, religion, and politics. In a second 

follow-up discussion with this Maronite professor I was treated to a strong example of 

how language in Lebanon can specifically index particular communities. 

D. laid out a number of conclusions about Arabic versus colloquial 
that in the end sounded a bit racist against Arabs among which he does 
not include himself He asserted a number of times that he had been 
thinking about the issue of dialect for the last eight years and had even 
done a study in Zgharta where he found 14 vowels (remnants he assured 
me of the underlying Syriac roots of the Arabic in the Becharri valley^) in 
current use. 

(D. fieldnotes December 1999) 

As part of this same conversation, another Lebanese from the same village proudly 

stated, "the Christians are responsible for the survival of the Arabic language. If it wasn't 

for us, all of the Arab world would be speaking Ottoman now" (A.M. (Arabic) December 

1999). These types of metadiscourses about language were prevalent among my 

interlocutors. This was in part due to the fact that many were educators, but I feel that this 

® As of September 2003 I have noticed a marked increase in the deployment of Arabist type rhetoric on 
LBC. Lebanese commented to me that this is quite jarring given the history of the channel, though it makes 
sense that they need to appeal to the broader Arab community for the satellite market. 
^ According to my Maronite interlocutors from this area, this is the valley which the Maronites first 
inhabited as far back as 7"" century when they were trying to escape religious persecution from the 
Byzantine empire which viewed them as 'monotheletic' heretics. 
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is also related to the heightened self-conscious awareness among Lebanese of the 

political link between language and identity. 

2.1.0 Transcription and translation 

The claim that participants understand talk primarily by reference to its 
placement in interactive sequences has force and consequence for analysis, 
but can also obscure the equally significant fact that local sequences are 
played out by speakers against a background of social knowledge and 
habitual activities that go far beyond the local conditions of utterances which 
is in no way empirically observable in a transcript. (Hanks 1995:170) 

Throughout the creation of my dissertation transcripts I have tried to reflect on the 

process itself Recognition of the ideological implications of the process of transcription, 

such as discussed in the edited volume by Urban and Silverstein, Natural Histories of 

Discourse (1996), have become a common part of the reflexive process of transcription in 

current work. In accordance with this trend I have tried to be as explicit and self-

conscious regarding my representation of discourse data as possible. 

The recordings from which these data are drawn fall into two basic categories, 

public formal speech and private conversation speech. I have already discussed my 

methodology regarding the collection of these data; here, I want to comment on the 

choices I made regarding the categorization and organization of the database. In addition 

to recorded data, I draw on my fieldnotes which were taken throughout my time in 

Lebanon. They include many specific interactions and observations about the issues I am 

discussing in the following chapters. 



The two main categories of political data, resistance to the Israeli presence in 

Lebanon and sovereignty in relation to the Syrian presence, grew organically out of 

discussions because of their centrality in many conversations. And the vocabulary for 

talking about the two, both foreign powers with military presence in the country, varied 

distinctly due to the contrasting historical relationships that Lebanon has to each. There 

are naturally opposing views on these topics among Lebanese. At times—such as with the 

Syrian presence—these views can be diametrically opposed. But I did find coherent and 

largely cohesive stances among sub-sections of the population and I have tried to signal 

these frequently to distinguish among various Lebanese viewpoints. 

2.1.1 Transcription system 

The official speeches which make up the formal level of data were either recorded 

in real-time, off of live coverage, or they were collected from published sources with 

archival research done to gather contextual data. In both instances, the language of this 

type of data is largely formal Arabic,/M5'i/(fl. As a result, I chose to stick to the 

Q 

International Journal for Middle Eastern Studies, IJMES, standard of transliteration . 

This makes the transcripts both more readable for speakers of Arabic and makes the two 

types of formal data more equally comparable since no phonological variation is included 

in the speeches that were recorded live which I would not be able to measure in the 

published speech material. The alteration I have made to the IJMES system is the 

deletion of any punctuation symbols, for example, a period dot under a letter which is 

' The symbols included in this system are listed in Appendix A. 



used to show an emphatic consonant. This has been changed to a capital letter instead. 

This decision was based on the fact that I wanted to leave punctuation symbols for tone 

or other extra-linguistic features, such as is used in the Jefferson et al. (1972) 

transcription system. 

In contrast to the formal speech data, the informal conversational data is quite 

diverse and has caused me to extend the traditional IJMES system to include a wider 

expression of pronunciation of vowels. In addition, the use of a transliteration based on 

sound rather than the spelling of words allows me to capture dialectal differences such as 

consonant assimilation, such as; (th) > (s) or (t);  (dh) > (d) or (z); (Z) > (D); and (q) > ( ')  

2.1.2 Translation 

I worked closely with two different language tutors during my time in Lebanon. 

During the first year I was introduced to a primary education teacher who had a degree in 

Arabic education from the Lebanese American University. Abir became not only a tutor 

for me, but as previously mentioned took me into her family and became a central part of 

my first year experience in Lebanon. In addition to three tutoring sessions a week on the 

Lebanese dialect, I soon found myself spending the Shi'i holidays with Abir and her 

family in South Lebanon. We had many discussions regarding the general topic of my 

dissertation, but I had not yet collected the main body of data and so Abir was not 

involved in the translation process with me, except in the case of student protests and 

general Hizbullah rhetoric which I participated in and collected diiring this time, 

September 1999- April 2000. 
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My second year in Lebanon I hired a graduate student from the Arabic department 

at the American University of Beirut. Rima had worked with a large number of non-Arab 

researchers and was known for her precision with language. We met twice a week and 

slowly went through my data, which I was still in the process of collecting, in two phases. 

The first phase was an oral step-by-step discussion of my recordings or print-outs of 

public speeches. I recorded these sessions on DAT and found them to be very fruitful 

regarding supplemental information in relation to the topics under discussion. Rima and I 

frequently found ourselves chatting for extended periods about current political topics 

which came up in the data, such as Israeli bombings or Hizbullah kidnappings of Israeli 

soldiers. I have also topic transcribed the majority of these tapes and have done a close 

transcription when the topic under discussion was directly related to my dissertation 

project. 

The transliteration and translation process I found most successful with Rima 

included a multi-tiered process by which we would run through the data verbally, line by 

line in sessions during which content meaning was discussed. These sessions were 

recorded. I then took these tapes, and after having transliterated the data from the primary 

tape, I used the sessions recorded with Rima to help me fill in the sections which I did not 

understand. Finally, Rima would go through these transcripts printed with both the 

Arabic and translations and correct any errors or inconsistencies she found. If we 

disagreed on something, I would bring both the print-out and audio to our next session 

and we discussed it in greater detail. 
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The process worked most effectively with the formal textual data that I had 

gathered including political speeches, political handbills, and newspaper commentaries 

on the political events I was focusing on. The process was less effective in the case of 

the informal conversational data I had recorded. 

I have continued to draw on Rima's native speaker intuitions regarding my data as 

I have analyzed it, often checking my interpretations with her. I have also tried to have a 

number of Lebanese readers of the data sections in each chapter. For this I have relied on 

various friends and family members, most centrally my husband, Muhammad Ali 

Khalidi. These readers have offered insights and challenges which have kept me working 

on the data to bring it closer to an accurate representation of political speech. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 

HISTORICAL CONTEXTS AND POLITICAL CONFIGURATIONS 

3.0.0 Introduction 

In this chapter I choose to highlight the historical contexts and political 

configurations which are relevant to the specific discussions of political discourse in this 

dissertation. I do not intend to provide a comprehensive historical picture of Lebanon. 

While the introduction contained elements of the contemporary flavor of the country, I 

now present a historically informed understanding of how the discursive frames to be 

discussed in the following chapter gain and maintain relevance in the political area and 

broader public sphere in Lebanon. This context is also central in understanding the layers 

of indexical meaning which I excavate in the analytic chapters Five and Six. 

Even the very primary concept of "Lebanon" is a contested and polyphonic notion 

which holds different historical trajectories in mind for different Lebanese individuals. I 

will begin by discussing the nascent state formation of the country at the close of the 

Ottoman Empire and its foundational paradoxes which run through contemporary politics 

today. I will highlight how these paradoxes have become institutionalized in the 

contemporary political structure and discuss the issues of contemporary political tension 

which influenced political discourse during the period of my fleldwork. 
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3.1.0 Borders and boundaries 

Mount Lebanon, Little Lebanon, Greater Lebanon: all three geographical and 

political structures were well established entities before Lebanon became an independent 

state in 1943. 

Fig. 2.1 
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This illustration highlights the early boundary of Mount Lebanon, which was an 

Ottoman province, and the expanded region of Grand Liban, which was drawn under the 

French mandate (1920) and remained the border for independence (1943). I will expand 
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on the emerging political and social structures of these eras and how they influence 

current perceptions and understandings of the country today. 

With its rugged geography, Mount Lebanon became a haven for religious 

minority groups, particularly the Maronite Christian and Druze' communities during the 

days of Fatimid and Byzantine rule. It is generally accepted that these two communities 

were settled in the area by the eleventh century (Salibi 1988). In the sixteenth century 

Mount Lebanon established itself as largely autonomous from the Ottoman state in 

charge of it due to both its geography and the rule of the semi-feudal landlords who 

collected taxes for the Ottomans while expanding their own spheres of influence. 

This mountain social order expanded with the establishment of the silk trade, 

which improved the lives of the local, largely Maronite, peasants. But as silk developed 

into a monoculture in which over 50% of the working population participated, there was 

devastation when the price of raw silk collapsed in the 1880's. Over 1/3 of the inhabitants 

of Mount Lebanon emigrated and there was widespread famine and communal violence 

between the Druze and the Maronites (Khalaf 1979). Violence during this time in which 

an estimated 10-12,000 Christians were massacred has been linked to various causes: 

demographic expansion of the Christian population and its spread into Druze districts; 

increasing involvement of the Church in political and economic affairs, in particular its 

close ties with the peasant class; the emergence of a Christian middle class which did not 

fit into traditional feudal society; the decline of the authority of the local emirs; the 

' The Druze, duruz. broke away from the Isma'ili sect of Shi'i Islam in the eleventh century. Their 
practices and beliefs are so at variance with those of both Sunni and Shi'i Islam that some authorities argue 
the Druze should not be considered Muslims. In Lebanon, though, the Druze tend to identify themselves 
politically with the Muslim confessional community. (Johnson 1996:5) 
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Ottoman attempts to restrict autonomy in the region; and the growing rivalry between 

Britian and France in the area (Zamir 1985: 8, see also Khalaf 1979). 

During the final decades of the Ottoman Empire in the late 1800's, the region of 

Mount Lebanon was grouped together with Syria as a mutasarrijiyya with the 

administrative center being in Damascus. It is argued that this proto-state was founded at 

the insistence of foreign powers after much attention was drawn to it by the conflict 

between the Maronite and Druze peoples. "This system, which reflected Maronite 

peasant assertion from 1820's onward as well as great power intrusion (British, French 

and Russian), was unprecedented in Ottoman administration and proved a prototype for 

sectarian pluralism in twentieth century Lebanon." (Harris 1997:35). The legal identity 

of the mutasarrijiyya gave the Lebanese much autonomy from the Ottoman 

administration and allowed for the development of the idea of an independent Lebanese 

nation. (Zamir 1985) 

i-y 

During the mandate period from the end of Ottoman rule in 1916 until 

independence in 1943 the French interest in Lebanon expanded. In the post-WWI 

settlement the boimdaries of Lebanon, now referred to as Grand Liban, or Greater 

Lebanon, were redrawn to include the agricultural regions of the Bekaa valley to the East 

and the Shouf region in the South and to include the seaports of Tripoli in the North and 

Sidon in the South. It is important to note that the incorporation of these regions into the 

wilayet (Ottoman province) of Lebanon, which was advocated by the Maronite 

^ Through protectorate control, European governments were allowed to exert authority over non-Western 
economic markets without the expense of colonial occupation. Decades of debt and obligation developed 
relations of dependency and kept the decision-making in the hands of the protectorate country. It also 
guaranteed future involvement after independence through things such as mineral rights and trade 
agreements. (Khoury 1987). 
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Christians, both increased its viability as a nation and dramatically increased the diversity 

of the population from a solidly Maronite community with a Druze minority and small 

Shi'i and Sunni populations, to a multi-sectarian state with Muslims numbering close to 

50% of the population and the Christian populations diversified with Orthodox Christians 

from outlying areas and a massive influx of Armenian reftigees at the end of WWI 

(Harris 1997). Under the French then, Lebanon was fostered as a separate entity from 

Syria and legal codes were structured in a manner which fostered the Christian sector of 

the population, particularly the Catholic sects. 

Across the last two centuries, then, in terms of land boundaries and in terms of 

demographic population, Lebanon has been constituted along more than one axis. 

Similar to the colonial heritage of countries such as Indonesia, Lebanon—as a concept-

can be imagined in more than one form based on the particular authority and time period 

one is validating. For example, it can be seen as a small, largely Maronite mountain 

region or it can be viewed as a smaller part of the largely Sunni and very Arab "Greater 

Syria." Among its external founding parents are the Phoenicians, the Ottomans, the 

greater Arab nation, or in some narratives, the French. These historically involved 

parties, whether imagined or real, in addition to those internal Lebanese leaders who 

participated in the early structuring of the state, can all be seen as potential sources of 

authority for Lebanese individuals. 
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3.1.1 State formation 

Since independence in 1943 at the end of the French mandate, the state of 

Lebanon has been organized as a consociational democracy. Current allocations of 

sectarian seats are rooted in an early 1940's informal agreement called the National Pact 

which was formulated under the French Mandate by a number of notables and leading 

parliamentarians, most prominently Riyad al-Sulh and Bishara al-Khoury, the most 

popular politicians at the time of the Sunnis and Maronites respectively. This pact is 

considered a compromise between the two prevailing ideologies during this time of state 

formation, Maronitism and Arabism (Hares 1985). 

The pact gave deference to the Arab identity of Lebanon while asserting that it 

had distinct ties with the West that should not be jeopardized. In this sense the National 

Pact overtly recognized the Christian-Muslim balance that needed to be managed in the 

country and the early statesmen chose to do this through specific allocation of seats in the 

government based on sectarian representation. (Hanf 1993:83) All of the 17 officially 

recognized sectarian communities would be represented with the largest among them 

having the positions of most authority. The division was based on the census of 1932.^ 

Though the demographic makeup of Lebanon has radically shifted'', the artificial balance 

of the confessional political system remains to this day. 

^ For more on the pohtical nature of this census see Maktabi (1999) 

There were radical demographic shifts in the population during the civil war, in which there was a large 
amount of Christian middle class out-migration while the Shi'i Muslim population, which was largely rural, 
less educated and more economically disadvantaged, grew in faster proportion to the rest of the nation. 
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(Harris 1997:84) 

Pariiament seats were allocated along a 6:5 ratio favoring Christians. In the 55-niember 

parliament, 30 seats were given to the Christians. The Christian seats were primarily 

Maronite with some reserved for Orthodox, Greek Catholic, and Armenian 

representatives. The 25 Muslim seats were divided as follows: 11 Sunni, 10 Shi'a, and 4 

Druze (Hanf 1993). In addition, the national pact divided the cabinet equally among 

Muslim/Christian confessional lines. It was understood that the positions of President^ 

and Prime Minister would be filled by a Maronite and Sunni respectively. 

^ It has been noted that this sectarian based structure of the Lebanese government requires the president to 
fulfill two contradictory positions; being a neutral arbiter between various communities while being a 
defender of Christian interests. Perhaps as a result, many of the serious crises in independent Lebanon have 
been linked to the election of a new president, ie. 1952, 1958, 1975-6 and 1982. (Zamir 1985, Zisser 2000) 
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The Christian bias of the mandate system under the French then, was largely 

reinforced when Lebanon first came into independence. And the ongoing anxiousness 

about the Christian identity of Lebanon slipping away continued (Salibi 1976). Active 

efforts by the state to boost the Christian numbers can be noted in the state decision to 

include emigres in its census numbers, or more proactive policies such as the state 

response to the Palestinian refugee crisis. In the early years of expulsion fi-om Palestine 

in the late 1940's, Lebanon had a biased policy of assimilation in which the vast majority 

of refugees granted Lebanese citizenship were Christian, the rest of the displaced, who 

were largely Sunni Muslims, were largely denied political and civil rights, and are still 

housed in various refugee camps throughout the country (Harris 1997). This fed the 

general material disparity between Christians and Muslims^. 

This formative national pact, referred to as the "unwritten constitution" of 

Lebanon, is more restrictive in practice than the actual Constitution (Hanf 1993). While 

the National Pact defines the fundamentals of power-sharing and guidelines for foreign 

policy, the Constitution lays out a democratic program of majority rule under a majority 

vote system. It is the fusion of these two policies that places the Lebanese government 

within the framework of a "consociational democracy" in that the country is not governed 

by simple majority, but by a grand coalition in which every large sect has the right of 

veto (Hanf 1993:73). 

® And those Palestinians who were not granted citizenship and maintained refugee status still today are not 
allowed into many white-collar employment positions, nor are they able to own property. 
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3.1.2 Civil war 

The civil war is a latent though potent historical force that periodically rears its 

head in the daily lives of Lebanese now over a decade after its end. It rears its head also 

throughout this dissertation as the chaos and havoc that it wreaked was frequently on the 

tongues of my interlocutors. Whether describing political tensions, landmarks, the 

floundering economy, or even the good old times, the war and its direct effect on the 

Lebanese was continually referenced in daily interactions. 

Due to the size of the country and the high-range of chaos that lasted for such a 

protracted period, almost every person with whom I spoke had a personal connection to 

some violent event during the war. For many, their personal histories were divided 

between "before the war" and "during the war." This naturally depended on the age of 

the individual, though even younger Lebanese are well acquainted with "before the war" 

talk. A Lebanese professor from the American University of Beirut once commented on 

the difference between students of the war and today: 

the students of ten years ago have more maturity. They were more 
hardened by the immediate experiences of the war. You know this 
generation, they were too young when the war ended. Because the war 
ended eight years ago, so they were too young when it ended and the 
parents, you know, right after the war, the Lebanese in general, 
completely indulged the things they were deprived of. And they indulged 
their kids, that's why we have a generation of adult kids. 

(R. (English) Interview April 12, 2000) 

While the causes of the Lebanese war continue to be contentiously debated, the 

results of the 15 year civil conflict have left physical marks on the land and its people. 

Through a long series of expulsions from the city of Beirut, internal dislocations and 

migrations towards it due to massacres in the mountains, the face of the country radically 
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altered from pre- to post-war periods. It is estimated that over one-third of Lebanon's 

population was displaced from the country and of those who remained, nearly two-thirds 

had been forced to temporarily leave their homes or communities at one time or another 

(Khalaf 1993). These radical population changes naturally influenced peoples' 

relationship to their country. Who the Lebanese were and what they called home were 

fluid categories that at times changed overnight during the civil war. 

Another cenfral factor of the war which contributed to the internal instability of 

the country was the manner in which regional powers participated both politically and 

physically in the disputes of this war. It is not uncommon for Lebanese to treat the war 

as something external that happened on Lebanese soil, Harb al-akhann '^ala 'ardind, 

literally, 'the war of others on our land^', with no one taking responsibility from within 

the country. In addition to a long series of international powers involved in brokering 

deals, Syria, Israel, and the Palestine Liberation Organization physically occupied 

portions of the country for extended periods of time. A series of short-term military 

interventions also occurred, including the Arab Deterrent Force^, the Americans, the 

Italians, the French, and the United Nations, and there were independent political fighters 

from countries such as Iran and Libya, which had their own political agendas. Even now, 

after Israeli withdrawal from most of Southern Lebanon (except for the contested Shebaa 

Farms^), a UN observer force remains, as do Syrian troops. The presence of external 

' This idea is so well established that it has even made its way into book titles, e.g. Ghassan Tueni's (1985) 
Une guerre pour les autres. Paris. 
® A multi-national force established by the Arab League to conduct peacekeeping operations. 
® While Israel withdrew from Southern Lebanon in May 2000, they did not withdraw from Shebaa Farms, a 
15 square mile area along the Lebanese-Syrian border which has been occupied by Israel since 1967, 
though Israel claims it to have been part of Syria. For more details, see Norton (2002) and Blanford (2003). 
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forces within the country continues to leave some Lebanese with a sense of limited 

independence and by extension, limited stability. 

3.1.3 Ta 'if Accord 

The conclusion of fifteen years of civil war in Lebanon was assembled under the 

arm of the Arab League. They had organized a committee to address the establishment of 

a peace treaty and after a number of false starts, they convened in October of 1989. The 

meeting that resulted in the Ta'if Accord (named after the city in Saudi Arabia which 

hosted the Lebanese legislators) went on for a continuous 23 days drawing together sixty-

two Lebanese deputies, half Christian and half Muslim, both from within the country and 

from exile. These leaders put into print what had previously been adhered to in the 

unwritten National Pact with some revisions for perceived demographic shifts. 

The document changed the division of power, giving equal representation to 

Muslims and Christians (5:5), where previously the Christians had maintained a 6:5 

majority. Those drawing up the Ta'if Accord reaffirmed the troika state system of the 

national pact with president, prime minister and speaker of parliament, allocated to the 

Maronite, Sunni, and Shi'i sects exclusively. In addition, the President, a Maronite 

Christian, lost some control over the cabinet. In contrast, the Prime Minister and Speaker 

of Parliament, Sunni and Shi'i Muslims respectively, were given more power, as was the 

Council of Ministers. All these shifts dramatically decreased the amount of influence the 

Maronite politicians had in office. Regarding the Syrian troops, deployed in Lebanon 
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since 1976, the second year of the war, the accord stated they would withdraw within a 

period of two years. The agreement had the support of Syrian president Hafiz al-Assad. 

In general, this accord is looked upon by both Lebanese and outside observers as 

a failed compromise. Harris argues that the Ta'if Accord enshrined the status quo, in 

such a way that the authoritarian restrictions of Syrian Ba'thist Arabism were sadly 

combined with "Israeli military pressures, endemic corruption, rampant sectarianism, and 

horrific environmental degradation, turning one of the worlds' most extraordinary 

countries into a sorry wreck" (1997:325). 

3.1.4 Current government 

During the time that this research was conducted. Fall 1999 through Spring 2001, 

the president of the country was Emile Lahoud, a Maronite and former Army 

commander. As the data in this dissertation will show. President Lahoud was considered 

by the average Lebanese to be an unsophisticated puppet of the Syrian government, yet at 

the same time he is seen as being evenhanded among sects. He is known for his suave 

dressing, leathery tan from excessive beach going, and a broad white-toothed smile. As a 

result of the Ta'if accord, the Maronites lost a good bit of power in the country. 

Accordingly, part of current political negotiations involves the Maronites working to give 

more power back to the president. 

There was failure in the 1990s-Geagea was in prison, Aoun outside the 
country, Hrawi didn't help the Christians. This year Lahoud is in office, they 
trust him. He has some integrity, personal integrity. Generally Maronites 
trust Lahoud, so they participated more in the [parliamentary] election this time 
around 

(K. (English) interview October 1, 2000) 
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Yet according to the Maronite Patriarch, even under Lahoud, the Lebanese government is 

mughayyaba, 'absent.' A Maronite friend explained that this was an intended pun related 

to the Shi'a notion of Musa al-Sadr as mughayyab, an imam who disappeared without 

explanation in the 1980's and who some are still waiting to return and resolve the 

problems of the Shi'a community'^. According to one of my interlocutors, without 

directly stating it, the Patriarch is suggesting that the current Lebanese government is 

false, and the real one will return when the time is right (fieldnotes October 2000). 

The prime minister during the first year of this work was Salim al-Hoss. He is a 

long-time politician who was referred to by a variety of Lebanese as the only real 

statesman in the Lebanese government. For various reasons, such as the failing economy, 

block balloting, and gerrymandering of electoral districts, Hoss was not re-elected to 

parliament in the Fall 2000 elections. Rather, Rafik Hariri, a construction tycoon who 

made his money in Saudi Arabia and was responsible for the corporation rebuilding the 

downtown area of Beirut, was re-elected in a landslide, and was then re-appointed to the 

prime minister's office. Hariri was expected to give the economy a boost, supporting 

more laissez-faire economics over the Hoss social policies that were barely implemented 

before his departure. 

Nabih Berri, the Shi'i speaker of parliament, is also head of the Amal'' political 

movement in southern Lebanon. Berri was considered to be a corrupt businessman 

For a comprehensive discussion of Musa al-Sadr see Ajami (1986). 
" Amal was the only Shi'i political organization during the civil war until a more radical group branched 
off in the early 1980's to form Hizbullah. 
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among the majority of my Shi'i interlocutors. They argued that he cared more about 

consolidating his power than the good of the people in the southern region of the country. 

The failures of Berri's Amal movement are often contrasted with the successes of the 

Islamic Resistance party, Hizbullah, which provides a good deal of social support for the 

1 0 
Shi'i community in Lebanon . And regarding Berri's position within the government a 

Maronite interlocutor commented, 

Berri needed something, so they gave him amn al-dawla 'national security' 
since the Maronites had the army and the Sunnis had the internal security 
forces. This group creates a buffer aroimd Berri to shield him from counter 
attacks. 

(K. (English) interview April 12, 2000) 

This statement highlights how the three separate powers of the troika system are 

perceived by Lebanese as opposing sectarian forces even 10 years after the war's end. 

3.2.0 Current tensions influencing political debates in Lebanon 

During the period of my fieldwork, from 1991 to 2001, there were a number of 

key issues which influenced the political atmosphere within Lebanon. Most central were 

the debates surrounding the Israeli occupation of southern Lebanon and the Syrian 

presence within the country. In addition, the issue of the post-war economy and internal 

tensions over sectarian issues periodically flared up and caused a stir both in the media 

and in people's day-to-day conversations. 

Hizbullah as a military and social organization will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5.2.0. For 
more on the origins of the movement see Picard (1996b) and Saad-Ghorayeb (2000). 
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3.2.1 Regional politics 

Of the many foreign powers involved in the Lebanese civil war, the Syrian and 

Israeli forces were still present in the country at the time of my arrival for fieldwork in 

the Fall of 1999. As will be discussed in Chapter Five, the Israeli troops finally withdrew 

from occupied southern Lebanon after over 20 years in May of 2000. At the time of this 

writing, Syrian troops still occupied central posts within the country, though during my 

time in the field their physical presence was significantly lessened. These remnants of 

external forces from the civil war make up a central component of what the Lebanese are 

dealing with in this discussion of political rhetoric. While internal divisions between 

Lebanese continue to flourish, managing these outside powers seems to be a key step in 

re-organizing the political and social face of Lebanon in the post-war era. 

In addition, the current international climate since the events of 9/11 and the 

ensuing "war on terror" has been volatile and largely anti-Arab, leaving the Lebanese in 

an ambiguous position. Having come to align themselves nationally with the resistance 

activities of Hizbullah, as will be discussed in Chapter 5, the Lebanese now are working 

to distinguish the ideas of resistance and self-determination ft-om those of "terrorism," 

particularly Islamic terrorism^^. This type of distancing is also true of the current 

Palestinian Intifada which continues under an increasingly heavy-handed, American-

backed Israeli response. Lebanese daily see the dramatic effects on television of the 

Israeli iron-fisted policy which continues to act outside the bounds of international law. 

For more on this, see Norton 2002 and Sanjakdar 2004. 
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The result is increasing suspicion, defensiveness, and general malaise on the part of the 

Lebanese. 

3.2.2 Post-war economy 

The economy influences political rhetoric within Lebanon on at least two levels. 

There is the question of the overall stability of the country which is directly linked to its 

ability to sustain a viable economic sector. Perhaps more centrally for my interlocutors is 

the localized effect of this viability: individual citizens' inabilities to meet their daily 

needs. 

From its early days, Lebanon has had a free-market economy with minimal 

interventiori from the state for investments and trading. This contrasts sharply with the 

other countries in the Arab region and has led to a history of international investment 

making Lebanon a regional banking center. The golden era'"^ began in the 1940's when 

Lebanon gained independence and experienced a period of economic expansion. 

Naturally, this came to a dramatic end during the civil war. Though money still flowed 

into the country, it was to benefit only the militias and war profiteers (Khalaf 1987). The 

war and its resulting instability generated severe inflation and as a result the per capita 

income during the war went from $1800 in 1974 to less than $250 in 1989 (Kubursi 

1993). According to United Nations estimates, damage to infrastructure and physical 

assets due to the conflict amounted to U.S. $25 billion. 

While frequently glorified periods in the past are labeled as golden, it is interesting to note that during 
this era in Lebanon when trading and banking flourished, it is reported that over 1/3 of the world's mined 
gold was sold or traded through Lebanon (Hoye 1982). 
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This trend continued in the immediate post war era. While the IMF estimated that 

the GNP improved by 40% during the first post-war year, 1991, and the inflation rate was 

reduced from over 120 % in 1992 to approximately 3% in 1998*^, the national deficit has 

remained quite high and tensions over reinvestment from fears related to the potential 

return of civil conflict have only slowly begun to fade. During the period of my fieldwork 

there was continual talk of the 'disappearing of the middle-class' in Lebanon, often 

linked to discussions of excessive consiomerism. Interlocutors frequently commented on 

individuals with BMW SUVs, fancy jewelry, or cigars, often saying things like: "That's 

what's wrong with our country. They spend so much money on plastic surgery that they 

can't afford to pay their children's tuition." Always couched in the language of "them," 

and set off by viewing something excessive on television or at the table next to us at a 

restaurant, these comments pervaded daily conversation. 

3.2.3 Internal religious tensions 

In Khalaf s (1993) sociological study of the geography of post-war Lebanon, he 

concluded that the 1990's have seen a heightening of religious separatism. According to 

Khalaf, decades of conflict have led to physical isolation, almost ghettoization, based on 

religious group affiliation due to the difficulty of moving from one area to another and to 

a series of purgings of communities when various militias would take over regions within 

the city of Beirut'^. 

Financial information largely gathered from the Lebanese Ministry of Finance: www.finance.gov.lb 
I foxmd this separatism most clearly corroborated when trying to move between East and West Beirut 

across what is known as the "Green Line", which divided Christian and Muslim sectors of Beirut during the 
civil war. Cab drivers charge more to cross from one side to another, even though the distance might be 
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This holiday season [1999-2000] has seen a spate of violence surface in what has 
been perhaps an unusually quiet time in Lebanon. Three Orthodox 
church bombings around Tripoli in the North, a Sunni extremist 
uprising also in that area, the beating and strangulation of a Maronite 
nun in East Beirut, a rocket launch attack by Palestinians on the 
Russian Embassy in West Beirut, a Hizbullah suicide car bombing 
down in the South, all within the last few weeks'^. 

What does this violence mean in relation to the peace talks currently 
underway in Virginia? And more centrally for me has been 
how this violence, and its intrinsic link to sectarian identity here, is 
mediated by the state at a cultural level. 

I view these acts as disruptions of state-manufactured order and 
coherence in a coxmtry that has been fractured by decades of war. 
This superficial appearance of a "New Lebanon" has been touted 
in an extensive array of cultural venues since my arrival. But 
throughout my time here I have also noted the state's exertion of 
control over this appearance, particularly in the form of censorship. 

(Fieldnotes January 2000) 

During my first year in Lebanon there were three major acts of state cultural censorship'^ 

which seemed directly linked to sectarian issues. Detailed below, the banning of a 

Lebanese film from a film festival, the deleting of an overtly sensual Orientalist act in the 

Bejart Ballet production, and the issuing of a religious faiwa against a renowned 

Lebanese oud player due to his performance of a song which contains a line from the 

shorter than travel within one side. And I found more than once a younger cab driver not knowing a 
particular central landmark when coming from the "other side", whereas the older drivers were more 
famihar with the city as a whole. 

This spate of violence is detailed in Quilty 2000. 
18 Lebanese State oversight of media is loosely enforced with specific censors evaluating cinema and 
theatre only. Press media was pardoned in 1994 of all war violations and now it, like other media such as 
radio and television, is now periodically censored through broad Lebanese laws which outlaw expressions 
of liable, slander and commentary which "incites sectarian issues" (Boutros 2001). 
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Qur'an, were all the result of religious figures putting pressure on the state to respond to 

"items that inflame sectarian passions." 

The Lebanese film festival which played in early October 1999 had to contend 

with the usual restrictions placed on imports, but there also was the severe censoring of 

one of the centerpiece Lebanese films of the festival. This movie, "Civilisees", directed 

by Randa Chahal Sabbagh and based on the civil war, had 43 minutes of its 95-minute 

running time cut. Reasons given by the censors included blasphemy and 

misrepresentation of the role of clergy in the war. And so this film, which was one of 

only two full-length feature productions from Lebanon, was never shown to the public 

beyond its opening in the festival. 

In early December 1999 the French Bejart Ballet performed in Beirut for the first 

time since the war. They danced for a packed audience in the Beirut Forum, Lebanon's 

largest venue. I attended, excited as many Lebanese with whom I spoke to see the Bejart 

piece based on the music of Oum Kalthoum, an Egyptian singer and Arab icon. The 

introductory announcement stated that, due to the censorship of the Surete Generale, the 

Oum Kalthoum series would not be performed, as certain movements needed to be taken 

out. So the decision was made not to perform it at all, but rather put on Mahler's "Death 

in Venice" piece instead. The audience booed and hissed and a few people got up and left 

once this was announced. It was never made clear why exactly the movements were cut, 

though a newspaper review mentioned that another piece entitled "The Silk Road" had 

been modified such that the male performer who represented Islam was to wear a shirt 

rather than perform bare-chested as all the other dancers were doing. While certainly 
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there was no overall move to stifle the erotic nature of many of the pieces ("Bolero" was 

performed in full), it seems that the specifically Arab representation was the focus of 

control by the government censors. As for the audience, when "The Silk Road" was 

performed, the sections that received the loudest applause were the Turkish and Egyptian 

sections containing Oriental music and some belly-style dancing. It seemed that the 

Lebanese were clamoring for 'Oriental' representations by the French troupe, countering 

the censors' choices for them. 

In addition to censorship of these visual media there was an uproar regarding the 

revival of a religious fatwa against one of Lebanon's national musical treasures. Marcel 

Khalife, a leftist Christian who has sung songs in support of Lebanese and Palestinian 

human rights. The fatwa first issued in 1996 by Sunni Grand Mufti, Imam Qabbani was 

based on the notion that it is against Islamic law to set verses of the Qur'an to music. 

Khalife set to music a poem by Palestinian poet Mahmoud Darwish, entitled "Yusif 

(based on the story of Joseph as related in the Qur'an), which contains one line from the 

Holy Book. The fatwa was originally held in abeyance, but with this new judicial year 

(1999) it was reenacted under the direction of Qabbani. This caused both confusion and 

outrage among many of my interlocutors regardless of their sectarian background. 

Khalife eventually appeared before the courts and was acquitted. 

These three examples are a few of many instances of tension in the country which 

essentially involve negotiating what being Lebanese means. It appears to me that an 

undercurrent of these discourses of control is a series of checks and balances between 

religion and the state which are currently up for negotiation. While the state is tacitly 
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trying to assume an increasing amount of authority, this increase in authority is being 

tempered by institutionalized religious powers as well as by the threat of religious 

fanaticism. 

3.3.0 Conclusions 

By highlighting a few central historical moments and political configurations I 

have tried to build the background for the arguments that I develop in this dissertation. 

Also, by filling in the picture on some of the most salient concerns for the Lebanese, such 

as regional politics, the economy, and religious tensions, I have attempted to generate an 

overall understanding of the post-war setting. This background is part of the multi-

layered context fi-om which political speech in Lebanon needs to be read in order to 

understand various layers of meaning. It provides recognition of potentially conflicting 

sources of authority within the country that need to be negotiated by the state and by 

individuals. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 

CONTESTED DISCURSIVE FRAMES OF AUTHORITY: 
ARABISM, NATIONALISM AND SECTARIANISM 

Metadiscursive struggle is important not only at the 
contested margins of a community's discixrsive 
practices, but obviously as well at the very center of 
a community's organizing social categories and 
their relationship including political hierarchies. 

(Silverstein and Urban 1996:12) 

4.0.0 Introduction. 

Recent discussions on the contemporary Arab political scene have noted that growing 

civic pluralism in the Middle East coupled with new access to often un-mediated media 

offer challenges to firmly entrenched regimes (Caton 1991, Eickelman 1999, Norton 

1999). A key factor in the rise of these civil societies has been the increasing 

accessibility of modem technologies in forging links across previously state-controlled 

media. From boot-legged audio-cassettes in Yemen to the web-sites and television 

stations of Hizbullah in Southern Lebanon, these media have operated beyond the reach 

of the state-arm of censorship and have provided a venue for both critique of the state and 

the development/fostering of alternative forms of community coalescing outside state 

bounds. In contexts such as Lebanon where the state is now rebuilding in the post-1989 

era, civil society may play an even more central role in state formation. In discussing the 

role of governments in exercising social control, Norton notes; 

The quest for government hegemony in the post-colonial Muslim world 
has often centered on reproducing social values and fostering national 
solidarity, particularly republics such as Egypt, Iran and Turkey, but this 
quest has largely failed. Instead, government is simply one of many 
competing sites in which values and ideals are adapted, debated, reshaped 
and nourished. (1999:21) 
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The questions in this dissertation extend this recognition to ask: how do competing sites 

of oppositional discourses gain legitimacy; when does the state recognize opposition; and 

how does the state deal with this opposition? In order to address these questions, it is 

important to determine how different discourses are received and interpreted or valued. 

All utterances need to be made sense of from within the interpretive framework 

with which one makes sense of the world at large. This act of interpretation carries with 

it certain embedded structures of meaning which I am calling here an interpretive frame. 

These interpretive frames may also in some sense be construed as belief systems, or as 

Linde (1992) would label them, systems of coherence. I choose the notion of interpretive 

frame to link this work with Goffrnan's interactional system (1981), as discussed in the 

introduction. 

A central point of interest in this dissertation is the focus on contexts where 

multiple interpretations of an interaction co-exist. In such contexts, the act of 

interpretation becomes a political choice which determines the framing of utterances and 

events. A key question becomes whether the act of interpretation is one of individual 

choice or whether this act is influenced by predetermined outcomes which have limited 

and hierarchically organized the possible framings that an individual may use to make 

sense of the discourse at hand'. I argue in this dissertation that, along the lines of 

' The socially embedded limits of language itself have been dealt with in varying degrees by theoretical 
concepts such as Bourdieu's orthodoxy, Foucault's Master Narrative, or even the Bakhtinian notion of 
centripetal forces in a text. 



Gramscian cultural hegemony, the post-colonial world of late capitalism is maintained in 

part by constructing an ordered means for making sense of the world through a market-

based limiting and ranking of interpretive frames for discourse. The key means for 

operation of this market is the public sphere. I argue that hegemony is at work in the 

assertion of an authoritative interpretive frame through linguistic encounters as discussed 

in this work in which hierarchies of meaning are defined. 

In order for these discourses to be interpreted in multiple ways, there must be a 

certain openness or vagueness which they sustain. Gruber (1993), in his discussion of 

Austrian presidential political texts, notes the strategic value of vagueness. "Listeners 

will activate their existing belief systems and build up a representation which takes into 

account only those aspects of the text which fit best into their belief systems" (1993:24). 

In this manner, a political speech, if vague enough, can appeal to multiple audiences 

simultaneously. When speaking with a Palestinian politician in Lebanon I was told of the 

self-conscious prioritizing of audiences when a public statement is made. "You want to 

please your constituents, the government, other players like America and Syria, and the 

Arab public opinion as well." (W. (English) Fieldnotes June 2001) 

While one might ask, if a text is so vague that it appeals to multiple audiences 

who make whatever they desire of it, what has it accomplished? Gruber suggests that one 

outcome can be the balancing or dissolution of conflict. "Overt discussion of diverse 

opinions is thus impeded as every listener can claim to be right and try to convince the 

other of his interpretation instead of discussing the vagueness of the source text" 

(1993:24). Conflict is then shifted from speaker-listener to listener-listener relations. 
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In this same vein, I argue that speakers' shifts between various interpretive fi-ames 

are strategically geared towards maintaining broad audience appeal across various 

Lebanese factions while simultaneously accomplishing specific political objectives. And 

as Lynch (1999) has noted in regard to political struggles in the public sphere, "the actor 

who succeeds in identifying itself with the interests of the collective.. .has framed the 

terms of political discourse and debate and thus the limits of legitimate policy." (1999:46) 

This chapter takes a look at the three dominant interpretive frames of Arabism, 

Nationalism, and Religion that are negotiated in the Lebanese political public sphere. 

They are substantiated in the use of historically-defined tropes and symbols. Brenneis 

has argued, "The strategy of indirection depends primarily upon tropes, those figures of 

speech that operate on meanings (signified) rather than the form (signifier) of the words." 

(1984:15) These frames include specific pattemings of language use in addition to the 

specific social relations. They offer key means for aligning oneself along a specific us-

them axis, whether for instrumental purposes or as a matter of everyday sense of self. 

These three interpretive frames are not mutually exclusive, but can in effect be 

nested within each other, as was mentioned in the introduction. A primary example of 

such nestings comes from one of the Lebanese "founding fathers" Bishara al-Khoury, 

Lebanon's first president in which he calls for a distinctive Lebanese identity within a 

broader Arabist tradition. He noted in 1945, 

We have followed a courageous policy of independence by ending 
our isolationism and looking to the Arabs with whom we share many 
things including a common language, oriental values, traditions, common 
interests and will. The Lebanese have become as one complete person, 
an independent Arab Lebanese Nationalist. (1951:27) 



Examples of these three interpretive frames, as well as locally specific styles of 

distinction, follow. It is important to assert that these frames are not self-contained nor 

mutually exclusive, but can at times leak into one another to share aspects of certain 

tropes or symbols. The potential for this has varied historically in Lebanon based on the 

make-up of the public sphere and the specific socio-historical moment. 

FRAMES of Authority Us-them dichotomy Central tropes or symbols 

Arabism Arab Nation vs. West brotherhood, unity, and 
Arabic language 

Nationalism Lebanese vs. Arab 
Nation 

Sovereignty, secularism, 
cedar tree, folk customs, and 
Lebanese Arabic dialect 

Confessionalism/ 
Sectarianism 

Christian vs. Muslim or 
sect vs. sect 

Various religious leaders and 
iconography dependent on 
sect 

I view the symbolic aspects of interpretive frames as a type of resource which speakers 

draw on individually to orient both their audiences and themselves toward the frame of 

choice. "Because symbols can orient action, shape identities, and draw boundaries, they 

are expressions of power and midwives of hierarchy." (Bamett 1998:251) In addition, it 

is possible to fransform an event, such as the creation of the state of Israel, into a symbol 

by framing it within a particular storyline which supports the general rhetoric of that 

frame. 
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This dissertation largely focuses on the linguistic means for managing opposition 

and identity expression. But it is important to highlight the prevalent oversaturation of 

images and icons within Lebanon. Posters and banners cover city walls and are strung 

across the streets in a daily bombardment of images, largely in the name of politics or 

political groups, and faces of leaders from different eras are often pasted side by side^. In 

addition, religious iconography is prevalent, providing an outlet for expression of 

religious identity in a context where talking of such things remains largely taboo. As one 

Palestinian poet posits about Beirut, 

Perhaps its expressive powers, formed from a mixture of death, chaos, 
freedom, alienation, migration and peoples, had become so full and had 
so over flown the known forms of utterance that it found only the poster 
capable of making room for powers of expression that went beyond the 
merely quotidian. 

(Darwish 1995:53) 

The density of meaning which can be read in images creates a special niche for the 

vagueness and simultaneity which are prevalent in political speech. Chapter Five will 

discuss an example of how political party posters may capitalize on the strategy of 

incorporation for redefining meaning. These negotiations of meaning through the 

shifting of interpretive frames occur in the discursive space of the public sphere. The 

following section will detail the theoretical construction of such a space and how it 

influences the production of meaning. 

^ This has changed somewhat since 2000 with the passing of mimicipal laws which state that election 
posters must be taken down within 24 hours of the election. Such laws highlight the recognition by the 
Lebanese that their city walls are an often overused site for political expression. 
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4.1.0 Public sphere and the discursive politics of hegemony 

How multiple subjectivities, or stances, are negotiated is part of the creative 

process of everyday life for individuals. But on a larger, systemic scale, such as state 

governmental politics, it could be argued that certain stances are not as available or viable 

as others. Indeed, certain stances may generate alignments that are unacceptable or 

incomprehensible in the social interpretive frame in which one is operating. In order to 

recognize the patterns of constraint operating in social systems where dominant stances 

are maintained through dispersed hegemonic forms of control it is necessary to 

conceptualize how those dominant frameworks operate in a given society. 

Giddens (1979) has suggested that previous work on interaction by Goffman, 

Schegloff and Hymes all focus on individual agency with limited ability to understand 

how broader, social contexts for action are manifested. He argues that a better 

understanding of these contexts for action will lead to a better understanding of how 

power moves through institutions. And it will help recognize that people's actions are 

both constrained and enabled by their social structure in ways that reinforce or modify 

that structure in the process. 

In this study of Lebanese politics, I focus on the role of governing institutions, as 

they both modify and are modified through language. But I am also interested in how to 

conceptualize the role of hegemonic power outside specific institutions on the more 

loosely organized system of public opinion. To this effect, I choose to organize the 

impact of social constraints on interaction through the use of the theoretical construct of 

the public sphere. For this dissertation, it will be empirically defined as the contexts of 



print and televised media in which political debates in Lebanon are played out in often 

minute detail. I use the notion of the public sphere instead of the Gramscian concept of 

civil society with the understanding that the public sphere takes into account the role of 

media in constructing and maintaining public opinion. 

The concept of the public sphere concept originates with the historically specific 

and idealized Habermasian notion of the eighteenth-century European bourgeois public 

sphere, an abstract notion of an environment of public opinion, or as Fraser refers to it, 

"an institutionalized arena of discursive action" (1990:57). This concept allows for a 

theoretical distinction between the apparatus of the state and the arena of citizen 

interaction often referred to as civil society. 

The notion of civil society in the Middle East has received much attention in the 

post-cold war re-evaluation of state systems (Norton 1995,1999). Political analysts of 

the region tend to view the presence or absence of civil society in a particular state as an 

indicator of viability of democracy. My interest in this dissertation is not to evaluate 

abstract notions of freedom and equality as they relate to various civil society formations, 

rather it is to focus on specific discursive interaction in the public sphere in order to 

understand the role of language in negotiating political debates. Perhaps even more 

importantly, it is to understand the role of language in organizing the terms of these 

discussions. 

Habermas (1989) based his concept of the public sphere not only on human 

interaction but also on the anonymity of increasingly disembodied forms of 

communication such as newspaper media. Gal and Woolard highlight how this very 



notion of a disembodied projection is a root characteristic of our object of study, 

language. "The possibility of decontextualization and strategic recontextualization of 

linguistic voices and genres to create images of continuity and discontinuity with times, 

places and people not present in the immediate interaction" are all aspects of 

communication that we, as linguistic anthropologists, study (1995:135). 

Habermas did not overtly discuss the exclusionary nature of this public, nor the 

notion of multiple, co-existing publics as developed in scholarly extensions of his work 

(Appadurai 1996, Fraser 1997, Robbins 1993), but he did recognize the role of the public 

sphere in conferring legitimacy. He argued that the state could gain legitimacy by 

"transforming political authority into rational authority". I will explore this aspect of the 

public sphere concept since it signals a key development in the modem state, a shift from 

the repressive modes of domination to hegemonic rule. Does the public sphere in the 

Arab context operate in the same manner as the eighteenth-century European bourgeois 

public sphere that Habermas was analyzing? Or do the interpretive frames which operate 

within a specific sphere, in this case Arabism, Lebanese nationalism, and religious 

frameworks, influence the manner in which authority is legitimized for a population? 

Eickleman (1999) suggests that fraditional forms of authority are fragmenting in 

Arab states through the development of new media, such as satellite television and 

internet communication, and these new media also multiply the ways in which authority 

can be represented. In Lebanon this can be clearly argued for, as a number of the central 

political actors own television stations under state privatization rules (currently there are 

eight stations), allowing for a mirroring of the multiplicity of views and party interests 



that one would hear in the country at large^. This highhghts an on-going tension in this 

dissertation between the simultaneous fragmentation of governmental authority and the 

legitimation of governmental stances which can occur in the public sphere. 

For Fraser, the public sphere is "the prime institutional site for the construction of 

the consent that defines the new hegemonic mode of domination" (1997:76). Political 

authority is therefore naturalized through discourse as this manufactured consensus takes 

on the role of regulating or organizing the public sphere. Such a notion runs counter to 

Habermas' intention which envisages the role of an idealized rationality in which people 

freely partake and participate. But as Negt and Kluge (1990) highlight through the 

illustration of the explosion of fascism in the tum-of-the-century German bourgeois 

public sphere, certain forms of power may use this context of the public sphere as a 

spring board towards ideological internalization in a civic population. And as Gordillo 

(2002) has recently argued in his article on locations of hegemony, Gramsci's notion of 

how hegemonic order also organizes counter-hegemony allows scholars to better 

understand the role of hegemony in shaping the symbols and images of resistance from 

within. Negt and Kluge argue in their reworking of the concept of the public sphere that 

such a public "does not denote specific forms and contents but applies the Marxist 

method such that no raw materials of revolution, no concrete interest, remains excluded 

and unresolved" (1990:27). 

^ This contrasts sharply with the state-controlled media in many other Middle Eastern countries such as 
Syria or Iraq (until 2003) where, with very rare exceptions, only the state stance makes its way onto the 
airwaves. 
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In the theoretical framework of this dissertation, authority is maintained by the 

public sphere. Though particular political actors have introduced authoritative discursive 

frames into the public sphere, the public sphere is the ideological and socially-shared 

abstract discursive space which becomes a key factor in legitimating political action 

itself Authority, then, is maintained and revised through the social pressure of public 

opinion. As a result, dominant frames are not stable, but as with all things social, they 

are continually contested and negotiated. This theoretical breakdown of authority is a 

means for exploring how language, and more specifically interpretive frames, can be 

manipulated by speakers to generate a cohesive version of reality in which specific 

political agendas for negotiating social power are embedded. 

4.2.0 Arabism-Qawmiya 

In the region of the Levant, the development of proto-Arab nationalism has been 

dated back to the 1820's (Antonios 1938). Recent work has recognized that early writers 

on the topic of Arab nationalism, such as Antonios, tended to over-emphasize the role of 

the Levantine Christian minority literary movement of the nineteenth century in the 

development of a broad-based Arabist feeling (Khalidi 1991). Khalidi (1991) discusses a 

series of pre-1914 influences on Arab nationalism which are sociological shifts brought 

about by a number of structural changes in Ottoman society.These influences highlight 

These factors include: 1) the development of new social formations as a product of both Tanzimat and 
Abdulhamid's reforms which created new professions often filled by non-elites, 2) the increase in press 
fireedom leading to the onset of modem mass politics, and 3) the development of modem education and 
general increase in literacy rates. (1991:64-65) 
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the central role of language and the public sphere in the development of Arab nationalist 

sentiment.^ 

In the post-Ottoman period under French and British mandates and as states were 

established, the countries of the region remained interlinked as a coherent image of 

Arabism developed, even though the Levant became increasingly tied to the European 

economy through international market shifts and French influence (Khoury 1987). This 

image of Arabism is combined with a distinct notion of modernization which is organized 

by culturally Arab factors, some of which are Islamic and some of which are not. 

Western colonial powers also influenced the development of Arabism. According 

to Bamett, 

The West's segmentation of the Arab nation into separate territories 
generated the fledgling demand for unification; Britain and France's 
hold over these states established an Arab Nationalism that became 
associated with anti-colonialism and independence; and the Zionist 
movement made Palestine a defining Arab national concern. By the 
mid-1940's the Arab political identity was a chief category for political 
identification, mobilization, and organization. 

(1998:239) 

Bamett (1998) has noted in his analysis of Arab politics that the status of Arabism 

has shifted across various historical moments in the Middle East. The latest period he 

discusses begins with the first Gulf war in which the symbolic power of Arabism has 

waned. This can be viewed in part as a result of alternative avenues for more effective 

coalition building. For example, in the 1970's and 80's regional pacts developed such as 

' As discussed by Gal and Woolard (1995), mass-mediated communication and the potential for 
imagination of shared identities in accordance with the arguments of Benedict Anderson are key elements 
in the construction of consensus or shared understanding. 
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the Gulf Corporation Council, GCC, and international relationships gained increasing 

importance. He claims that it is a period of increased individual statism and general 

alignment with the West, leaving Arabism weakened. I would argue that the semiotic 

value of Arabism, while tarnished, remains strong. This is particularly true since the start 

of the current Intifada in Palestine (September 2000) and the US-led "war on terrorism". 

Both events have led to a resurgence of the symbolic capital of Arabist rhetoric. And 

even Bamett would concede that 

By attending Arab League meetings, contributing to collective Arab 
causes, speaking out on behalf of the Palestinians at the international 
gatherings, in these and other ways Arab governments could support 
a Arab collective good and better their political standing. 

(1998: 35) 

The notion of unity among Arab states under the framework of Arabism is well 

conveyed by a linguistic example. In Arabic, one is able to say either dX-duwal al-

carabTyyah, 'Arab states' or al-ummah al-carabiyyah, 'Arab nation'. It is not acceptable 

to say al-umam al-CarabTyyah, 'Arab nations'. In Arabic, then, nations are not multiple 

in the Arab world, though states are, and these states add up to one nation. 

4.2.1 Arab League 

The central organization which promotes and maintains the symbols of Arabism 

is the Arab League. Formalized in 1945, the original members of the league of Arab 

states included: Egypt, Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, Iraq, Yemen and Saudi Arabia. It now 

includes a membership of 22 states. 
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The Arab League can be seen as the key site where the rhetoric of pan-Arabism is 

fostered and put forward into the public sphere. Events such as the annual summit 

meetings, as well as gatherings of smaller cultural committees that were formed to 

address various issues such as the maintenance of the Arabic language or health 

standards, are held regularly. At the same time this league of Arab states is considered 

exclusive and non-populist by many, frequently drawing critique from media and public 

alike during the times of the major summit meetings. 

While the symbolic weight of the notion of Arab unity remains a strong and 

motivating trope, during the two summit meetings analyzed in this dissertation I 

witnessed broad popular critique of Arab leaders. Often people characterized them as 

sitting around at summit conferences spending a lot of money while Arab people suffer. 

This occurred in newspaper editorials and pamphlets distributed during the time of 

summit gatherings and when people spoke with me about the role of the Arab League in 

Middle Eastern politics. And yet, while there is broad-based critique, there is 

simultaneously undeniable fascination with the workings of the League. This was clear 

from the live television coverage and detailed discussions in all the newspapers and talk 

shows during the summit meetings. This signals a tension for the symbols of Arabism in 

regards to what they may index for individual speakers and audiences. 
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4.2.2 Arab public sphere 

Middle Eastern scholars in international relations and political science have recently 

begun to discuss the importance of symbolic power within the Arab public sphere, 

recognizing that it often has more consistent explanatory power than more traditional 

models such as rational choice theory (Bamett 1998, Lynch 1999). This highlights an 

increased understanding of the role of political discourse in the creation of social 

relations in the Arab political scene. 

Lynch, in his analysis of the Jordanian public sphere has commented that 

More than most other regions, the Arab state system possessed a public 
sphere that transcended state borders and which often trumped domestic 
public spheres.. .Each Arab state was forced to justify its behavior not 
only before a domestic public, but also before an Arabist public. The 
relative power of this transnational public sphere structures the strategic 
interaction of Arab states, leaders, and contenders for political power. 

(1999:5) 

In emphasizing the importance of the symbolic in Arab politics, Bamett goes so 

far as to say," power was associated less with accumulating military force than with 

accumulating the symbols of Arabism, presenting and projecting a particular image, and 

demonstrating an alliance and affinity with a vision of political life" (1998:36). Zisser 

(2000) argues that for the state of Lebanon there has historically been a delicate balance 

between domestic and inter-Arab concerns. 

In my fieldwork I found that the rhetoric of Arabism is frequently drawn on, not 

only in the context of the Arab summit meetings that I analyze, but also in state-level and 

even local level contexts. This has been true historically. In the period prior to civil war, 

the prime minister in 1973, Sa'ib Salam, was forced to step down due to popular 



discontent over his policies. Yet, within a year, through his challenge to President 

Franjieh's use of the Lebanese army to bombard Palestinian positions within Beirut, he 

was redeemed as "the champion of Arab nationalism" (Johnson 167:1986). 

While often there is a critique of the impotence of Arab leaders, as mentioned in 

the previous section, there is still a seriousness of the symbols of Arabism which I would 

argue the Arab public sphere works to promote. There is a fair amount of nostalgia 

embedded in these symbols, often linking one historically to an earlier golden era of 

Arabism in which cultural as well as economic life flourished. These symbols include 

the Arabic language in addition to shared interests such as anti-colonialism, anti-Zionism 

as well as the general fight against injustice which are all seen as leading to unity among 

Arabs. This unity itself is symbolic of Arab nationalism. 

4.3.0 Nationalism- WaTaniya 

The concept of nationalism serves as a kind of mediatory frame between the 

divisive tensions of sectarian identity and the pan-Arab concept of unity for all Arab 

states. From the era of post-Ottoman independence there has been a moderate political 

voice advocating sovereignty and autonomy for the Lebanese state. According to Bamett 

(1998), during the formative period of the Arab League, there was tension between 

individual sovereignty and a larger allegiance to the Arab nation. "Whereas Arab states 

professed an eternal devotion to the cause of Arab unity, their mutual suspicions and 

symbolic competition led to the creation of separate identities, roles, interests..." 

(1998:14). 



Throughout the development of the Arab League charter, the Lebanese delegates 

consistently fore-grounded the issue of state sovereignty. This was a time when the 

possibility of a Greater Syrian state which would have subsumed Lebanon was still being 

discussed by some Arab leaders^. The apprehension toward the creation of a state entity 

that would be stronger than individual states was most loudly voiced in 1945 at the 

preliminary talks for the founding of the League. Even in 1942, at preparatory talks for 

the charter, the Lebanese Sunni Prime Minister, Riyad al-Sulh echoed the statement by 

the soon to be elected Maronite President, Bishara al-Khoury, which highlighted a 

Muslim-Christian agreement on this issue. And when the Syrian president suggested that 

many Lebanese were still interested in the notion of a Greater Syria into which Lebanon 

would be incorporated, al-Sulh stated, "As a Lebanese-Muslim Sunni deputy... I wish to 

make it clear that we in Lebanon, whether Christians or Muslims, are satisfied with the 

existing situation and do not wish to change it" (cited in Zisser 99: 2000). 

This is the voice of Lebanese nationalism heard at the formation meetings of the 

Arab League, which dissented fi-om the prevalent Arabist discourse of the time. Yet, the 

banner of Lebanese nationalism has at various times during independence, and certainly 

during the 1975-1990 civil war, been pushed to an extreme and has served the ends of 

the right-wing separatists. Lebanese nationalism then, mediates the tension between 

ethnic regional diversity or loyal ties to tribes, sects or locales and the pan-Arab discourse 

of Arab nationalism with a focus on the state. 

® This is discussed in more detail in the context chapter, section 3.1.0. 
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4.3.1 Foundations of Lebanese nationalism 

Lebanese nationalism has historically been associated with the Maronite Christian 

sect due to the close link since mediaeval times between the clergy and discourses of 

nationalism (Salibi 1959). These nationalist writings, developed and spread by the clergy 

through the religious school system, claimed a Phoenician ancestry distinct from Arab 

ethnic identity. They tried to establish that the Maronites were not Arabs, but both 

religiously and ethnically distinct^. The clergy also asserted that the Maronites had 

maintained continuous political autonomy since the time of Fakhr al-Din beginning in the 

late sixteenth century (Zamir 1985). These claims gave a historical depth to the demands 

of the Lebanese Nationalists at the end of the Ottoman Empire against the claims of the 

Lebanese Arab Nationalists for a unified Syria or a unified Arab nation. Instead, the 

Lebanese Nationalists demanded a separate Lebanese state which would be backed by 

European, preferably French, power (Johnson 1986). While the link to Phoenician 

identity may seem tenuous to anyone familiar with ancient history, it continues to be a 

firmly held belief by a good number of Maronites I spoke with during my time in 

Lebanon. It was also the subject of mockery by others. But its symbolic power on the 

national scene was emphasized to me by the frequent use of Phoenician symbology in 

Lebanese tourism material and most spectacularly in the opening scene of the 2000 Miss 

Lebanon pageant in which the women in the competition were dressed in Phoenician garb 

and arrived on stage at the helm of a giant Phoenician style boat^. 

' As discussed in Chapter 2.1.1, this distinction even leaks over into the categorization of language as a 
number of my interlocutors argued that they were speaking an Arabized form of Syriac, rather than Arabic. 
^ In line with the Christian demographic which draws on such a lineage, the Miss Lebanon pageant is 
viewed as a Christian spectacle which is aired on the LBC Maronite Christian television channel. There are 



While these Christian Lebanese nationalists operate within a sectarian frame, it is 

this historical call for a sovereign nation which, when combined with secularism, has 

developed into what I am calling the nationalist frame. While the central Christian 

Lebanese party, the Kata'ib, had been willing to accept a secular state since the 1960's, it 

has been argued that this was largely a political move since it was evident that Lebanese 

Mushms would reject the idea and this would, in turn, lead to a status quo division of 

political power between communities (Hanf 1993). 

It has also been noted that the issue of class is relevant to the constituency make

up of the more nationalist oriented Lebanese. Johnson (1986) discusses how the 

bourgeoisie and feudal classes may both have had a vested interest in supporting some 

form of Lebanese nationalism due to its combination with laissez-faire economic policy 

and stronger trade relations with the West. This was particularly true of the merchant 

sector of the population which was largely Sunni Muslim and Greek Orthodox Christian 

(Harris 1997). 

Hanf (1993) proposes that non-Muslims in Lebanon who had been committed to a 

secular Arabist vision became anxious as Arabism was increasingly associated with Islam 

once the Ottoman empire fell in 1918. The fear of an imposition of Islamic rule, both 

historically and in the twentieth century, led to the formulation of a purely Lebanese 

nationalism. And this type of nationalism supports both secularism and sovereignty. 

a limited number of Muslim participants. One of my main Shi'i interlocutors said, "It's a disgrace. 
Basically what they are doing is trying to sell their daughters to the rich Saudis who watch this channel like 
a pom channel. They'll do anything for money." (A. (English) fieldnotes, October 1999) 
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4.3.2 Central themes 

The staunch defense of maintaining a "balanced" confessional government keeps 

the nationalist frame distinct from the other two frames of Arabism and Sectarianism 

even though the question of what one means by "balance" is hotly contested. Sovereignty 

is frequently the central issue on the banner of Lebanese nationalism, with the symbolic 

events drawn on varying by constituency, but always including a challenge to Lebanese 

sovereignty, such as the arrival of foreign troops, Syrian, Israeli, or American, on 

Lebanese soil. Actual symbols include the use of the Lebanese dialect of Arabic and 

images such as the cedar tree which is in the center of the Lebanese flag. 

Little girls pouring out of school on Friday after a national day celebration; 
waving Lebanese flags, wearing cut-out cardboard ties in the shape of cedar 
trees with flag colors painted on, surely an art project for the day. Most 
centrally, the girls themselves are painted with red streaks down the cheeks 
like Indian war paint and a green dot in between the two stripes to represent 
the cedar again from the flag. 

(fieldnotes, November 1999) 

These little girls became the flag, the nation of Lebanon, for the day in the celebration of 

Independence Day, during which the country is covered from north to south in the colors 

of the flag. 

Various forms of folk culture also index nationalist sentiment such as zajal, a 

form of rhyming poetry often displayed in poetry competitions (Gilsenan 1990) and the 

dabke, a folk dance unique to the region. As with folk traditions in other countries such 

as Greek traditions discussed by Herzfeld (1997), these practices and others link Lebanon 
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to an idealized version of the past in which harmony and a coherent image of "being 

Lebanese" is intact^. 

4.4.0 Confessionalism/Sectarianism 

Shapiro (1996) emphasizes the need to recognize the state system as part of a 

global narrative process, what he terms oxir moral geography, before one can recognize 

narratives of counter-hegemony. 

"As the geo-political map was formed out of violent confrontations, 
state boundaries effaced cultural ones. As a result, states and many 
nations within states have residual aspects of cultural alterity within 
them. Such aspects of difference cannot be resummoned by redrawing 
geographical boundaries; they exist as invisible forms of internal otherness." 
(1996:55) 

In the Lebanese context, the counter discourses discussed in this dissertation are 

not sub-altem to the state since their constituents, the Shi'a and Maronites, have political 

representation, but they have a self defined sense of otherness which is beyond the state. 

Due to the structured sectarian break-down of representation in the Lebanese 

consociational democracy, it could be argued that that both the Shi'a and Maronites are 

responding to the inscribed political reality of their communities. And as previously 

mentioned, these political realities, the "forms of internal otherness," are anything but 

invisible in Lebanon. In fact, Lebanon, in its post-war formation, has an almost hyper-

graphic representation of religious semiology throughout the country. This occurs in the 

' The generation of a naturalized and coherent cultural past has been well discussed as a tool for nationalist 
agendas. ( Anderson 1983, Appadurai 1981, Handler 1988 ) 
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everyday, from roadside shrines to rehgious association posters, and it becomes 

particularly heightened on religious holidays. 

Historically, Lebanon has found itself fighting along sectarian lines from the 

earliest times at the end of the Lebanese Imarah under Bashir II (1788-1840), when 

violent tensions arose between the Druze and Maronite communities of Mount Lebanon^® 

(Zamir 1985). And Johnson (1986) in his analysis of the class system in Beirut noted that 

under both the Ottomans and the French the urban lower classes rarely directed their 

grievances against the state or the bourgeoisie: "In a city divided into Muslim and 

Christian quarters, confessional symbols provided the main targets of mob and individual 

acts of violence" (Johnson 1986:18). 

Religious identity is one of a variety of identities within the coimtry that is loaded 

with political meaning. But even during my fieldwork, over ten years after the war, 

which often divided people along religious lines has concluded, religious identity 

continues to have strong salience for many of the individuals I spent time with who 

neither practice their religion nor live in sect segregated contexts and who would not 

strongly identify with it outside of Lebanon. As Haddad noted. 

Religious affiliation remains the single most important identity among 
the Lebanese. Moreover, its importance may be increasing rather than 
diminishing.. .although an individual has many identities, those perceived 
to be threatened tend to increase in salience. (1985:8) 

The nineteenth-century Maronite-Druze conflicts are discussed in more detail in Section 4.1.0. See also 
Khalaf 1979 and Fawaz 1983. 



4.4.1 The impact of the civil war on religious identity 

Because religion had been a flashpoint for conflict throughout much of the civil 

war in Lebanon, it became a taboo topic for many in the 1990's. This period, which has 

begun to give way to more sectarian assertiveness, was referred to by many as a period of 

amnesia. This was publicly recognized to the point that it was frequently debated in 

Lebanese newspaper editorials and numerous academic conferences were held to discuss 

the phenomenon. 

Among the majority of middle class Lebanese that I spent time with during my 

fieldwork, the topic of one's religion was still not polite conversation. Yet there was a 

broad self-awareness about the personal interest in the topic. People would often joke 

about how when they meet someone new in Lebanon there is a dance of questioning and 

evasion that ensues while people try to pin each other down. Asking one's family name, 

which village their family is from, where they went to school, are all possible indicators 

of sectarian affiliation. There is an almost insatiable curiosity regarding the matter until 

someone is properly positioned within both confession and sect. 

It could be argued that the issue of religion in Lebanon has become not an issue of 

differences in belief systems, so much as differences in regional or community identity. 

According to the Lebanese historian, Kamal Salibi, "Religious sects, in their social 

behavior, may be described as tribes in disguise" (Salibi 1988: 15). In addition, I argue 

that the reason religion continues to be a tense topic in post-war Lebanon has to do in part 

with the ability of a religious label to index an entire series of historical characteristics, 

such as atrocities that were committed by various militias who affiliated themselves with 
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one religious group or another. For example, the term "Maronite" has come to stand for 

right-wing political militias such as the Lebanese Forces who co-conspired with Israel 

and were directly involved in numerous massacres such as the Palestinian refugee 

massacres of Sabra and Shatila in 1982. Whereas "Shi'a", the other community within 

which I spent a good bit of time, can stand for radical anti-Westemism such as the 

bombing of the US marine barracks in Lebanon in the Fall of 1983. 

4.4.2 The structural role of the state 

Since independence in 1943, the state of Lebanon has been organized as a 

consociational democracy'^ Current allocations of sectarian seats are based on an early 

1940's informal agreement called the National Pact which was formulated under the 

French Mandate by a nimiber of notables and leading parliamentarians. This pact is 

considered a compromise between the two prevailing ideologies during this time of state 

formation, Maronitism and Arabism (Hares 1985). The pact gave deference to the Arab 

identity of Lebanon while asserting that it had distinct ties with the West that should not 

be jeopardized. It outlined specific allocation of government posts and parliamentary 

seats based on sectarian affiliation (Hanf 1993:83). 

This structure was updated at the close of the Lebanese civil war in 1989 with the 

signing of the Ta'if accord.'^ This accord changed the division of power, giving equal 

representation to Muslims and Christians (5:5) in parliament, where previously the 

" This type of government structure and the national pact are discussed in more detail in Chapter Three: 
3.1.1. 

Details of the Ta'if accord are in Chapter Three: 3.1.3. 
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Christians had maintained a 6:5 majority. In addition, the President, a Maronite 

Christian, lost some control over the cabinet. In contrast, the Prime Minister and Speaker 

of Parliament, Sunni and Shi'a Muslims respectively, were given more power, as was the 

Council of Ministers. All these shifts dramatically decreased the amount of influence the 

Maronite politicians had in office. While the old pact had been skewed in favor of the 

Maronite Christians, the new system attempted to create parity between Christians and 

Muslims. 

The social realities of these foundational political agreements effectively tied 

individuals to defining themselves within the categorical construction of sect in order to 

1 
achieve representation . In generating a sectarian defined leadership the state also 

contributed to the development of sectarian social institutions such as hospitals and 

schools instead of public secular ones. As a result, sect became a firmly entrenched 

means for accessing resources in Lebanon (Joseph 1978, Norton 1999). 

4.4.3 Publicness of religious identity 

There is a delicate balance between state and religious authority in Lebanon. 

Politicians have long recognized the importance of publicly courting favor with specific 

religious leaders of the major sectarian communities. Khalaf (1993) has called the visible 

signification of sect in post-war Lebanon the "brandishing of confessionalism" which he 

asserts is a medium for securing access to needs and benefits. He argues that this public 

religious identification has become heightened in the post-civil war era as an aspect of the 



geographical ghettoization. Deeb (2003) has also noted the role of visibility in 

contemporary identity construction in Lebanon, "The uncertainty inherent in the notion of 

"Lebanese-ness" is manifest in the continual performance of identities in Lebanon—as 

various groups announce their presence on the national scene and sometimes try to 

impose that presence as a more dominant piece of the national collage" (2003:37). 

On an individual level, while one finds the discussion of personal sectarian 

affiliation is considered taboo, there is a wide array of visible religious markers on 

display: personal markers such as crosses, headscarves or prayer beads. An interesting 

form of the public display of religiosity is in the dashboard iconography of taxi-drivers in 

Lebanon. One can tell instantly upon entering a taxi in Lebanon with which sect the 

driver affiliates based on window stickers of saints or martyrs, prayer beads or crosses 

hanging from the mirror, or small plastic Qur'an or praying hands stuck to the dash, as 

well as by which radio station is playing. Hansen's (2000) work on Lebanese 

kitschitization^'* of religious and nationalist symbols of the past highlights the heightened 

need that Lebanese have of solidifying notions of memory and tradition in order to jump 

over or move beyond the tragedies of a protracted war, what he refers to as 'hyper-nesia.' 

The public expression of affiliation is clearly evident in the huge amount of time 

devoted by political leaders to visiting religious leaders and attending religious services, 

both within sects and perhaps more saliently across sectarian lines. The Arabic 

newspapers, which on this point read like small-town gossip columns, comment daily on 

Hansen discusses the role of kitsch in both "Presentifying" (using kitsch to recover an allegedly 
inaccessible past and make it available to the present - to render change comprehensible) and "Pastifying" 
(using kitsch to transfer an event or period into the past in order to avoid reinterpretation or 
transformation). 
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which political leader has visited which religious leader at his seat and whether or not 

greetings were sent by politicians for certain major religious holidays. In addition, the 

religious practices of politicians are frequently televised during holidays such as 

Christmas or Ramadan and are commented on in the major daily Arabic newspapers'^. 

Recognition of the loadedness of religious identity and its semiology is an 

important part of success in the political sphere. At the same time, certain structural 

limitations are built into the state system in regards to the religious identity of state 

actors. Leaders need to know how to appeal both to their own religious constituents, but 

at the same time they need to be aware of the tension between inclusivity and 

exclusivity'^. 

It has been argued by Zisser (2000) that the bias built into the Lebanese system 

from the beginning with the establishment of the National Pact creates a series of 

balances and checks on the religious identification that a central political figure in 

Lebanon can have. For example, in order to win a presidential election in Lebanon, the 

Maronite candidates need to adopt conciliatory policies which are calculated to gain 

support among Muslim deputies, and furthermore, they need the good will of other Arab 

countries, most notably Syria. These two factors, in themselves, automatically make the 

candidates impopular with the right-wing sectors of their own community (Zisser 

2000:64). This double-bind of the electoral system creates an elected reality of generally 

For a thorough discussion of public piety among Shi'i Muslims in Beirut see Deeb 2003. 
In Huq's (1999) discussion of the role of fiction in creating places for negotiating Muslim identity she 

highlights the rich potential of the vagueness of textual fiction environments. "The spaces between this 
Islamic intentionality and the stories told are often pregnant with the politics of ambiguity and with the 
potential for attracting a broad audience for whom the same event might convey different morals" 
(1999:147). 
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moderate officials on both sides of the Muslim-Christian spectrum, a reality in which the 

inclusivity-exclusivity tension needs to be continually negotiated throughout their terms. 

4.5.0 Conclusions 

In this chapter I have illustrated three semiotic interpretive frames through which 

political discourse in Lebanon may be interpreted. By providing some historical context 

for the various frames of Arabism, Nationalism, and Confessionalism/Sectarianism, I 

have tried to highlight how these could be viewed as actual semiotic systems that have 

developed across time, loading specific signs and phrases with particularly salient 

meaning when read from within the appropriate frame. While they draw their meaning 

from distinct institutional contexts, the data discussed in this dissertation illustrate how 

their use is not limited to these contexts. The effectiveness of using these frames to 

achieve political ends remains dependent on the social constraints of the Lebanese public 

sphere. In chapters five and six I will illustrate how these frames can be manipulated in 

political speech. In addition I will look at how their competing authorities impact the 

extent to which certain lines of argument may be used in political discussion. 

The discussion of these three interpretive frames develops the issue of competing 

notions of authority within a single public sphere. Bowen's (1999) discussion of authority 

in the state-building context of Indonesia, which like Lebanon is structured along 

confessional lines though it is a Muslim state, highlights the delicate balance that must be 

struck between religious and state authority. He contrasts the importance of judges and 

individual scholars in making authoritative claims in Islam whereas the modem state is 



built conceptually on the notion that the state controls the legal system. He argues that 

they are in tension, but are resolved in Indonesia through the claim that Islamic legal 

norms are built on ijma^, consensus of scholars (1999:102). Through an analysis of how 

these three Lebanese interpretive frames are manipulated by both state and oppositional 

voices, I evaluate how tensions regarding political authority are resolved in a uniquely 

Lebanese manner. 

I have marveled at how the complexity of these systems are in fact second-nature 

to many Lebanese who have grown up in contact with them. It is in fact the "naturalized" 

aspect of these systems which allows them to be embedded within power structures that 

are difficult to discern without intentional study. Through discourse analysis in the 

following sections, I work to de-naturalize certain concepts such as 'resistance' and 

'sovereignty' from these systems which are used in political talk. I do this in the interest 

of exploring how they can be manipulated by speakers to generate a cohesive version of 

reality in which specific political agendas for negotiating social power are embedded. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: 

RESISTANCE AND ITS INCORPORATION 
IN PRESIDENTIAL, HIZBULLAH AND STUDENT PROTEST RHETORIC 

The buses stop about two miles from the gate of the American embassy and 

streams of high-school and college students from different regions throughout Lebanon 

pour off the bus into the huge Spinney's supermarket parking lot adjusting their signs and 

clustering together. They wait for the organizers with bullhorns to tell them that the time 

has come to start the march. There has been another Israeli bombing of Lebanese 

infrastructure, taking out the electrical grid for many regions around the capital, and these 

students are ready to show their anger in front of the major political supporter of Israel, 

the United States. 

Once a solid number of students have gathered, around 600, the call is made and 

they surge forward. Within 500 feet they meet with a line of Internal Security Forces and 

television crews who have been waiting for about an hour for their arrival. The next half 

mile is a back-and-forth dance as they slowly make their way up to the barricades which 

they know they won't be able to pass: giant coils of barbed wire behind which water 

cannons are lined up and even more soldiers. Red-bereted Special Forces armed with 

canisters of tear gas and masks around their necks fidget anxiously. This final blockade 

by the Lebanese security forces is still more than a mile from the embassy, assuring that 

order will not be disturbed anywhere near the American presence. 
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For the cameras, chants are done in unison in the name of resistance, calling 

attention to the injustices in the occupied region of Southern Lebanon and the role of 

America in supporting Israeli policies. At the point where some students in the front 

have crossed the line between acceptable protest and riot, the gas canisters are shot off 

and the water cannons are trained on the kids. This leads to a fall back of students, 

followed after some time for recovery by a counter-surge, back and forth, six or seven 

times across a few hours. The protesters take breaks to chat with each other or on their 

cell phones along the sidelines. Soon dusk approaches and the kids seem spent. The 

leaders with the megaphones call out in raspy voice to the remaining students, 

congratulating them on their perseverance and concluding the whole proceedings with the 

singing of the Lebanese national anthem. 

5.0.0 Introduction. 

This chapter deals with the discourse of resistance, muqawama, in the Lebanese 

state context during the years of 1999 to 2001. This period is particularly relevant due to 

the withdrawal of Israel from Southern Lebanon in May 2000, which altered the political 

framework for the resistance. Prior to this period, the Lebanese border with the Israeli 

occupied zone was patrolled by UN peace-keepers and largely controlled by the Islamic 

resistance movement, Hizbullah. No Lebanese army units were posted there. Once Israel 

withdrew, there was a call from many sectors of society, including Hizbullah, to send the 

army in to pafrol the area. As of 2004 the army presence is still minimal along the 

formerly occupied zone, but one finds a series of state-sponsored billboards all over 
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southern Lebanon covered in army camouflage proclaiming, " qarrir, Harrir, 'ammir" 

'decide, liberate, rebuild' - with an army insignia in the comer of the billboard. 

This analysis is organized around the three previously discussed interpretive 

frames of sectarianism, individual sovereign state-building, and the larger regional 

consciousness of Arab nationalism. These are the resonating systems of meaning which 

both the state and oppositional groups to the state must be prepared to balance in the 

interest of gaining public support. The central means I focus on here for this balancing act 

is the process of incorporation, which the Lebanese state has undertaken to respond to the 

popular support of Islamic resistance to the Israeli occupation of Southern Lebanon. 

Incorporation may involve the intentional shifting of the indexical meaning of 

words giving them new associations which modifies their earlier meaning. Traditionally, 

in the social analysis of language, indexicality has focused on spatio-temporal shifts of 

underspecified terms such as pronouns (Jakobson 1970, Fillmore 1966). This work has 

been extended to viewing indexical meaning as anchored within specific socio-cultural 

systems (Silverstein 1976, Hanks 1990). Here I look at the indexical shifting of 

politically loaded words as a political strategy for strengthening and expanding 

constituencies and as a means for moving forward political agendas. Additionally, I will 

evaluate the inverse of this process, called here "reverse incorporation", from the 

perspective of the Islamic resistance. The question of how Lebanese citizens perceive 

these processes will also be discussed. 
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5.1.0 The trope of unity 

The central trope which is used throughout this debate is that of imity, wiHda. I 

will approach this debate from the angles of both the resistance and state public rhetoric. 

In addition, I will look at a number of individual perspectives on the notion of Lebanese 

unity. 

There are a number of scholars who have also looked at the strategic role of the 

notion of unity in politics. Bourdieu has drawn attention to the formative nature of the 

manifestation of group identity in which the concept of unity plays a pivotal role. 

What is at stake here is the power of imposing a vision of the social world 
through principles of di-vision which, when they are imposed on the whole 
group, establish meaning and consensus about meaning, and in particular 
about the identity and unity of the group which creates the reality of unity 
and the identity of the group. (1991:221) 

Bamett (1998) recognizes in his analysis of the public discourse debates among Arab 

leaders in the Arab public sphere that there is a long standing trope of unity which can be 

drawn on when coalition building is necessary. The cohesiveness of the notion of Arab 

unity is directly challenged by Bamett. He finds that on numerous occasions, when the 

concept does not serve the purposes of a specific nation-state, the notion of national 

sovereignty will come to play a larger role when leaders are defining their needs in pan-

Arab meetings. 

The Arab League^ formed in 1945 with Lebanon as one if its founding members, 

is a clear example of Arab nationalist symbolism in action. There has been a tension in 

the League since its foundation, a tension between the issue of sovereignty and that of 

1. The Arab league is discussed in more detail in Chatper 4. 
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pan-Arab unity in relation to the issues of economic, social and political welfare to which 

the League tried to address itself Bamett (1998) argues that the main authority of the 

League rested on its symbolic weight and that if goals were to be achieved, symbolic 

sanctioning was the most effective route for their accomplishment. He goes so far as to 

claim that the Arab league itself was a "largely symbolic organization that had pulled 

them [Arab States] closer together and increased their mutual vulnerability and 

susceptibility to symbolic sanctioning" (Bamett 1998:82). 

Through the analysis of two presidential speeches given at the Arab summit meetings 

on October 2000 and March 2001,1 argue that the president of Lebanon is engaged in a 

syncretic linguistic project in which he deploys various linguistic strategies to accomplish 

the notion that the Lebanese state not only stands unified behind the resistance, but that 

resistance is a product of this state unity. Additionally, there is a linking of the suffering 

of the Lebanese people with that of the Palestinian population in an effort to strengthen 

regional support for Lebanon. This chapter will also look at various responses by 

individuals to these speeches as well as the victory speech of the Hizbullah Secretary 

General Sayyid Hasan Nasrallah in which he uses reverse incorporation to link the 

resistance activities to the state in an effort to create a sense of state responsibility for the 

newly liberated region. And finally, I will discuss the role of student protests in 

mediating the popular representation of this interaction between the state and the 

resistance. 
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5.2.0 Historical context of resistance in Lebanon 

The historical context, which has created a niche for the Shi'i Islamic movement in 

Lebanon, is multi-faceted. Important to this section is the understanding that economic 

and social needs became increasingly pressing in southern Lebanon during the protracted 

civil war, 1975 -1989, and after. The majority of the region's population consists of 

Shi'i Muslims, one of the most marginalized communities in Lebanon. Islamist political 

movements such as Hizbullah responded to these needs. Hizbullah came to power as a 

liberation movement in 1982 when it branched off from the more secular Amal 

movement (Picard 1996b). According to Hanf, "Before 1982, the Shi'is had been the 

most resolute proponents of a stronger Lebanese state. Henceforth, they would be in 

opposition to this state. They remained in favour of the state, provided that it became 

their state" (1993:282). These movements became an alternative hegemony that worked 

not only to meet people's needs in Southern Lebanon—needs that were not being met by 

the state-but also to structure their lives and build allegiances. Hizbullah has been both 

financially and spiritually supported by the Islamic Republic of Iran since its inception 

and more recently it has also been backed by the Syrian state (Saad-Ghorayeb 2000). 

In the post-Ta'if Accord era, from 1989 onwards, from the perspective of the 

Lebanese state, the Hizbullah movement in particular went from outlaw guerrilla group to 

officially sanctioned political party and is currently represented by members in 

parliament (Norton 1998). As part of this process, in 1992 Hizbullah removed from its 

political platform the goal of creating an Islamic state in Lebanon (Harris 1997). The 

effort to nationalize the movement includes such symbolic activities as playing the 
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national anthem at the opening of rallies and gatherings and flying the Lebanese flag next 

to the Hizbullah party flag (Saad-Ghorayeb 2000). 

Yet, it is important to note that this organization continues to operate autonomously 

from the state and has its own internal economic and political infrastructure. In 1993 and 

1996 Israeli offensives into Lebanon beyond the occupation zone drew more international 

attention to the illegal occupation of southern Lebanon. With this came limited 

international recognition for Hizbullah as a resistance movement operating within the 

legal framework of the United Nations (Norton 1999, Blanford 2003). 

This resistance has even been taken up on a Pan-Arab scale, particularly as Lebanon 

came to be viewed as the last Arab nation actively fighting Israeli aggression in the 

region. After the major infrastructure bombings in the Spring of 2000, a number of Arab 

leaders made public spectacle of their show of support. Prince Abdullah from Saudi 

Arabia even hand-delivered a check for 34 million U.S dollars to assist in the 

reconstruction of the desfroyed power plants. And during that time the Arab League 

Foreign Ministers' annual gathering moved its usual location from Cairo to Beirut as a 

show of support for the resistance. When the Arab League Secretary-General landed in 

Beirut his first speech stated, "Lebanon's strong, courageous and wise resistance shows 

that Arab rights will never be lost. I say this being an Arab before being the Secretary-

General of the Arab League" (Lebanese Daily Star 3/25/00). 

The international validation of Hizbullah as a resistance movement, rather than 

terrorist organization has faltered with the United States-led "war on terrorism". Western 

representatives continually urge the Lebanese State to separate itself from Hizbullah, 
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which on October 5, 2001 was added to the U.S. expanded list of 66 international terrorist 

organizations (U. S. Dept. of State Oct. 2001). On October 30,2001 the Canadian 

Ambassador went so far as to say to the President and Prime Minister of Lebanon that "as 

of Sept. 11 the word 'resistance' has been struck from the dictionary" (Lebanese Daily 

Star 31/10/01). This highlights a shift in international rhetoric away from 

conceptualizing movements such as Hizbullah as valid resistance against illegal state 

oppression or occupation towards an approach which conceives of any military action 

outside the arm of a state as terrorism. 

5.3.0 Data Set 

Two Lebanese presidential speeches at Arab summit meetings form the basis of the 

analysis of state incorporation. The pattern discussed here is one that I have found in 

numerous state-level political discourses. It has been argued that institutions speak 

through the individuals who partake in them (Woolard 1985). This is especially true of 

heads of state who are speaking publicly in international contexts. I take the words of the 

president to be representative of the stance of the Lebanese state. I draw data from two 

speeches at largely the same historical moment with similar participant audiences in order 

to build a comparative body of data in which the central variability is spontaneity. 

In addition to these presidential speeches, I will take a look at strategies of 

incorporation which the Islamic resistance employs. Specifically I will focus on 

Nasrallah's victory speech, given on May 26,2000, the day after the Israeli withdrawal 

from Southern Lebanon. This religious and political leader was speaking to a largely 
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Shi'i audience in the Southern Shi'i village of Bint Jubayl with the understanding that a 

broader Lebanese audience would have been attending to the speech, which was televised 

and broadcast over the radio. 

I conclude by analyzing a few student protest chants at pro-resistance rallies that 

occurred prior to the withdrawal of Israeli forces. These student data are considered 

potential sites for civil mediation of the three interpretive frames. 

5.4.0 Specific linguistic strategies 

The activity of incorporation under discussion can be accomplished linguistically 

through a strategy of syncretism, a strategic deployment of indexical shifting that gives 

old words new meanings in particular contexts by actively revising historical 

associations. Syncretic linguistic projects entail "active and strategic efforts by speakers, 

who draw on their understandings of the historical associations of linguistic materials to 

control meaning and to produce new histories by variably suppressing and highlighting 

these histories through linguistic means" (Hill 2000:246). 

The President utilizes a number of specific tools in this linguistic project of 

incorporation including: shifting indexical meaning through the underspecificity of 

certain lexical items; building causal links among events through ordered listing; 

strengthening relationships through genealogical affiliation, pronoun incorporation, 

repetition of words and phrases and the heightening of oppositional identities. I will focus 

on the process of strengthening relationships between the Lebanese State and other 

members of the Arab summit in my analysis through Lahoud's strategic parallelism of 
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the notion of 'unity', wiHdah. The concept of wiHdah, unity, also runs through the 

Hizbullah speech and student protest chants illustrating the semiotic flexibility of this 

lexical item. 

5.5.0 Analysis 

In this section, specific illustrations of the various linguistic tools mentioned 

above will be drawn from the state, the resistance and student protesters. Viewing these 

processes fi-om three different angles allows for recognition of the flexibility and fertility 

of these tools with particular focus on indexical shifting and pronoun incorporation. 

5.5.1 Context of presidential speeches at Arab summit meetings 

The second Palestinian intifada began on September 29, 2000, following a visit by 

then Israeli opposition leader, Ariel Sharon, to the al-Aqsa mosque accompanied by 

hundreds of armed Israeli security and personnel soldiers. The events that unfolded 

following this visit have led to the current state of crisis in the Arab countries and 

specifically among the Palestinian population. 

The month following Sharon's visit, an emergency Arab summit meeting was 

called to respond to this crisis^. The 22 independent states of the Arab League met in the 

resort town of Sharm el-Sheikh, Egypt, to determine a formal regional response to events 

and to muster international support. At the opening of this meeting a number of 

prominent players in the League spoke: the Presidents of Egypt, Jordan, Syria and the 

^ The League meets amiually in the Spring, but in times of crisis a special meeting may be called. 
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leader of the Palestinian Authority, Yasir Arafat. In addition, the president of Lebanon, 

Emile Lahoud, was asked to speak. He was not expected to speak and had not prepared a 

formal speech, but appears to have been called upon spontaneously. He proceeded to 

give an unwritten 4-minute speech, largely in Lebanese dialect, a language many of the 

members present would have not been able to understand fully due to the diglossic nature 

of Arabic. This was a highly idiosyncratic event which did not follow any established 

genre rules. It was talked about in the media and by Lebanese individuals for months to 

come. While there were many negative comments regarding the form of Lahoud's 

speech, comments regarding the content were by and large supportive^. 

The second speech is a prepared oration given by President Lahoud in March of 

2000. The Arab League met for its annual session in Amman, Jordan and the central 

topic continued to be the second intifada. Results of the summit yielded unprecedented 

unity among Arab nations in their move to develop economic and political cooperation 

between Arab states to the exclusion of Israel. This speech is a more typified example of 

presidential oratory. 

5.5.2 Analysis of Lebanese state rhetoric 

In the brief October speech that Lahoud gives, he draws on only a few of the many 

Arabic poetic devices. He is able to establish some parallelism by using a repetition of 

various verbal and adjectival forms of the Arabic word for 'unity', wiHdeh. 

^ During my fieldwork, September 1999 to May 2001,1 gathered commentary on the political discourses of 
Islamic resistance and anti-Syrian sovereignty. I specifically gathered opinions on the presidential 
speeches under analysis here. 
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Ex. 1 

9. wa lakin lamma shacb lubnan twaHHad 
10. but when the people of Lebanon united 
11. 'uduma naCmil ktlr u huwwe taHnr al-'arD 
12. we were able to do a lot and that is the liberation of the land 
13. ana ma'tanec inno nafs ash-shT 
14. I am convinced that the same thing (will happen) 
15. lamman killel duwal al-carabTyyeh bitkun mwaHHadeh 
16. when all the Arab states will be united 
17. Hawl kalimeh waHdeh (.5 sec) 
18. around one word 
19. wa huwwe taHrlr killel 'arD al-Carablyyeh 
20. which is the liberation of all Arab land 
21. wa Haqq al-filasTTmym yirjaCu Cala 'arDun 
22. and the right of the Palestinians to return to their land 

Through the repetition of the word unity and its variations derived from the same root [w-

H-d], the president is drawing on the symbolic weight of the Arabist interpretive frame. 

By tying the notion of unity with the phrase the 'liberation of the land', taHrTr al-arD, 

(Ins. 11-12) he links Lebanon to the larger Arab nation. This link is one which positions 

Lebanon as a successful example of what can happen when a group unites. Most centrally 

here is the historical revision which has occurred. The liberation of southern Lebanon is 

claimed by the president as an act of all Lebanese citizens while it is by and large only 

citizens living in the south of Lebanon and members of resistance groups, such as 

Hizbullah, who organized, trained and operated completely outside the Lebanese state 

framework, which actively participated in this liberation. 

This transition from the resistance groups to the nation as a whole is emphasized 

by the president's use of the term sha'^b (ln.9) 'people,' which has Arab populist 

connotations. As a result, he links both the action of liberation and the everyman actor to 
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the state through the use of the first person plural verb form, na^mil, 'we [were able to] 

do' (In.l 1). Additionally, the phrase taHrlr al-arD 'liberation of the land' is commonly 

used in Islamic Resistance rhetoric as one of their stated objectives. 

A few lines later Lahoud reiterates his claim about the importance of unity. 

Ex 2. 

25. muhimm tkunu mwaHHadIn 
26. It is important that you be united 
27. wa-tkunu kilmeh waHdeh 
28. And to be one word 

Now that he has re-envisioned the past as one in which Lebanon was able to force the 

withdrawal of Israel due to its unified national front, Lahoud claims the role of advice-

giver. If you do what we did, emphasized through the repetition of mwaHHadm, and 

kilmeh waHdeh (Ins 15-18 and Ins 25-28), you too can succeed. Through strategic 

underspecification and the repetition of a few key notions, the President of Lebanon has 

generated a discursive space in which Lebanon united and liberated its land, and is now 

in the position to offer advice. 

In the second speech in the Spring of 2001 which President Lahoud reads from his 

script there is a high use of repetition, including numerous instances of entire sections 

being repeated for emphasis, a common Arabic rhetorical device. The key phrase in this 

speech builds on the opposition between Arabs and Israel- a frequent trope in the Arabist 

frame. He illustrates again and again through the narration of historical events how the 

Israeli state is interested only in 'security', amn, instead of a 'just and comprehensive 

peace', as-saldm al-'^Mil wa ash-shamil, which is what the Arab nations and the 
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international community at large support. In his first speech, Lahoud does not even 

mention the occupying force of Israel by name. In the second speech, it is referred to 

again and again in an effort to forge a stance that Arabs can unite in opposing. 

In the final sequence of his speech, after fifteen minutes of talking, Lahoud begins to 

close with a return to the specific Lebanese case as a springboard for the imperative to 

unite as he did in his previous speech. 

Ex 3. 

335 wa huna unashidukum b-isma al-karamati al-'^arabiyya 
336 and I call upon you in the name of Arab dignity 
337 allatT j assadat-ha muqawamatu lubnan 
338 which was embodied by the resistance of Lebanon 
339 ' an la tatrakuhu 
340 that you not leave it [Lebanon] 
341 farTsatan iqtiSadTyyah li-siyasat il-HiSar wa-l-qaSaS 
342 as economic prey to the policy of siege and punishment 

Here Lahoud directly claims the resistance as nationalist activity through the phrase, 

muqawamat lubnan, 'the resistance of Lebanon' (In 337-8). Interestingly, he uses the 

noun modifier rather than the adjectival phrase al-muqdwamah al-lubnamyyah, 'the 

Lebanese resistance', which has the effect of making an even more solid claim. Lahoud 

moves beyond simple metonymic association to specifically rework the notion of the 

resistance into a Lebanese nationalist movement, while simultaneously calling on the 

Arab leaders not to forget the price that was paid for such successfial action against Israel, 

the clear opponent to all Arabs. 

The suffering of the Palestinians, the topic of the summit, becomes part of a shared 

experience with Lebanon, again through repetition. Earlier in the speech Lahoud argued 

poetically that Palestinians were suffering under the 'siege and punishment', HiSar wa-l 
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qaSaS, the same phrase used in In. 341. Here he tries to tie in the Lebanese nationalist 

issue of sovereignty with the Arabist interpretive frame within which he has been talking 

in order to muster support for his country. 

Lahoud concludes this speech with two citations; one Qur'anic (59:14) and another an 

Arab proverb. These both directly address the concept of unity. It is interesting that he 

stacks these two on top of each other, emphasizing his point while reaching the broadest 

possible audience, culturally and religiously. 

Ex 4. 

357 "taHsibtihimi j amf an 
358 you think they are a group together 
359 wa qulubuhum shatta" 
360 but their hearts are separate 
361 na°am 
362 yes 
363 "taHsibuhum jamf an 
364 you think they are a group together 
365 wa qulubuhum shatta" 
366 but their hearts are separate 
367 fa-in lam nakun ka-razmat-il-HaTab al-mutaraSSah 
368 if we are not like a bundle of wood packed together 
369 fa-innahu sa-yushalu kasruna "^udan ba'^da '^ud 
370 then it will be easy to break us twig by twig 

In this closing refrain, by drawing on the cultural and religious weight of traditional 

sayings, Lahoud neatly concludes his program for prescriptive behavior by highlighting 

the failure known to ensue when communities are not unified. Not only does the 

metaphor of breaking twigs generate this image, but the classical phrase kasr al-'^ud, 

'breaking the twig', can carry the meaning of breaking something's power of resistance. 

The president draws on this double meaning to ask for allegiance. The echo of the value 
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of the success of the Islamic resistance, which he has repeatedly brought up in the 

previous 18 minutes of speaking, is heard again. 

5.5.3 Discussion 

This analysis has aimed to show that the state of Lebanon, speaking through the 

president, is actively working to incorporate the successes of the Islamic resistance into 

the state rhetoric to strengthen the standing of Lebanon among leaders in the region. 

Lahoud has taken the predominantly religious rhetoric of Shi'i resistance and modified it 

in such a way that it links into both nationalist and Arabist frames. The political strategy 

of the syncretic linguistic project at work in such oratory highlights the need of a 

relatively weak state to draw on the strengths of an internally located, but largely 

autonomous, organization while simultaneously eliminating the possibility of opposition 

from within. This strength is then used to link the state into the larger regional 

community. This is the unity which Lahoud discursively constructs at these Arab summit 

meetings. 

In his second, more intentionally designed speech, Lahoud uses this association of 

success with Lebanon to further oppositionahze Israel from the members at the meeting. 

This dovetails with the broader agenda of these second meetings to de-normalize 

economic and political relations with Israel across the region and to strengthen economic 

and political ties among the Arab countries. By claiming the success against Israeli 

occupation in this context the president of Lebanon argues for the right of Lebanon to 

regional support in the same way that Palestine has a right to such support. 
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Both speeches, but particularly this second intentional one, naturally draw on the 

symbols of Arabism including the notion of unity and anti-Zionism, as well as the more 

general fight against injustice. This is perhaps in large part due to the fact that these 

speeches are given at Arab summit meetings which are attended by regional Arab leaders. 

But, in addition, the recognition that summit speeches are closely attended to by many 

members of Lebanese civil society, makes it very strategic for the president to bolster the 

national image in a pan-sectarian manner. As will be discussed in section 5.5.0 and as 

mentioned in Chapter Four, Lebanese audiences do focus intently on the state rhetoric at 

these summit speeches even while they simultaneously challenge the legitimacy of the 

Arab leaders in this context. 

The practical outcomes of political speeches naturally need to be evaluated on a 

broad, long term basis. But the international political debate in which the Lebanese state 

is currently embroiled regarding its support for Hizbullah's continued resistance activities 

highlights the potential for political speech, and indeed even individual words, to create 

specific realities, specific alignments which have reverberations far beyond local 

contexts. 

5.5.4 Context of Hizbullah victory speech 

Israel had occupied the southern border strip of Lebanon since 1982. This 

security zone was what was left of a military incursion by Israel into Lebanon which had 

infiltrated all the way up to Beirut and beyond. It was maintained by Israeli soldiers and 

a recruited Southern Lebanese Army that was on the Israeli pajo-oll. Hizbullah had been 
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challenging this presence almost from its beginning, but in the last few years of the 

occupation they had managed to generate a real threat to the Israeli soldiers in the zone. 

With casualties mounting, a broad cross-section of Israeli society also advocated a 

withdrawal. 

The victory speech discussed here was given by Secretary General Nasrallah in 

the Southern Shi'i village of Bint Jbayl the day after Israel suddenly withdrew from 

Southern Lebanon. Once the Israeli withdrawal was underway, Lebanese from all over 

the country drove down into the formerly occupied zone to help celebrate the reclamation 

of this region. The withdrawal happened on May 24, 2000"*, a Friday, and all weekend 

long there was a constant and chaotic celebration. Cars were bumper-to-bumper for miles 

on the few roads that snake across this border strip. People came down in large groups, 

such as families of Palestinian reftigees who were able to connect with other family 

members through the border fences for the first time in two decades. Large political 

groups from all sects came down in caravans, waving the political flags of their parties in 

celebration of the liberation. It was a quintessential national moment for the country. 

5.5.5 Analysis of Hizbullah resistance rhetoric 

In his May 26, 2000 victory speech, Hizbullah Secretary General Nasrallah 

generates a post-liberation image of Lebanon in which Hizbullah shares both the victory 

and responsibility for the South with the rest of the nation. It is relatively deferential to 

^ Israel had previously stated only that it would begin its withdrawal slowly at the end of the summer. The 
speed and early date at which they left, leaving behind military equipment and prisoners in jails, 
contributed to the sense of victory for the Lebanese. 
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the Lebanese State while simultaneously making public claims about what Hizbullah 

expects for the post-withdrawal state of affairs. 

In his acknowledgments Nasrallah specifically mentions President Emile Lahoud 

as well as then prime minister, Salim al-Hoss. Half way through the speech, he makes a 

specific point of stating that Hizbullah is not an alternative authority to the Lebanese 

government. 

Ex 5. 
u'^linu fl yawm al-naSr 
/ announce on the day of victory 
bil-nisbah ila hadhihi al-mantaqah 
with respect to this region 
'annana fl Hizbullah lasna 
that we in Hizbullah are not 
fl warid 'an nakun badTlan "an al-dawlah 
in the running to be an alternative to the state 
lasna sultah amnlyyah 
we are not a security authority 
wa Ian nakun sultah amnlyyah 
and we will not be a security authority 
lasna maija'lyyah amnlyyah 
we are not a security reference 
wa Ian nakun marja'lyyah amnlyyah 
and we will not be a security reference 
al-dawlah hTya al-mas'tilah 
the state is responsible 
hadhihi al-mintaqah "^adat ila slyadat al-dawlah 
this region has returned to the sovereignty of the state 
wal-dawlah hlya allatl tuqarrir man sa-tursil 
and the state decides who to send 
qiwa al-amn, tu'^azziz al-makhafir 
the security forces, it reinforces the police stations 
tursil ajhizah amnlyyah ukhra 
it sends other security agencies 
naHnu la nataHammal ayy mas'ulTyyah amnlyyah 
we do not assume any security responsibility 
fi hadhihi al-mintaqah "^ala al-iTlaq 
in this region at all 

(Nasrallah, May 26, 2000) 
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Nasrallah is able to raise the issue of responsibility for liberation by using a 

construction with no active agent, hadhihi al-mintaqah "adat ila sTyadat al-dawlah 

'this region has returned to the sovereignty of the state'. It is clear that the Lebanese state 

is not the active agent, but rather is simply the recipient of restored sovereignty. This 

makes Hizbullah's role evident without overtly having to state it. Nasrallah also 

establishes responsibility for the Lebanese government to step in and secure the region. 

He directly claims that Hizbullah will not serve in this capacity, but that 'the state is 

responsible', al-dawlah hiya al-mas 'iilah 

These comments are followed by Nasrallah building into the responsibility of the 

state an understanding that the western region of the Bekka, a Hizbullah stronghold in 

need of development, is the one which aided those who did restore sovereignty. 

Ex 6. hadhihi al-mantaqah allatT 
This[biqa^] is the region in which 
ta'assasat fiha al-muqawamat al-islamiyya 
the Islamic resistance was established 
wa iHtaDanat al-mujahidln min al-juntib wa bayrut 
and embraced the fighters [mujahideen] fi-om the south and Beirut 

(Nasrallah May 26, 2000) 

This type of regionalism is a form of sectarianism since these areas are conservative 

majority Shi'i regions. This is supported by Nasrallah's use of the term mujahidm when 

referring to the resistance fighters. It is also important to note that, unlike Lahoud who 

uses the unmodified term for 'resistance' muqdwama, or muqdwamat lubndn 'resistance 

of Lebanon' in the Arab Summit meetings, Nasrallah refers to the resistance as 
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muqdwamah islamlyyah, 'the Islamic resistance,' anchoring the resistance in its religious 

frame. 

Nevertheless, after asserting the religious background of the movement, Nasrallah 

states that the victory of liberation is for all Lebanese, 

Ex 7. 

aqul lil-lubnamyym jamfan 
I say to all the Lebanese 
yajib an tata'^aTu '^ala asas 
you must deal [with this victory] on the basis 
anna hadha intiSar li-kull al-lubnanlyyln 
that this is a victory for all the Lebanese 
laysa intiSar Hizb wa la Harakah wa la tanZTm 
not a victory for a party or a movement or a faction 
hadha laysa intiSar Ta'ifah 
this is not the victory of a sect 
wa inhizam Ta'ifah 
and the defeat of a sect 
mukhTi' wa jahil man yaZunn dhalika aw yaqul dhalika 
he who assumes this or says this is mistaken and ignorant 
hadha intiSar lubnan 
this is the victory of Lebanon 
wa hadhihi al-muqawamah kanat quwwah lil-waTan 
and this resistance was a force for the nation 
wa sa-tabqa quwwah lil-waTan 
and will remain a force for the nation 

(Nasrallah, May 26, 2000) 

By specifically contrasting the notion of Ta'ifah 'sect' with that of waTan 'nation' 

Nasrallah is recognizing the two potential framings of the liberation. Stating that the 

victory is for all Lebanese and even more strongly, that 'this is the victory of Lebanon', 

hadha intiSar lubnan, he moves beyond the sectarian framework of the Islamic resistance 

' As of April 2003, the Lebanese government had still not deployed their forces in the South, except at the 
checkpoints entering the formally occupied territory. 
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movement. He asserts in the next line that the resistance is a force for the nation and will 

remain a 'force for the nation', quwwah lil-waTan, nesting his movement within the 

Lebanese nationalist framework 

Ex 8 

bi-hadha al-insijam bayn al-muqawamah wal-dawlah 
with this harmony between the resistance and the state 
bi-hadha al-iHsas bil-mas'ulTyyah al-waTanlyyah 
with this feeling of national responsibility 
bi-hadha al-tawaHHud Hawl al-waTan 
with this unification around the nation 
yumkinuna an nuwajih kull al-istiHqaqat 
we will be capable of facing all the challenges 
wa nabnT li-anfusina wa li-ajyalina al-qadimah 
and of building for ourselves andfor our future generations 
waTanan ismuhu lubnan 
a nation called Lebanon 

(Nasrallah May 26, 2000) 

This nesting of the resistance inside the rhetorical interpretive framework of 

Lebanese nationalism is even more evident here as Nasrallah speaks of harmony between 

the resistance and the state. And like Lahoud in his summit speeches, Nasrallah draws 

also on the notion of 'unification', al-tawaHHud. Through his use of the concept of 

unity, Nasrallah draws a link between Arab-Muslim identity and Lebanese Arab-secular 

identity. He moves beyond the specificity of Shi'i Islam to the broader notion of Arab 

unity to include all Lebanese with the first person plural being used in this section to 

mean all the Lebanese. 

Again, though adopting the state vision of a coherent unified goal and 

accomplishment of that goal of liberation, Nasrallah nevertheless once again 

distinguishes his resistance from the government. By stating that the resistance and the 
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government are in harmony, he specifically draws attention to the fact that they are 

separate. 

5.5.6 Discussion 

This speech highlights how the discursive relationship, at least from Hizbullah's 

side, has been in a process of change ever since their shift towards political assimilation 

into the Lebanese parliament and their move to branch out beyond the Shi'i community 

to the larger Lebanese community, overtures which began in 1998. Nasrallah deals with 

the potential tension between Shi'i religious and Lebanese nationalist frames by 

simultaneously generating an image of a unified national resistance while separating 

Hizbullah from the state in terms of both the history and religious ties of the movement 

and the fiiture direction of politics in the south. 

5.5.7 General semiotic incorporation 

In addition to the formal recognition in public speech of Hizbullah's relationship 

with the Lebanese state, there is also a negotiation of incorporation going on in various 

Hizbullah propaganda contexts. As previously mentioned, from 1998 onwards at public 

Hizbullah assemblies, the Lebanese national flag has been flown next to the Hizbullah 

party flag. (Ghorayeb 2000) Another interesting semiotic form of incorporation has 

happened with Hizbullah party flags. The traditional party flag is bright yellow with 

Hizbullah logo in the center (fig. 1). All lettering is in green, the traditional color of 

Islam. 
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Fig. 5.1 

It contains along the top the Qu'ranic quote/a-/nna Hizb alldh hum al-ghdlibun, 'for 

surely the party of God are the victors' (Qu'ran 5:56). This is the verse in the Qu'ran 

from which Hizbullah, 'the party of God', takes its name^. This word is reiterated in 

large script in the center with the middle letter reaching up and holding a Kalashnikov 

rifle. Written along the bottom, al-thawra al-isldmiyyah fi lubndn, 'the Islamic revolution 

in Lebanon', links Hizbullah to its ideological roots in the Islamic revolution in Iran. 

There is no mistaking this flag for anything but a Shi'i military one. 

In 1998 Hizbullah chose to open up a separate military branch to recruit non-Shi'i 

resistance fighters to the cause of ousting Israel from southern Lebanon. (Deeb 2003) 

While this is not the first time a coalition was formed in the south, it was the first time it 

operated entirely under the arm of Hizbullah^. This branch was named al-sardyd al-

® It was pointed out to me by an Islamic historian that this historical context may be the reason for the 
insistence on their pronunciation of the party's name as "hizbullah" while others often pronounce it as two 
distinct words: "Hizb Allah" 
' In the early nineteen eighties there was an inter-sectarian military organization called the Lebanese 
Resistance Front which was formed out of alliance between the Lebanese Communist Party and the Shi'i 
Amal. They fought alongside Hizbullah early on in the resistance, but by 1985 it was largely just the 
Islamic Resistance that was still active in the south (Saad-Ghorayeb 2002:12). 
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lubnaniyyah li-muqawamat al- 'iHtildl al- 'isrd'lll, 'the Lebanese brigades for the 

resistance to the Israeli occupation'. The Shi'i Hizbullah organization chose to 

structurally incorporate the growing popular support for their work. I found the 

following flag (fig.5.2) at a Hizbullah exhibition on the Lebanese American University 

campus in March 2000. In addition to religious iconography and anti-Israeli material was 

this non-sectarian propaganda. 

Fig. 5.2 

It contains the military aspect of the Hizbullah party flag with the prominent image of a 

weapon, which here spells out the word al-sardyd, 'the brigades'. But it also draws on 

the Lebanese symbol of the cedar tree with a dove in the middle under dripping blood 

which can be read with a double meaning of the blood lost in the South under Israel and 

the call for blood in order to oust the Israeli troops. 

Additionally, in the months preceding liberation, I found this completely 

Lebanized version of the al-Saraya resistance logo (Fig. 5.3) at rallies and political 
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gatherings where the Israeli occupation was being criticized. This radical form of reverse 

incorporation uses the state colors and design to overlay a nationalist frame on the 

sectarian Hizbullah one^. This reworked propaganda is another sign of shifts in the 

political stance of Hizbullah. It also serves strategic political purposes as non-Shi'i 

Lebanese individuals can more readily identify with this flag which has moved the 

resistance from a sectarian to a nationalist frame. 

Most interesting is the top phrase, kullund lil-waTan, kulluna muqawamah, 'we are all for 

the nation, we are all resistance'. The first part of the phrase, kullind lil-waTan, 'we are 

all for the nation', is the first line of the Lebanese national anthem. This indicates, much 

like Nasrallah's victory speech above, that Hizbullah is interested in actively working to 

^ Here is an image of the Lebanese national flag for juxtaposition: 

Fig. 5.3 
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incorporate their resistance movement into the state, merging the agenda of their 

sectarian organization with that of the nation. 

5.5.8 Public responses 

Prior to the liberation of southern Lebanon, and particularly in response to the 

Israeli infrastructure strikes within the country during the Spring of 2000, there was rising 

national support for the activities of the Resistance. In the Spring of 2001, almost a year 

after the Israeli pullout, there was a Hizbullah bombing of an Israeli military outpost in 

the contested Shebaa Farms area^ which led to the death of an Israeli soldier. This 

bombing brought forth criticism fi-om the daily newspaper, al-Mustaqbal'ihe future', 

which is owned by the Lebanese Prime Minister Rafik Hariri, a Sunni Muslim. The 

paper called the attacks an example of "wrong timing" and wondered "whether its timing 

served Lebanon's higher interests" {al-Mustaqbal Aprill4, 2001). It also reminded 

readers that the victory in Southern Lebanon, "belongs to all Lebanese." But the paper 

was critical without naming Hizbullah, stating: "no group has the right to decide on 

behalf of the Lebanese on any move that might harm this [liberation] victory" {al-

Mustaqbal April 14,2001). Since the paper is owned by the Prime Minister Hariri and is 

largely his mouthpiece, people took the statements to be a direct critique coming from his 

branch of the government. My main Maronite interlocutor, Khalid, said that this signaled 

Hariri's understanding of the popular support that President Lahoud had gained from his 

alliance with Hizbullah leading up to the liberation and certainly in the post-liberation 
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period. This comment was viewed by Khalid and a number of other Lebanese I spoke 

with to be the Prime Minister's indirect challenge to Lahoud regarding this affiliation 

with Hizbullah (fieldnotes April 2001). 

Following these Hizbullah strikes, there were multiple Israeli airforce flyovers up 

to Beirut and in the following days there was an Israeli air strike within Lebanon which 

destroyed the Syrian radar station at Dahr al-Baidar. This retaliation by Israel once again 

served to create a unified fi-ont in Lebanon across the various factions of government in 

sympathy with Hizbullah. 

A key point of convergence regarding the rhetoric of the state and that of the 

Islamic resistance is student protest gatherings in which college and high-school students 

from all over Lebanon come together to express anger at the Israeli occupation. These 

types of protests occurred during my fieldwork after Israeli shows of force such as 

bombings of Lebanese infrastructure and most frequently in front of internationally 

recognized locations such as the American Embassy, CNN headquarters, and the main 

UN building, which would give the protests high visibility due to broad media coverage. 

In these contexts, students become a vehicle for illustrating whether the rhetoric of 

Lebanese nationalism could bring together very diverse and at times oppositional groups. 

This rhetoric is public, and in effect geared towards popular consumption and 

media reproduction. In this sense these protest events are public spectacles which make 

their way into the average Lebanese household through various means such as media 

coverage in the nightly television news, newspapers, and radio programs. In addition. 

® While Israel withdrew from southern Lebanon in May 2000, they did not withdraw from Shebaa Farms, a 
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there is often a local impact such as the stopping of traffic, disruption of business due to 

inaccessibility, high levels of noise, and increased presence of security personnel in the 

area of the protest. 

In the slogans that students chant one detects the tropes of nationalism. Images of 

unity and a coherent national resistance are generated out of a hodgepodge of various 

political activities, most centrally the recent militia action by the Islamic Resistance 

against Israeli troops in the occupied zone of Southern Lebanon. Specific linguistic 

strategies such as pronoun incorporation and the use of metaphor are key means by which 

second-level (indexical) meaning is manipulated by Lebanese students to accomplish this 

social work. 

In addition, the specific generic constraints of protest slogans contribute to this re

organization of meaning. The protest genre is largely made up of short, rhyming phrases 

which have a high degree of repeatability. As Brenneis and Atkinson (1984) have noted, 

embedding meaning through generic features allows for: 1) the deniability of meaning, 2) 

leaving the interpretation up to the listener, 3) compelling listener involvement through 

opacity, and 4) providing a context for a shared, corporate understanding. These aspects 

of student protest discourse are centrally important for a politically vulnerable group such 

as youth in Lebanon. In addition, the potential for listener involvement and providing a 

context for shared understanding are integral aspects of these rallies which the students 

are excited to portray. 

15-square mile area along the Lebanese-Syrian border which has been occupied by Israel since 1967, 
though Israel claims it to have been part of Syria. For more details, see Norton (2002) and Blanford (2003). 
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The chants analyzed here were gathered at the CNN protest rally in February 

2000. This rally was called to challenge the perceived lack of CNN coverage of the 

Israeli bombings throughout Lebanon that week which were launched on civilian targets 

in response to Hizbullah attacks on Israeli military targets in the occupied zone. The 

following chant is anchored in Communist rhetoric with its reference to '^immdliyyeh, 

'workers'.In it, resistance is called for specifically along nationalist lines. 

Ex. 9" 
1. Sarkha waHdeh "immaliyyeh 
2. one shout of the workers 
3. Duddik ya Sahyuniyyeh 
4. against you, oh Zionism 
5. badna taHrTr al-jnub 
6. we want the liberation of the South 
7. bi-muqawameh waTaniyyeh 
8. with a national resistance 

The lexical item muqawameh, 'resistance' that was discussed in previous sections in this 

chapter, is used once again (in colloquial pronunciation). Here it is paired with the 

modifier waTaniyyeh, 'national', which like President Lahoud's pairing of muqawamah, 

'resistance', with Lubnan, 'Lebanon', creates a specifically nationalist image of the 

resistance. The students are calling for this populist, participatory resistance, though the 

majority of students at the rally would likely have only second-hand knowledge of actual 

events in the occupied region. 

The irony of leftist secular groups in Lebanon throwing their support behind an Islamic resistance is not 
lost on the students and one will find comments from students in handbills, and even editorials in student-
run publications (e.g. Sanjakdar 2004), which comment on the fact that Hizbullah is their only hope in 
Lebanon for an uncorrupt, credible resistance to Israel, despite their disagreement with its Islamist 
orientation. 
" These chants are in Lebanese dialect and so there is both phonological and syntactic variation from the 
previous formal Arabic examples. 
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It is important to recognize that this is not the first pan-student public spectacle 

which called for liberation. The previous Spring, February 1999, prior to my arrival in the 

country, a group of students came together outside of political or religious organizations 

to "liberate" the border village of Amoun. Around one thousand students and a good 

number of camera crews traveled down to the South to protest the entrapment of the 

village population when Israel had decided the previous week to annex the village into 

their occupied zone for alleged security reasons, leaving villagers cut off fi-om their 

fields, workplaces, schools, and families. After engaging in protest chants, a rallying cry 

went into the air and the students ended up tearing down the barbed wire surrounding the 

village. The 'liberation' was celebrated on a national level with the state moving to hook 

Amoun to the electrical grid and water supply immediately. While it was only a 

temporary change in status, since Israel retook the village in a matter of days, it showed a 

building momentum for unity of action among Lebanese citizens, a sense of common 

national goals in the new generation. 

The following chant claims the notion of resistance even more firmly. By 

repetition of the word muqawamah and pairing it with varying civil actors, importantly 

represented here as various members of the Lebanese family modified by the first-person 

plural possessive pronoun -nd, 'our', this chant is able to manufacture a sense of 

consensus for liberation. 

Ex. 10 

rijdluna muqawamah 
our men are resistance 
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nisa 'una muqawamah 
our women are resistance 
abna 'una muqawamah 
our sons are resistance 
kulluna muqawamah 
we are all resistance 
khaydrund muqawamah 
our choice is resistance 

This chant is a strong example of a populist metonymic construction in which each 

individual of Lebanon, men, women and children, are conceived of as a part of the whole, 

the resistance. 

In addition to the trope of resistance, students also draw on the frequently used 

trope of unity which was discussed in detail in section 5.1.0. 

Ex. 11 

1. 'amlrka dawlit damar 
2. America is a state of destruction 
3. sha'^^alit bil-'^alam nar 
4. it inflamed the world with fire 
5. la al-Tayyara wa la al-dul^ 
6. not the plane, not the dollar 
7. wiHditna Lubnaniyyeh 
8. our unity is Lebanese 

Here wiHda, 'unity' is accompanied by the first person plural possessive pronoun -na, 

'our', once again, and it is modified by the adjective lubndniyyeh, 'Lebanese', which 

actively constructs an idealized notion of a national community to which these students 

belong. This double appropriation of the trope of unity, through pronoun incorporation 

and the use of lubndniyyeh, 'Lebanese', as a modifier firmly positions the students' sense 

of unity in a nationalist fi-amework. Juxtaposing it with the crass American state, 
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Lebanon becomes symbolic of a peace-loving, anti-globalization, anti-capitalist 

community. 

While there is a passionate earnestness to what the students are chanting at the 

protests, there is also a concurrent desire to appear a certain way to the outside world. 

At the U.S. Embassy protest I participated in, some high school students who saw me 

recording the event approached me saying in English, "Are you with us or against us?" 

This comment and the discussion that followed emphasized their concern with the cause 

of ousting Israel from the south of Lebanon and the importance of involving the West 

(represented by me at the outset) in order to accomplish that task. (Fieldnotes February 

2000) The 'us' in this context was a highly diverse population of students from all over 

the country who would not normally interact with each other on a regular basis. The 

event brought them together in the shared act of protest. 

These protest events are a spectacle in that they are designed to be seen and to 

affect a certain emotion and image, but they do not push beyond acceptable limits. As 

Scott (1992) has argued, spectacle can be viewed as a public transcript which is coded by 

both social and linguistic rules. In this sense then, acts of civil resistance, such as these 

protests, are organized in a socially acceptable manner which does not challenge the 

government beyond the point which it can be challenged. This point is emphasized by 

the fact that in other contexts around the same time student protests were not allowed to 

happen. Anti-Syrian protests organized by right-wing followers of former Lebanese 

Army commander General Michel Aoun were dealt with much more harshly than these 

U.S. Embassy protests. This is no doubt due to the fact that Aoun's political agenda is not 
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only bluntly anti-Syrian but also poses a challenge to the authority of the state. Internal 

Security Forces swamped the area that the protests were supposed to occur and people 

were not allowed to get to the protests. Those who persisted were arrested. Another 

example of the limits to student and civilian protest would be the complete banning of 

students from the Amoun village area after the first attempt at liberation failed. Israel 

threatened direct retaliation and the Lebanese government responded with force against 

the students in the interest of avoiding an 'international incident.' A local cameraman 

was shot in the back by Israeli forces before Lebanese security officials were able to seal 

off the area (Blanford 1999). 

One can question whether images of U.S. Embassy and CNN protests would have 

10 
flourished in the media if they contained more overt critiques of the Lebanese state . As 

Gordillo (2002) and Negt and Kluge (1990) have argued, perhaps it is best to view the 

public sphere as a filtration system which when in the hands of the powerful is able to 

organize both the symbols and images of resistance firom within. Perhaps because these 

protests at the US Embassy and CNN were directing critical attention to outside forces is 

part of the reason why they were allowed so much local coverage. The view of a united 

Lebanese resistance is one which the Lebanese government is able to capitalize on and 

expand upon in its own political rhetoric. The Prime Minister, Salim al-Hoss made 

public statements in support of these student protests, taking advantage of the positive 

national energy that they generated. 

Since this research took place there have been a number of city wide strikes and accompanying civil 
protests against the state of the economy, particularly regarding the price of fuel. On May 27''',2004 three 
civil protestors were shot and killed by the Lebanese Internal Security forces, highlighting the unstable 
tension between overt state control and civil freedom of expression. 
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In conversations and casual interactions it is clear that students are aware of the 

contradictions in this public image. One day on the AUB campus I was working with my 

Arabic tutor on a translation of a student handbill which was critical of Lebanese national 

conduct during the civil war and warned against going back to those times. A fellow 

student from the Arabic Department came over to visit and see what we were up to. 

Upon scanning the handbill he gave me a big smile and said loudly, "niHna luHmah 

waTaniyyah", 'we are a national kinship' to which my tutor Rima replied sarcastically in 

English, "in your dreams" (Fieldnotes April 2001). This nationalist slogan was used 

jokingly by this Lebanese student to gloss over the internal divisiveness discussed in the 

handbill that we were translating. 

5.7.0 Conclusion 

This chapter, in its analysis of various speeches, illustrates how the strategy of 

incorporation can be applied both linguistically and in a broader semiotic sense to alter 

interpretive frames. Both the state and Hizbullah shift the indexical meaning of the term 

muqawamah, 'resistance' to generate specific alignments. Pronoun incorporation by the 

use of first-person plural forms is used by all parties to build a cohesive sense of unity. 

All three also heighten oppositional identities to draw on the us-them trope. These 

strategies generate a discursive space which allows speakers to create new versions of 

history and construct new alliances. 

The state of Lebanon relies on the successes of the Islamic resistance to bolster its 

image at the Arab summit meetings. At the same time, the Islamic resistance works to 
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fashion itself into a nationalist, yet distinctly Shi'i political organization. Nasrallah 

would have us understand that out of Hizbullah's successes comes a generosity of spirit 

which has the organization offering its victory up for the whole nation. At the level of 

Lebanese youth, the impact of both these parties, the state and the Islamic resistance, is 

evident in their slogans. 

The coherence that is manufactured in this public speech is challenged on both 

individual and public discourse levels. But, significantly, no unified protest against these 

uses of resistance rhetoric developed during the time of this research. I argue that this is a 

result of the continued sensitivity towards verbal clashes in the post-civil war era. The 

fear of voicing protest which could lead to 'the incitement of sectarian sentiment' limits 

personal expression in Lebanon. Like Wedeen's Syria (1999), challenges to authority 

tend to occur in a non-direct, subversive manner. A general critique of the authority of 

the Arab Summit meetings and the use of sarcasm in recognizing the limits of Arab unity 

did occur in my data. But I feel that during the time of this research there was a national 

momentum behind the notion of a unified resistance, and indeed national unity. This led 

to very limited critique of how resistance rhetoric was wielded. In the following chapter, 

it becomes clear that the lack of overt contestation is topical. In dealing with the issue of 

Lebanese sovereignty in relation to Syria, there are more divergent opinions voiced. 

In regards to resistance rhetoric, all three formal discourse sites (Presidential 

speeches, Hizbullah speeches, and student protest chants) are points of intentional 

articulation of political views. Unlike spontaneous speech, they can be evaluated as 

being calculated for specific effects. In an effort to build constituencies and express a 



particular standpoint all three generate a positive image of the Lebanese nation. And 

while these images may be contested on a local level, the overarching positive image 

prevails in the public sphere. Much like Bourdieu's analysis of unity, the processes used 

here to talk about the state are a means of establishing meaning, and more importantly, 

consensus about meaning. Through the creation of a sense of unity in which people are 

able to partake comes the actual creation of community, in this case, the re-creation of a 

nation. 
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CHAPTER SIX: 

SOVEREIGNTY AND THE LIMITS 
OF RELGIOUS POLITICAL AUTHORITY 

Khalid begins to slow down as the peak of the military checkpoint (Hajiz) appears 

on the horizon. The small wooden station is painted with the Lebanese flag, but is 

manned with Syrian soldiers, tired looking young men in washed-out uniforms too big for 

their frames. As Khalid slows down, he reaches for the cassette player on which we had 

been listening to the Buena Vista Social Club, turning the volume all the way down. He 

takes off his sunglasses as we near the soldiers with their AK-47 kalashnikov rifles 

crooked in their arms and pushes the button to roll down the automatic window. The 

soldier on the driver's side bends down to look into the car for a moment before waving 

us over the speed bumps and on our way. 

This symbolic activity, conducted twice along the road to Khalid's hometown of 

Zghorta from Beirut, is a strong reminder of the Syrian presence and the control that the 

Syrian government wields in Lebanon today. Currently in Lebanon, approximately 

30,000 Syrian soldiers maintain control over regions along the main highway between 

Beirut and Damascus as well as various Christian strongholds such as the Metn area. 

However, there was a troop redeployment as of the summer of 2001 which shifted patrols 

away from high visibility areas such as central points within Beirut and around the 

presidential palace. 
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This section will discuss the public debate regarding the sovereignty of Lebanon 

and the role of Syria in the country that occurred prior to a symbolic lessening of the 

visible Syrian presence within the country during 2001. 

6.0.0 Introduction 

The notion of sovereignty is an active construction that a state continually works 

to produce. It attempts to naturalize this construction through its myths of origin and its 

working state-centric political discourse. Therefore in analysis, there is a need to 

puncture this sealed image of the state that strategically conveys itself as "a natural 

evolutionary fact" or "an embodiment of universal reason" (Shapiro 1996:52). This 

phenomenon of the social construction of the state was evident in the previous chapter's 

discussion of presidential incorporation of resistance activities into a nationalist 

framework. The President merged positive aspects of Arabism and Nationalism and 

intentionally created a sense of state responsibility for the successes of the resistance. 

By looking at various perspectives on Lebanese sovereignty in this chapter I plan 

to illustrate how the Christian opposition, led by the Maronite Patriarch Sfeir, uses all 

three interpretive frames of Arabism, Lebanese Nationalism, and Sectarianism, to build 

an argument for the ousting of Syrian troops from Lebanon. In contrast, the counter-

construction by the state and Hizbullah General Secretary Nasrallah generates a notion of 

Lebanese sovereignty which relies on the Syrian presence. Individual Lebanese also 

have their own distinct representation of the status of the country. 
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This chapter will look at all three of these discourse sites and how people within 

them talk about the relationship between Syria and Lebanon. The linguistic strategies at 

work in this discourse include the use of metaphor, frame-shifting, repetition of key 

words, and pronoun incorporation, in the ongoing debate in Lebanon regarding the 

presence of the Syrian army within Lebanon since 1976. 

6.1.0 Context of sovereignty debate 

Since the Syrian forces became involved in the Lebanese conflict in 1976, they 

have had a military presence in the country. Unlike the public response to the occupation 

of southern Lebanon by Israel, which appeared largely unified in this post-civil war 

period, the Lebanese public has had a wide spectrum of responses to the Syrian presence 

and the various roles they played throughout the war. A student at AUB once summed 

up the difference between the Israeli and Syrian presence for me when discussing 

whether Syria would ever pull out of the country: 

It's not like Israel who just had their weapons here, they [Syrians] 
are involved in all aspects of society and they have so many workers 
here that do jobs nobody else will do and so it will be difficult to 
change the relationship. (Z. (English) fieldnotes April 2001) 

While the focus in this chapter tends to be on the Syrian military presence, it is 

clear from statements such as this one that citizens who envision a "Syria-free" country 

imagine that this also entails untangling Syrian controls over Lebanese economy, migrant 
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labor, and political involvement in internal politics such as election-rigging and general 

control of information/ 

6.1.1 Historical Syrian-Lebanese relationship 

The Syrian state has been embroiled in the activities of the Lebanese government 

since its inception. This relationship is the product of generations of interrelations going 

back as far as the wilayet system under the Ottoman Empire during which the region was 

governed as one but with administrative centers in both Beirut and Damascus.^ In the 

post-Ottoman period, the major plan for the region was one of "greater Syria" in which 

Lebanon would have been simply a province. As discussed in the context section 3.1.1, 

this created a frequently defensive stance among some Lebanese towards Syria from this 

time onwards, though some Lebanese supported this merging. This attitude is evident in 

the later and post-war period. "Syria still perceives Lebanon as a former Syrian territory 

and the Lebanese and Syrian peoples as one and the same" (Salibi 1988: 156). 

The relationship between Lebanon and Syria has historically been cast in familial 

terms, both in relation to the larger Arab brotherhood (discussed in section 4.2.0) and in 

relation to each other. Calls for Arab unity are often structured through family metaphors 

' Later in this chapter I will discuss how all of these issues are addressed in the Maronite statement calling 
for Syrian withdrawal. Yet through the strategic refocusing of the argument, pro-Syrian parties are able to 
center the debate on the issue of the military presence. 
2 All Arabs who emigrated from the region at that time were grouped together under the category label 
"Syrian", see (Naff 1985). 
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and this is definitely the case for the Syrian-Lebanese relations with Syria being called 

Suriya shaqTqat Lubnan, 'the sister of Lebanon', due to its feminine gender. 

The political factions involved in the debate regarding Syrian involvement in 

Lebanon are multi-faceted and shifting but there has been a steady and clear community 

of opposition to the Syrian presence among the Maronite population. I argue that 

presently in Lebanon the pro-Syrian agenda is set by the state of Lebanon. Many would 

say this is due to a complete infiltration of the state by Syrian puppets. And it has been 

claimed that the assassination or exile of those within the government who were not pro-

Syrian during the war has led to a current state of Lebanese subservience to the Syrian 

state (Hanf 1994). 

6.1.2 Syrian military involvement in Lebanon 

It was in the first phase of the war, in 1976, that Syrian involvement in Lebanese 

domestic politics took on concrete form with the arrival of Syrian army troops in the 

country . This arrival occurred in two phases. Initially in January, the president of Syria, 

Hafiz al Assad, sent in a small force at the request of Muslim factions, including the 

PLO, Palestine Liberation Organization, which had come under attack by the Christian 

militias north of Beirut. But by June, the tables had turned and Assad ordered a larger 

battalion into Lebanon in order to counter the military moves of the PLO against the 

Christians as the Palestinian group had become too powerful and Syria decided it was in 

its best interest to maintain a balance of power. In 1978, a turning point in the Syrian-

^ This deployment into Lebanon was not looked upon favorably by the Syrian population, still in its early 
years of the Hafiz al-Assad reign, and was even branded "Syria's Vietnam" at the time (Wedeen 1999) 
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Lebanese Christian relationship, the tables turned again. It became clear that the Syrians 

were not leaving quickly and now controlled approximately one-third of the area in 

northern Lebanon formerly controlled by the Christian militias. That summer, Syria 

bombed residential, mainly Christian, areas of East Beirut in order to diminish the power 

of the Christian militias which had not shifted allegiance to Syria in the past two years as 

the Syrian state had expected. This attack, which killed many civilians, led to a 

strengthening of the Christian militias who now began to look to Israel for support and 

found increased popular support among the general Lebanese Christian population. 

Relevant to this chapter is the recognition that from 1978 onwards in the 

Lebanese Civil War, the Syrian state, which was by then already entrenched in Lebanon, 

was viewed with antipathy and suspicion by the vast majority of the Christian community 

in northern Lebanon. In addition, it is relevant to note that since Hizbullah's inception in 

1982, the Syrian state had steered clear of the Islamic resistance movement, which was 

backed by one of Syria's main allies, Iran (Hanf 1993). But after the end of the war, Syria 

gradually began openly to provide financial and material support for Hizbullah. 

The 1989 Ta'if Accord, which signaled the end of civil war in Lebanon, stated 

that Syrian troops would withdraw within a period of two years. The agreement had the 

support of Syrian president Hafiz al-Assad. This was a reiteration of the Lebanese-

initiated UN Security Council Resolution 520 passed in 1982 which calls for the 

withdrawal of all foreign troops from the country. After the withdrawal of Israel from 

southern Lebanon (May 2000) and the death of the Syrian president (June 2000), 

continued Syrian involvement in Lebanese politics was openly questioned for the first 
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time and the country became publicly split down largely, though not exclusively, 

Muslim/Christian confessional lines on this issue. The dissolution of Maronite 

leadership, through both exile and imprisonment, in the post-civil war era has led to a 

power vacuum among the Maronite population that perceives itself as increasingly 

politically disenfranchised. It could be argued that this has created an overtly political 

role for the Maronite religious leader. Patriarch Sfeir, to fill. However, as discussed in 

Chapter 3, the involvement of such religious figures in politics is not unusual in Lebanon 

historically. 

6.2.0 Data set 

The data included in this analysis cover the time period from Fall 2000 to Fall 

2001. This section's official discourse begins with a bayan, public statement, issued by 

the Maronite Patriarchate. The officials of the church publish a monthly statement after 

they meet to discuss current issues. The statement of September 21,2000 initiated a very 

heated public debate because, for the first time in Arabic print, a signed statement was 

issued in Lebanon that called for the withdrawal of Syrian troops. In addition, the Syrian 

state was blamed for meddling in the internal affairs of the country as well as for the 

current economic crisis. According to numerous sources, this was the first explicit call to 

bring these particular issues into public debate. And it was met with a swirl of responses 

that occupied headlines for weeks to come. 

Numerous Lebanese I spoke with argued that any other Maronite figixrehead 

would not have generated the need for a state response as the Patriarch did because of his 
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role as leader of the entire Maronite community, not just one political faction within it. 

One Maronite informant told me the week following the issuing of the bayan, in an effort 

to relay its importance; 

It is a big deal -ahhh, it's really a big deal because it's really talking about 
the real issue, it's bringing confessionalism out in the open, it's bringing out 
into the open what is the real relationship between Syria and Lebanon 
which no one really dared to talk about openly. 

(K. (English) fieldnotes, Sept. 2000) 

As this comment indicates, prior to this public debate, people I spoke with and knew well 

tended to drop their voices and look over their shoulders when making a comment about 

Syria. For individual Lebanese citizens, this debate radically altered their sense of how 

they could discuss the topic that was previously only the target of subversive asides or a 

shrugging, what-can-we-do attitude. 

The official state responses analyzed here consist of responses by the President and 

the Syrian state to various third party go-betweens. In addition to this governmental 

response, I will look at Hizbullah Secretary General Nasrallah's inclusion of comments 

on the Patriarch's bayan in his annual Ashoura speech in order to have a contrasting case 

of religious political discourse. Ashoura is a time in the Shi'i community of heightened 

piousness, somewhat like Ramadan, but more so because it is a recognition of the battle 

at Karbala when those who did not support the ruling Islamic party, rose up, led by the 

son of "^AlT bin AbT Talib"^, Imam Husayn, against the ruling forces of'^Uthman, which 

overwhelmed them in numbers and strength. They were slaughtered over a period of 10 

* The word shfah is derived from shfat "All, the party or faction of °AlT, the prophet Muhammad's son-in-
law and cousin, whom the Shi'a claim as the Prophet's rightful successor. The Sunnis, on the other hand, 
are literally the followers of the Prophet's sayings and practices, sunnah. 
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days and the commemoration of these events in the Shi'i community is full of the rhetoric 

of resistance against illegitimate oppressors. While this Hizbullah speech is largely taken 

up with the business of resistance and the recent victory over Israeli withdrawal from 

southern Lebanon, Nasrallah makes a special point of challenging the Patriarch from this 

position of victory. 

This type of data, public political statements, most frequently written by staff 

members and then read out loud by the representative at a press gathering, carry an 

intentionally formalized construction of events imbued with political meaning.^ Here I 

would argue that the individual discourse can be viewed as representative of political 

ideology at the state level. It has been argued that institutions speak through the 

individuals who partake in them (Woolard 1985). This is particularly true of figureheads 

such as the President, the Patriarch and the Hizbullah Secretary General. 

These statements both respond to prior statements by other parties, as well as 

constituency concerns regarding current events. Because of these two constraining or 

interactive audiences, I argue that such statements are a prime site for political reworking 

of both the relationship between speakers and their audiences, as well as of the terms of 

discussion regarding the relationship between Syria and Lebanon. In addition to this 

formal discourse I will look at some individual Lebanese citizen responses to the topic of 

the Syrian presence in Lebanon and how it was handled by these leading political figures. 

^ Samir Franjieh, a Maronite politician and intellectual, has been reported as providing the ideological 
grounding for these Patriarch statements. While he did not claim responsibility directly for this baydn, it is 
public knowledge that he was responsible for the actual writing of earlier statements. 



6.3.0 Analysis 

For this analysis I will focus on a number of key issues in the debate regarding 

Lebanese sovereignty: whether Lebanon is internally stable enough to govern itself, what 

are the terms of the relationship between Syria and Lebanon, and who has the right to 

publicly discuss this volatile topic. 

6.3.1 Competing constructions of Lebanon 

During the Lebanese civil war and since its end, it has been common for Lebanese 

to talk about the war as something external that happened on Lebanese soil, Harb al-

akhann ^ald 'ardina, literally, 'the war of others on our land', with no one taking 

responsibility from within the country. By avoiding blame, the country has sought to 

move beyond the war in what has been referred to as an amnesia-like state.^ With the 

Maronite Patriarch's bayan, issued from his traditional seat in the village of Bkirki, this 

historical revisionism becomes more complex and the issue of the internal stability of 

Lebanon becomes a central point in the debate since Syrian involvement hinges on the 

expressed need for their input in stabilizing the country. Without this need, their 

presence could be considered illegitimate. As a result, whether Lebanon is able to stand 

on its own or whether it would dissolve into sectarian violence at the departure of the 

Syrians became the focal point for the state's response to the Patriarch's call for a 

reevaluation of relations. Rather than responding to a variety of specific claims about 

® The Lebanese avoidance of dealing with much of the internal conflict that occurred during the war has 
been referred to as a type of amnesia by both Lebanese academics and politicians alike (Khalaf 1993). 
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Syrian economic importance, through tariff and labor migration, or political involvement 

in elections and control of information, the government chose instead to reevaluate 

responsibility for the war and to warn against the stirring up of sectarian sentiment. 

The Patriarch anticipates this argument in his bay an: 

Ex 1. 

358. la-qad kanat himak taSnHat taqul 'innahu 
359. there have been some statements that say 
360. idha insaHab al-jaysh al-surT min lubnan 
361. if the Syrian Army withdrew from Lebanon 
362. qamat fitna fthi 
363. there would be strife in it 
364. aw inna wujudahu 'aSbaHa juz'an la yatajazza' min al-silm al-lubnam 
365. or that its presence has become an inseparable part of Lebanon's peace 
374. .. .Ian yakun fitna fi lubnan 
375. There will be no strife in Lebanon 
376. in lam ya'^mad aHad ila iDram nariha 
377. unless someone willfully ignites it 
378. wa al-lubnanij^yun ma 'iqtatalu yawman 
379. and the Lebanese never fought each other 
380. ilia li'annahu kan hunak man yabdhur budhur al-fitna fi ma baynahum 
381. unless there was someone who sowed sedition among them. 

(Sfeir, Sept. 20, 2000, In 358-381) 

The following day the President responds: 

Ex. 2 kama 'innahu laysa min lughat al-'^aql wa al-Haqq an yarmT al-lubnaniyun 
it is neither part of the language of reason nor justice for Lebanese 
bi-mas'ulTyyat Harbihim °ala al-akhaiin ft kul marrah 
to lay the responsibility for their war on others every time 
fl al-waqt alladhT kanat mu'^Zam adawat tilka al-Harb minhum wa flhum... 
while most of the tools for that war were from within... 

(Lahoud, Sept. 22, 2000) 

Lahoud's statement refocuses responsibility within the country while simultaneously 

creating a sense that the potential for conflict has not disappeared. This claim of the 
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internal instability of Lebanon is then used to warn against pushing the argument any 

further. 

Ex. 3 taftaqir ila al-Safa' wa al-mawDu'lyyah wa tushajji'^ 
It lacks clarity and objectivity and it encourages 
%la al-muzayadah wa tafll al-ghara'iz al-Ta'ifiyyah wa al-madhhabiyyah 
outbidding [one-upmanship] and the rekindling of sectarian and confessional 
sentiment 
bima la yakhdum al-maSaliH al-waTaniyyah al-'^aliyah 
which does not serve the higher national interests. 

(Lahoud, Sept. 22, 2000) 

This is backed by a Muslim Surmi-Shi'i joint statement issued on the same day by the 

leaders of those communities in support of the government. 

Ex. 4 "Political, military, and economic issues are best left for the Lebanese 
government to address... We all know what the result was when the civil 
strife eroded state sovereignty." 

(Qabalan and Qabbani, Sept. 22,2000) 

The President relates the sense of volatility and therefore vulnerability of the state, which 

was suggested by the Patriarch, but he firmly counters the Patriarch's version of history 

by looking internally. This rhetorical move caused some sensation, though the President 

is able to develop this discussion by pushing the nationalist frame and critiquing the 

sectarian stance, because he is also Maronite and so can counter the Patriarch without 

being accused of a religious attack. Since Lahoud is grounded by his Maronite identity 

within the Christian community, his critique of the Patriarch is not able to be cast in 

oppositional sectarian terms. 

In an effort to censure discussion about Syria, the President actually creates a 

sense of dialogue regarding responsibility by offering this counter version of history in 
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which the Lebanese share a role in the civil war. This shift to an opening of dialogue is 

picked up and publicly echoed in official statements in the following days by the 

religious and political leaders who support the Bkirki bay an'& call for sovereignty, 

moving them all into a more nationalist interpretive frame. It also provides them with the 

key issue of sovereignty to focus on and allows them to reposition themselves away from 

the broadly critiqued Christian sectarian framework. 

This move by the President is not surprising, as it is no doubt much safer to argue 

for open dialogue than to address specific points concerning Syrian election-rigging or 

tariffs. Within the next few days, almost any leader with political clout or aspiration 

weighed in on the subject of the Syrian presence. The vast majority, no matter their 

stance, argue for an open national dialogue on this issue. While it is certain that these 

leaders have not dropped their individual Arabist or sectarian leanings, on this particular 

issue it seems to have been determined by all actors that the nationalist frame was the 

appropriate lens through which to view the debate. This thereby allowed those involved 

to move beyond the specifics of Syrian occupation toward a more general discussion of 

post-war reconciliation. 

While the goal of the President may have been to end discussion, in effect his 

statement opened up a dialogue concerning national reconciliation. As a result, the 

Lebanese are given a public counter-narrative for making sense of the civil war, one 

which they may now use to challenge or contest the pre-existing narrative that focuses 

responsibility outside the coimtry. 
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63.2 Uses of kinship metaphors 

One of the central ways that the relationship between Syria and Lebanon is 

discussed is through often oblique references made by contesting the appropriate 

behavior for kin to have in relation to each other. Since the Arab renaissance at the turn 

of the nineteenth-twentieth centuries and the rise of Arab nationalism, the notion of an 

Arab brotherhood has set the tone for the familial terms used when referring to 

relationships between Arab countries.^ Bamett has argued that since the development of 

the League of Arab Nations in 1943, "Arab states competed through the discourse of 

community and not the discourse of the territorial state to define the meaning of events" 

(1998:242). 

The trope of brotherhood is the main one drawn on in this debate concerning the 

relationship between Syria and Lebanon. The Arab nationalist line, Sunya shaqTqat 

Lubnan 'Syria is the sister of Lebanon', calls for a use of the sister relationship since the 

noun SUnya, 'Syria,' is feminine. This gender difference also provides a creative trope 

for those interested in contesting this relationship. I have been told that the anti-Syrian 

opposition would play on this gender difference, sometimes painting graffiti with the 

phrases, Sunya shaqTqat Lubnan, wa Lubnm akhii sharmutah, 'Syria is the sister of 

Lebanon, and Lebanon is the brother of a whore'. This phrase, which contains the 

common Lebanese curse of akhii sharmutah, 'brother of a whore', irreverently critiques 

the assumption of a positive fraternal relationship between Lebanon and Syria. The 

challenge to the Arab nationalist construction of the relationship also comes across in the 

^ Discussed in further detail in section 4.2. 
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linguistic shift from formalfor the official Arabist line in the first half of the 

phrase to colloquial ^ammTyyah for the challenge to the official line in the second half 

Both sides of the argument use the brotherhood metaphor, though the rights and 

responsibilities of that relationship are debated. While it could be argued in Arab familial 

relations that the brotherhood relationship could be viewed as hierarchical with the oldest 

brother having control over younger siblings, in this case the egalitarian element of the 

relationship is central. With the understanding that brotherhood is the ideal to be achieved 

between two equal and independent countries, the Patriarch makes a claim in his baydn 

that Lebanon is not on equal footing, but rather 

Ex. 5 300. wa 'i"^tibarahum qaSirln ft Hajah da'imah 'ila wiSayah 
301. they are considered as minors in permanent need for guardianship. 

(Sfeir, Sept. 20, 2000,ln.300) 

He follows this recognition of an unequal and legal relationship with suggestions for the 

more ideal type of relationship, if equality is achieved. 

Ex.6 
302. wa hum yarawn annahu Hana waqt al-mukashafah 
303. They see that it is high time for disclosure 
304. fi jaww min al-Sidq wa al-SaraHah 
305. in an atmosphere of truthfulness and frankness, 
306. wa al-ukhuwwah al-Haqlqiyyah wa al-iHtiram al-mutabadal 
307. and real brotherhood, and mutual respect 
308. wa TarH ba'^D al-as'ilah la budda min TarHiha 'ibqa'an 
309. and (time) for raising some questions that should be asked in order to 

preserve 
310. li-ruH al-ukhuwwah allatT yajib 'an tasud al-'^ilaqat al-taiikhlyyah 
311. the brotherly spirit that should predominate in the historical relationships 
312. bajoi lubnan wa surTya 
313. between Lebanon and Syria 

(Sfeir, Sept. 20,2000 In 302-313) 

and a few lines later: 
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Ex.7 
385. aHsan '^alaqat al-ukhuwwah bayna lubnan wa stirTya 
386. best relations of brotherhood between Lebanon and Syria. 

(Sfeir, Sept.20, 2000 In. 385) 

Along with the continuous reiteration of al- 'ukhuwwah, 'brotherhood', the Patriarch 

modifies the notion with adjectives such as al-Haqiqiyyah, 'real', and 'aHsan, 'best', to 

assert the idealized aspect of the relationship. 

The Syrian government also responds, after a week ftill of statements fired from 

both sides within Lebanon: 

Ex. 8 "Syria sent its troops in a historic move to protect brothers from annihilation." 
('Umran, Syrian Minister of Information, Sept. 29,2000) 

The Patriarch replies in his sermon the following Sunday. He again highlights the 

inequality of the relationship between the two countries by casting the Lebanese citizens 

as children under tutelage. 

Ex.9 wa al-awlad al-mudlnun li-'aba'ihim ba'^d allah bil-Hayat 
children who owe their lives to their parents after God 
lahum Haqq SarTH bil-khuruj "^ala al-wiSayah ''indama yablughun sinn al-rushd 
have the clear right to exit tutelage when they reach the age of reason 
wa hadhihi hTya qa'^idah TabfTyyah 
and this is a natural rule 
man tajahalaha aw kharaja "^alayha "^udda Zaliman li-''abna'ihi 
whoever disregards it or departs from it is considered unjust to his children 

(Sfeir, Oct. 1, 2000) 

This combines a conciliatory attempt to show the closeness of the Lebanese-Syrian 

relationship with a call for change, namely the right to exit tutelage. The use by the 

Patriarch of non-brotherly relationship terms creates a foil against which the actual 

relationship is brought under closer scrutiny. The markedness of terms such as qdSirm, 
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'minors', and awlad, 'children', cause the audience to question the relationship between 

countries, since the terms of 'brotherhood', ukhuwwah, have been established as the 

normative standard. At the same time, since the brotherhood ideal has been called for, 

this links the discourse into an Arabist framework that would eliminate the possibility of 

appearing anti-Syrian. With the brotherhood trope firmly in place, the Patriarch's call for 

Lebanon to be treated like a brother sets out an implicit criticism of the way things 

currently are and draws on emotional connections for righting the wrong that is in place. 

This rhetorical strategy of pushing the edges of a metaphor, brotherhood relations, 

through the use of marked terms becomes a means for revising the political relationship. 

The Patriarch then, speaking from his sectarian location, draws on both nationalist 

and Arabist frames to generate a normative standard which all should respect and which 

calls for the withdrawal of Syria. In the next section, Hizbullah Secretary General 

Nasrallah's technique for maneuvering beyond his Shi'i sect while speaking at a sectarian 

gathering will be evaluated. He also draws on the Arabist and Nationalist frames to 

refute the Christian oppositional challenge to Syria's presence. 

6.3.3 Who has the right to debate this topic? 

In Secretary General Hassan Nasrallah's Ashoura speech in April of 2001, he 

responds to the turmoil that has been stirred up by the Maronite Christian Patriarch. This 

turmoil began with the Bkirki baydn during the previous autumn, but a month prior to 

this speech by Nasrallah there was a large gathering for Patriarch Sfeir who had just 

returned from touring North America (March 2001). The gathering outside the 
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Patriarch's residence in Bkirki was attended by a few thousand vocal former members of 

disbanded Christian militias intent on both displaying their party flags and publicly 

calling for the ousting of Sjo-ia. This dramatic sectarian display caused a stir among the 

general public. 

Nasrallah's speech had a strong sectarian element as it was the event of the Shi'i 

religious holiday, Ashoura. As noted earlier (Section 6.2) this is a time of heightened 

religiosity when underdog tropes of injustice are routinely heard. This event was attended 

by an estimated 150,000 people (Reuters 4/5/2001), though Hizbullah estimated that the 

total was nearly 300,000 {an-Nahar 4/5/2001). The coverage in the main Lebanese daily 

an-Nahar suggested that this large turn-out was in part a political response to the 

Maronite gathering that had occurred the previous week at Bkirki for the return of Sfeir. 

The issue of numbers is relevant here because it becomes a coded means for commenting 

on sectarian strength. This publicness of religious identity is overtly noted by Nasrallah in 

this speech. 

Ex 10 

612. naHnu al-mujtami'^un huna ft al-DaHiyah 
613. we who are meeting in the [southern Beirut] suburbs 
614. wa ft bayrut al-gharblyyah wa ft al-biqa*^ al-gharbT wa ft 
615. in West Beirut and in the western Bekaa and in 
616. ba'^albakk wa ft al-hirmil wa ft Siir wa al-nabaTlyyah 
617. Ba 'albak and in Hirmil and in Sur and Nabatiya 
618. wa bint jbayl wa baqlyyat al-manaTiq al-lubnaniyyah 
619. and Bint Jbayl and remaining Lebanese regions 
620. wa 'alladhln sayushahid al-'^alam Hushudahum wa HuDurahum 
621. whose crowds and presence will be seen by the world 
622. min ''ala shashSt al-talfaza fa-lasna bi-Hajah 'ila TarH al-a'^dad al-'an 
623. on television screens, we have no need of bringing up numbers now, 
624. lakin aqiil b-'ism ha'iila' jaml^an 
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625. but I say in the name of all of them 
626. wa min mawqi'^ina al-waTam wa al-lubnam 
627. and from our national/loyal and Lebanese position 
628. min wajibina 'an nu'^lin mawqifana min hadha al-mawDu*^ 
629. it is our duty to announce our position on this subject 
630. wa 'an nataHaddath fihi bi-SaraHa 
631. and we discuss this candidly 
632. wa 'an naTraH ma ladayna min 'as'ila 
633. and we pose questions that we have 

(Narallah, April 4, 2001 Ins 612-633) 

After listing a series of Shi'i dominated regions and cities, Nasrallah directly 

states that there is no need to bring up numbers (ln.622) and begins using the first-person 

plural possessive pronoim -««, 'our' (Ins. 622-633). Unlike President Lahoud's use of 

the first person plural in the summit speeches (see Chapter Five) in which he is trying to 

corral different voices under the state umbrella, Nasrallah is hammering home the fact 

that he has a powerful and unified constituency that has and can again act as one. Of 

particular interest is Nasrallah's overt recognition that since this crowd is publicly 

displayed there is no need to mention their numbers. Ins 620-623. This statement has the 

direct result of highlighting the huge numbers of Shi'a who are now the largest sect in 

Lebanon. Moreover, since Ashoura is a time of mourning for the death of Imam Husayn, 

these crowds are dressed predominantly in black and create quite a visual spectacle of 

unity both in person and on the television screen. The fact that Nasrallah notes their 

image on the screen illustrates his interest in relaying this strength to the rest of Lebanon 

and, in effect, his understanding of the role of media in influencing the public sphere. 

Nasrallah's Ashoura speeches are often like a statesman's state-of-the-state 

address with a review of what has happened in the Hizbullah community over the last 

year and a look forward to what goals they plan to pursue. On this particular occasion, 
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Nasrallah comments on continued resistance in the Shebaa Farms^, the issue of Lebanese 

detainees in Israel, the status of the Palestinian Intifada, and what the Lebanese 

community should do to support it, including standing imited. This notion of national 

unity leads into his comments on the domestic situation in Lebanon. 

Ex. 11 

593. wa lakin ma an maDat ayyam qalTla h '^ala 
594. but a mere few days after 
595. "^urs al-'intiSar al-kablr wa al-taiikhT Hatta 
596. the great historic celebration (wedding of victory) 
597. 'irtafa'^at ba'^D al-'aSwat min ba'^D al-lubnaniyyln 
598. some voices were raised on the part of some Lebanese 
599. muTalibah bi-khuruj al-quwwat al-suiiyyah min lubnan 
600. demanding/requesting the departure of Syrian forces from Lebanon 
601. wa muTalibah bi-inha' al-wujud al-stirT fi lubnan 
602. and requesting the termination of the Syrian presence in Lebanon 
603. wa TaraHat al-mawDii'^ ka-qaDiyyah markazij^ah lubnaniyyah 
604. and it presented the subject as a central Lebanese issue 
605. tatamaHwar hawlaha al-'^adTd min al-mawaqif wa al-khiTaT 
606. around which revolve numerous positions, plans 
607. wa al-taSriHat wa al-' anshiTah wa al-liqa' at 
608. declarations, activities and meetings 
609. fl dakhil lubnan wa fl kharijihi.... 
610. inside Lebanon and outside of it... 

Nasrallah leads directly from his comments on the victory of the resistance in ousting 

Israel from Southern Lebanon into his comments on the Patriarch's baydn. This 

creates a contrast between activities that he regards as being in the national interest of 

Lebanon and those that are not. He further challenges the patriotism of the Christian 

opposition by linking it to things 'outside' of Lebanon, kharijihi (Ins 609-610). 

^ The small area in Southern Lebanon which Israel still occupies, claiming that it was originally Syrian 
rather than Lebanese. Both Lebanese and Syrian governments officially regard it as Lebanese. 
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After indirectly asserting the strength of the Shi'i sect as discussed above, 

Nasrallah proceeds to issue what amounts to a warning against anti-Syrian rhetoric. 

He emphasizes the negativity of such talk, referring to it as the language of curses and 

insults (Ins 638-641), and draws attention to the legitimacy and legality (Ins 658-667) 

of the voice of Hizbullah. In doing so he uses the values of the nationalist frame to 

criticize the challenge put out by the Patriarch. 

Ex 12 

634. wa bil-ta'kTd naHnu nuSirr "^ala jamf al-lubnaniyyln 
635. certainly we urge all Lebanese 
636. alladhln yata'^aTun hadha al-malaff 
(557. who deal with this file [i.e. issue] 
638. an yabta'^idu "^an kull ashkal wa asSlTb 
639. to distance themselves from all forms and methods 
640. wa lughat al-shata'im wa al-sibab bi-Haqq ba'^Dihim al-ba'^D 
641. and language of curses and insults towards one another 
642. fa-hadha la yu'^alij al-qaDTyyah 
643. and this does not solve the issue 
644. wa la yudawT jurHan 
645. and does not heal the wound, 
646. min Haqq kull lubnanT 
647. it is the right of every Lebanese 
648. an yaqul ma '^indahu wa an yu'^abbir ®an ra'yihi bi-SaraHah 
649. to say what is within him and to express his opinion candidly 
650. wa l^in idha kunna nund maSlaHatana al-waTaniyyah 
65 L but if we want [to serve] our national interest 
652. wa an nataHarrak min khilal HirSina al-waTam 
653. to move within our national aspirations 
654. yajib 'an nabta'^id "^an hadhihi al-lughah 
655. we need to distance ourselves from this language 
656. wa ma sa-' aquluhu al-' an huwa bil-tamam wa al-kamal 
657. what I will say now is utterly and completely 
658. ba'ld "^an lughat al-shata' im wa lughat al-sibab 
659. distant from the language of curses and in the language of insults 
660. sawf umaris bil-niyabah "^an kull al-muHtashidIn 
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661. I will practice on the behalf of all those gathered 
662. al-Haqq al-shar*! fi al-ta%r '^an ra'yina 
663. the legitimate right to express our opinion 
664. wa Haqqina al-shar*! aw al-qanunl fl tawjlh 
665. and our legitimate or legal right to pose 
666. as'ilah li-lubnaniyyln 'akharin yukhalifun al-ra'T 
667. questions to other Lebanese who differ with our opinion 
668. wa yataHarrakun fi 'ittijah 'akhar 
669. and move in another direction 
670. wa ana innama aqul ma aqul min mawqi'^ 
671. and I say what I say only from a position 
672. al-HirS ®ala kull al-lubnaniyyln 
673. safeguarding all of the Lebanese 
674. wa ka-juz' minhum wa min wajibina 
675. and as a part of them and it is our duty 
676. an nataSaraH wa natanaSaH flma ya'^m baladana 
677. to be frank and sincere towards each other in what concerns our country 
678. alladhT huwa safinatuna al-waHidah wa al-mushtarakah 
679. which is our single and common ship 
680. fa-'ayy kharq fiha sayughriq al-jamf 
681. for any breach in it will drown everyone 

(April 4,2001,1ns 593-681 Nasrallah) 

There is a continued use of first person plural throughout this section and Nasrallah uses 

it specifically in Ins. 660-669 to juxtapose those gathered supporters of Hizbullah and 

'other Lebanese', lubnaniyyin dkharln (Ins 666-7) whom Nasrallah is opposing, much 

like his use of irtafa'^at ba^D al-aSwat min bal^D al-lubnMyym, 'some voices were raised 

on the part of some Lebanese' (ex 11. Ins 597-598). The effect is a marginalization of 

opinions which differ from Nasrallah's. 

While it is the right of all Lebanese to express their opinion (Ins 646-649) this 

must be done within limits (Ins 650-655). And if not, the state could collapse again (Ins 

680-681). Here Nasrallah, like President Lahoud in the previous section, draws on the 

notion of internal domestic instability to warn against public critique of the Syrian 

presence in Lebanon. While simultaneously affirming the democratic right of all 
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Lebanese citizens to speak out, he uses the metaphor of a sinking ship to alert the 

opposition to what could happen if they speak too loudly. 

In this speech, Nasrallah is asserting the power of his political party, and by 

extension his sect. This is in line with the typical sectarian frame which through public 

performance of religiosity allows for an unstated recognition of religious identity and, in 

this case, the strength and unity of that specifically Shi'i identity as well. In this way he is 

able to covertly nest this sectarian frame within the language of nationalism. 

6.3.4 Public responses 

Comments from people after this Ashoura speech by Nasrallah made two things 

evident. Lebanese of a variety of religious sects and ages are attending to what Nasrallah 

is saying or at least to the press coverage of what he is saying. Secondly, it is generally 

felt that no matter how nationalist the rhetoric of Nasrallah appears, the sectarian context 

from which he speaks and the sectarian constituency for whom he speaks is 

uncomfortably powerful for those who are not a member of his constituency. In the 

following example a Druze college student voices her discomfort with Nasrallah's 

expression of sectarian strength. 

Ex.13 

1. Z: L., you don't know what the Hizbullah 
2. can be like, if you're Lebanese they speak to you completely different, 
3. completely different—they are getting really good at their PR and I know 
4. lots of people who come and they think they're great, but really they are 
5. much different (.. .)Nasrallah said, we the Shi'a are the majority and don't 
6. agree with the Patriarch and he just can't say that of course they are the 
7. biggest numbers, but to say that is just stirring up bad feelings= 
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=actually he said that we the Shi'a and the majority of Lebanese 
do not want the Patriarch to speak for us not we the majority 
yes, but he's saying that they are the majority, D, really. 
this language of majority and minority takes us right back to the war 
and it's very scary stuff... the number of people he said this to 
are the same as the number of Druze in this country~300,000~ 
so when you're a minority it's very scary for us 
Nasrallah is good, but he can't be saying stuff about Lebanon, 
about internal politics, it's getting crazy 
he shouldn't be doing that 
but most people I talk to say that Hizbullah has toned down 
their rhetoric and become less extreme 
This is true that they aren't calling anymore for an Islamic state 
they took that out when they became part of the parliament 
and they did very well in the south against Israel 
Nasrallah did very well as a leader with the resistance and 
he's very charismatic and good at organizing in the southern politics 
but he doesn't know anything about Lebanon and 
shouldn't be talking about it because this Majority talk is very bad, 
mish ma'^'ul! 
unbelievable! 

(Z. (English)Fieldnotes April 2001^) 

In this exchange, it seems clear that this non-Shi'i Lebanese woman is not comfortable 

with Nasrallah's attempt to claim the role of speaking on behalf of the Lebanese. She 

views it as intentionally overpowering a number of other sectarian stances and likens it to 

talk from the period during the civil war (Ins. 5-12). Even after a tension is pointed out 

in what she is saying (Ins. 8-9), she continues with the same line of argument. She 

concludes by re-emphasizing her point about the problem of Nasrallah speaking about the 

Shi'a as majority. On this issue it becomes clear that Nasrallah's strategy for 

highlighting his constituency's strength by explicitly not talking about numbers had the 

effect of threatening non-Shi'i members of Lebanese society (Ins 13-14). This woman 

' Taken from a discussion of an upcoming pro-Syrian rally with Z, a 22-year-old female Druze 
imdergraduate AUB student, L, a 27-year-old female Christian Lebanese-American graduate field 
researcher and D, myself. 

8. D; 
9. 
10. Z: 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. D: 
19. 
20. Z; 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
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who has often spoken positively about the role of the Islamic resistance in rebuilding the 

South and supports Hizbullah as a general principle, argues that the leader of Hizbullah 

should only concern himself with issues related specifically to the South (Ins 23-26). 

This critique challenges the right, or perhaps the effectiveness, of Nasrallah, as a 

religious party leader, to draw on the Lebanese nationalist frame. This can be likened to 

the critique of Hizbullah action discussed in section 5.4.3 in which the Hariri-owned 

Mustaqbal newspaper claimed that, "no group has the right to decide on behalf of the 

Lebanese on any move that might harm this [liberation] victory." {al-Mustaqbal 

4/15/2001) 

It seems from these comments that while Nasrallah can represent the whole nation 

through his organization's resistance activities, he is unable to "speak for" that nation, 

much as Patriarch Sfeir is viewed as out of bounds in speaking for the nation by 

Nasrallah and others. These religious-political leaders, while they are guiding forces in 

the national debates, are limited to their specific religious frames by challenges to their 

legitimacy. 

Spring 2001 was rife with public demonstrations that continued this dialogue, and 

rarely did a politician during this time speak in public without commenting on the recent 

opening of the national dialogue. But in April 2001 Israel bombed a Syrian radar station 

in Lebanon, the first time they had hit a Syrian target since 1982. This event generated a 

sense of caution in regards to the stability of the country. The demonstrations 

and protests against the Syrian presence became less prominent, though the discussion 

has remained open at most dinner tables and on the editorial pages. 
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The caution with which this debate was approached was highlighted in an 

exchange I had with a female Christian graduate student on the AUB campus in early 

April. 

I asked her what she thought about all this talk and she said that it was 
crazy to be talking about the Syrians like this, "Sure, we all want them out, 
but it's becoming a Christian-Muslim thing and that isn't good." I asked 
her if she thought it was serious and she said, "It's just like the war and I can't 
believe that people are so stupid to go back to that kind of mentality. But 
when they had Ashoura last week they were handing out these pamphlets 
threatening Christians. Not that we should go back to Geagea or anything, 
but it's wrong to talk like this, making the issue a Muslim-Christian thing." 

(N. (English) Fieldnotes April 2001) 

The main point to bring out here is that it is a Christian woman talking about this 

situation in which they handed out pamphlets at Ashoura. In reality, the pamphlets were 

being handed out by Sunni extremists, not Shi'a, and they were not distributed at 

Ashoura. She has conflated all Muslims into one group, lapsing into her own sectarian 

frame in response. She notably talks about whether "we" should go back to Geagea, the 

leader of the right-wing Christian Lebanese Forces militia, who is currently being held in 

prison for war crimes. She counters what she views as unreasonable Muslim activity 

with Christian activity in the same vein. While she is talking against the notion of 

sectarian us-them rhetoric, she is in fact instantiating it in her argument. 
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6.4 Conclusions 

This chapter has worked to illustrate the claim that apparently static authoritative 

narratives can be modified when contexts of interaction are made manifest at certain 

historical moments. While Syrian forces today remain in Lebanon, they have pulled back 

from most high-visibility locations. I do not argue that Patriarch Sfeir's challenges to the 

state motivated this military redeployment. I do argue that his statements helped to open 

a rhetorical arena in which the role of Syria in the state of Lebanon could be publicly 

discussed and even challenged. Individual Lebanese citizens now regularly partake in 

discussions regarding the impact of the Syrian presence on life in Lebanon. I would 

argue that this change has created new public pressure that calls for responses by both 

Syrian and Lebanese governments. In other words, there has been a notable shift in the 

kind of discourse available in the public sphere. 

The brotherhood metaphor for the relationship between Lebanon and Syria was 

revised linguistically through the use of marked terms, challenging unequal treatment and 

calling for an egalitarian relationship to be constituted. Like the shift in meaning of the 

term muqawamah, 'resistance' by means of incorporation in the previous chapter, 

political actors were able to contest, and even modify, political realities through public 

speech. Pronoun incorporation was also used in these texts to negotiate us-them borders, 

which are a key means for defining constituencies in political discourse. 

The power of discourse in this context is like all power, neither uni-directional nor 

unchanging. But the Patriarch's statements formalized a public challenge to the 

Lebanese state's authority and ability to govern which required a response. It remains of 
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interest to me to consider whether such a challenge could have been posed by a strictly 

political opposition figvire. Up until the time of the Patriarch's challenge, contestation of 

the Syrian-Lebanese political relationship had mainly taken the form of subversive asides 

and jokes, such as the graffiti commented on in Section 6.3.2. In discussions with 

Lebanese individuals on this issue it has been repeatedly pointed out to me that the 

religious authority of the Patriarch, and by extension his expansive constituency, 

contributed to the seriousness of the challenge. At the same time, this challenge from 

outside the government provided the government with the argument of invalid 

participation, though it is clear fi-om continued dialogue that this point was not sufficient 

to close the discussion. 

The authority at work in this debate in some sense becomes disembodied and part 

of a larger social dynamic, yet at the same time there is a social pressure of consensus 

which works to formulate the dominant interpretive fi-ame in the Lebanese political 

sphere. This analysis recognizes that this dominance is not stable, but as with all things 

social, continually contested and negotiated. The individual political stance of the 

Patriarch became part of the broader national discourse on sovereignty when he published 

a timely, detailed argument in a very public manner. It required a response due both to 

its content and the status of the speaker. 

At the same time, there are apparent limits to the extent to which a religious-

political figure is able to challenge the state. As noted in both the cases of Patriarch Sfeir 

and Secretary General Nasrallah, the state and the public in general may challenge their 

authority or right to speak for the nation as a whole. Within their specific religious 



interpretive frames, these men maintain largely unchallenged authority. But once the 

frame is shifted to a nationalist framework which would include a broader, less cohesive 

constituency, the possibility for challenges and critiques become more available. 
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CHAPTER 7: 

CONCLUSIONS ON LESTGUISTIC STRATEGIES AND CONSTRAINTS 
IN THE ANALYSIS OF POLITICAL DISCOURSE 

7.0.0 Introduction 

This dissertation has drawn on the specific case study of post-war Lebanese 

political rhetoric in order to take a close look at the role of language in substantiating 

identity and mediating opposition. I have approached the data from two perspectives: the 

micro-analysis of the form and content of specific speeches and the social analysis of the 

public sphere in which these speeches circulate and in which meaning is assigned. Much 

work in linguistic anthropology has focused either on local level interactions or broader 

metadiscursive social analyses, drawing limited connections between the two. I have 

tried here, like a number of current linguistic anthropologists, to focus on the connection 

between the two, though it is possible that in this interest both levels have suffered in loss 

of detail and sophistication. This has been my orientation because I am interested in tying 

localized expressions of individualism to broader, potentially restricting, social contexts 

in an attempt to see if this social structure influences expressions of individuality in a 

systematic manner. Much like Aheam's notion of a "practice theory of meaning 

constraint" (2001), such a focus moves away from definitive interpretations of discourse 

and instead concentrates on interpretive flexibility, with an eye to understanding how that 

flexibility is constrained. 

By examining a series of political exchanges I have tried to combine these levels 

of local interaction and general social constraints. The notion of interpretive frames is 
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used in an effort to highlight how individual expression is mediated by a competition 

over coherence. Distinct and varying histories which meet in the discursive space of the 

Lebanese public sphere vie for authority. The ability to be understood on a very basic 

level, simply "making sense of," is the key point in interaction that I work to denaturalize 

or interrogate as a point where power is negotiated. This competition to "make sense of, 

or perhaps more to the point, "to make it matter", is the central social constraint on 

political speech which I analyze in this dissertation. 

In the Chapter Five discussion of muqdwamah, 'resistance,' President Lahoud and 

Hizbullah Secretary General Hasan Nasrallah shift the indexical meaning of the term 

muqdwamah to generate specific political alignments. The state claims the successes of 

the Islamic Resistance to improve its image at the Arab summit meetings. At the same 

time the Islamic Resistance fashions itself into a nationalist, yet distinctly Shi'i political 

organization. Nasrallah emphasizes in speech that the state is simply the passive 

recipient of the liberation, yet he chooses to conclude by firmly nesting his sectarian 

movement within the nationalist frame. Through indexical shifting of key terms, pronoun 

incorporation, and the heightening of oppositional identities, both political figures "make 

sense" of the efforts to oust Israel from Southern Lebanon in ways that attempt to 

strengthen their political positions. 

The political stances that individuals take in public speech and in private 

interactions are assertions of identity, though this identity may be shifting. I have tried to 

highlight in this dissertation how the Lebanese people with whom I worked draw on 

historically situated means for negotiating various identities and how the context of the 
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war years has directly impacted their management techniques. This is also true for public 

political figures. The ways people talk about political events, and the style of words they 

use to do so, are political expressions of their identity. It is also evident that in the 

instance of political actors there is also an attempt to speak not only for themselves, but 

for a broader constituency. This constituency itself is under negotiation through speech. 

For example, whether Nasrallah or the Patriarch speak for their specific sectarian 

community or for a broader Lebanese populace becomes a point of contention in these 

speeches. Who these speakers are able to muster as their compliant audience in speaking, 

who their "we" is, can arguably be a central part of their identity, part of their political 

clout. This conception of identity extends the basic notion of a self-centered identity 

used by Goffman to include a broader socially and politically defined sense of identity in 

which the relationship between individuals and the state is mediated by discourses such 

as those analyzed in this dissertation. This relationship, and therefore one's identity, is 

actively changed or modified through the practice of speech. 

In the debate over the role of Syria within Lebanon in Chapter Six the question of 

the internal stability of the country (has the country moved beyond the war years?) is a 

focal point. The Patriarch asserts in his call for the withdrawal of Syrian troops that the 

coimtry would be more stable on its own. In contrast, the President and the Hizbullah 

Secretary General both draw on images of internal instability, a fire and a capsized ship 

respectively, in order to insinuate that challenges to the state position regarding Syrian 

troop presence will lead to no good. The President's response shifts this rhetoric fi-om a 

sectarian to a nationalist fi-ame through the opening of a dialogue of "national 



reconciliation" which censures a sectarian stance. As a result, both religious and political 

figures are able to discuss the notion of sovereignty with new openness. While a 

dialogue of national reconciliation is fostered, it is at the expense of a specific discussion 

of the Syrian military presence. Subsequent events seem to show that the state effort to 

refocus the debate succeeded, yet it simultaneously opened up avenues for critique of the 

state. 

The essential political strategy for "making sense" in this data is the wielding of 

fi-ame-shifls: taking discourse and, as a result, one's audience fi"om one interpretive frame 

to another. In both key examples of the Islamic Resistance and the Patriarch's challenge 

regarding Syria, the state moved sectarian discourse into a nationalist frame. And while 

at times challenging the state, both Nasrallah and Sfeir understand the importance of 

appealing to this nationalist frame for building a broader base of support. This type of 

public discourse challenge to the state, these points of contestation, are mediated by the 

need of speakers to remain within the interpretive fi-ame space of the public sphere. In 

addition, all three parties draw on the broader Arabist frame at central maneuvering 

points to fiirther increase comprehensibility and therefore support. 

Throughout this dissertation the focus of analysis has been on the production side 

of frame shifts, those generated by the speaker. Less analyzed have been frame-shifts that 

occur in reception. Yet reception is incorporated into the understanding of the specific 

"situatedness" of political discourse. It is clear that the context into which these political 

speeches are projected, here most specifically the audience of political constituents, 

directly influences both the form and content of speeches in a self-conscious and altering 
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manner. And it cannot be taken for granted that these speeches are consumed without 

challenge. For instance, it is clear from individual Lebanese responses, that the attempt 

by Nasrallah to speak on behalf of the nation is not well received. The us-them 

opposition that Nasrallah works to smooth over in his increasing use of the nationalist 

frame is not able to overcome the suspicion among non-Hizbullah Lebanese' of such 

rhetoric. Yet, simultaneously, it is clear that nearly all of my interlocutors felt that the 

resistance was "their" resistance. They had clearly absorbed the nationalized version of 

the resistance and were not ambivalent about representing it as their own. 

7.1.0 Uses of language in manufacturing consensus 

My general interest in this dissertation has been to think about how language is 

used by political actors to achieve political ends, how it can be used to moderate conflict 

and to attempt to build consensus in the face of opposition. The notion of manufacturing 

consensus and the role of language in this process has been a preoccupation of many 

recent social theorists. Gramsci's exploration of hegemony, Foucault's look at Master 

Narratives, and Bourdieu's directive for studying symbolic violence are all focused on 

the point in social interaction in which choice disappears. All three work to elucidate 

how this process is socially mediated and intentional. What I have endeavored to do here 

is to see if I can track this general social process at a micro-linguistic level. 

' I want to draw attention to the awareness that not all Shi'a in Lebanon are aligned with or even feel 
affinity towards the Islamic resistance movement. While the party continues to gain popular support, (they 
are currently winning more seats in the 2004 municipal election than the previously dominant Shi'i party, 
Amal), there is recognition that Hizbullah's Islamist orientation does not represent many people's more 
secularist ideas of a state. 
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The linguistic strategies discussed in this thesis all provide political actors with 

the means for actively revising historical associations. The broad notion of incorporation 

is used by speakers to both define political identity and to construct constituencies of 

support for that identity. It is also used to eliminate opposition, as was seen in the case of 

the President choosing to appropriate the language of Hizbullah, which in effect limited 

their potential for rhetorical opposition. Specific strategies include: 1) indexicality, both 

the shifting of indexical meaning through the underspecificity of certain lexical items and 

pronoun incorporation through use of the first person, 2) metaphor, specifically the 

strengthening and modifying of relationships through genealogical affiliation, and 3) 

discourse-level strategies which consist of building association by repetition of words and 

phrases, shifting interpretive fi-ames, the nesting of interpretive fi-ames inside each other 

(leading to a co-existence of multiple interpretations), and the heightening of oppositional 

identities into us-them dichotomies. In thinking of how these various linguistic strategies 

are wielded it is important to note that there is frequently a nesting of actual processes 

which occur simultaneously. These processes need to be disentangled in analysis in order 

to understand the complex ways in which they may interact in political speech. 

The use of incorporation through indexicality includes both issues of 

underspecification and overspecification of meaning attached to a word. Pronoun 

incorporation is perhaps the most prevalent linguistic strategy at work in this data. I 

would argue that this is due in large part to the fact that pronouns are by nature 

underspecified items. The relationship between the sign or word and the object to which 

that word refers to is loose or open. The meaning is semantically underspecified and 
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therefore must be relationally conditioned and determined for each variable context. 

Pronouns in all languages give a speaker an open category for social referencing. In 

political speech, the Arabic third-person plural naHnu (or niHnd in Lebanese dialect), 

'we', and the possessive pronoun suffix -nd, 'our', provide a speaker with malleable 

terms with which to generate his or her own version of their political constituency. 

The other form of indexical shifting evaluated in this dissertation is for lexical 

items such as muqdwamah, 'resistance', which was previously overspecified, referring 

only to Hizbullah military actions in the southern occupied zone. In this example, the 

relationship between this word and the object to which it refers is actively loosened up 

through the attachment of both adjectival and nominal modifiers so that it is no longer 

available as a specifically Shi'i Islamist term. The result is that this term in Lebanon can 

now refer to a much broader category than it previously did. By using it in political 

discourse, this term has been wielded by so many different constituents, that no single 

one is able to uniformly claim it. 

There is also an element of indexical referencing in relation to the metaphors used 

in this data. Using a familial metaphor such as brotherhood in referencing the relationship 

between Lebanon and Syria provides an understanding which positions future discourse 

in relation to it. Again, the meaning is pragmatically anchored to the sign. In his study of 

Mexicano speakers in New Mexico, Briggs (1988) recognized how the use of the term 

antes, 'before', in speech created what I have referred to as an interpretive frame such 

that all following discourse would be evaluated in relation to this earlier historical period. 

Briggs refers to this type of indexicality as a contextual feature which requires some 
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social understanding of bygone days, as well as current days, in order to make sense of 

the historical talk. This link may be manifest in a shared understanding of the social, 

linguistic or physical setting, or may be rooted in a previously shared experience. The 

metaphor of brotherhood used in the Arab nationalist interpretive frame can also be 

viewed as a contextual feature which the Patriarch draws on in his statement to actually 

generate a shared understanding of how the relationship between Syria and Lebanon 

should be perceived. 

The discoixrse level strategies in this data also work to build association. This 

occurs at a basic level through the repetition of words and phrases, but it occurs more 

centrally, to this work at least, through the strategy of shifting interpretive frames. By 

analyzing the ways in which three authoritative frames of Arabism, nationalism, and 

sectarian, are used throughout public speeches, I have tried to illustrate how a speaker 

may link their talk, and by extension themselves, into previously established and 

validated ways of "making sense" in the Lebanese political context. I have also noted 

that in Lebanese political discourse it is possible, and actually quite likely, that a speaker 

may "nest" one interpretive frame inside another. For example, Sfeir is speaking from a 

sectarian stance in his speeches, yet is able to nest the Arabist brotherhood frame within a 

nationalist call for sovereignty. This strategy generates a discursive environment in which 

multiple interpretations are allowed to co-exist. 

The systematic analysis of these strategies in a series of political exchanges 

suggests that they are being used in a deliberate manner to accomplish the political goal 

of maintaining and even manufacturing consensus across constituencies. Goffman's 
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notion of an individual altering his stance in speech to perform personal identity is 

therefore extended to explore the political maneuverings of public figures in political 

speech. For example, this occurs through incorporation, with the use of the first person 

plural pronoun form, naHnu, 'we', and the possessive pronoun suffix -na, 'our', by the 

Hizbullah Secretary General Hasan Nasrallah. In his 2001 Ashoura speech, discussed in 

section 6.3.3, he generates multiple framings of who "we" are. At moments the first-

person plural is used repeatedly to refer specifically to the Shi'i constituency of 

Hizbullah, but later Nasrallah alters his stance and draws on his identity as a Lebanese to 

generate a "we the nation", thus shifting dramatically away fi-om the religious Shi'i frame 

to the nationalist secular one. This rhetorical move of frame-shifting brings the ft-equently 

marginalized Shi'i population directly into the center of the national stage. In speech, 

then, Nasrallah is able to actively construct his identity, and by extension that of his 

constituency, in multiple ways depending on the political vision he is interested in 

mustering. 

7.2.0 Media and the public sphere 

The data for this dissertation is largely drawn from public discourse which is 

distributed by various forms of media in the broadly defined discursive space I am calling 

the Lebanese public sphere. This public sphere is marked as one newly emerging after a 

long cessation or disruption during the civil conflict of 1975-1989. It is also one marked 

in the region as a privatized, non-state-controlled sphere, in which individual investors 

have been able to establish their own publications, printing houses, radio stations and 
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television channels with limited government oversight. State oversight of media is 

loosely enforced with specific censors evaluating cinema and theatre only. Meanwhile, 

press media was pardoned in 1994 of all war violations and now it, like other media such 

as radio and television, is now periodically censored through broad Lebanese laws which 

outlaw expressions of libel, slander, and commentary that "incites sectarian issues" 

(Boutros 2001). 

7.2.1 Media as en-textualizer of authority 

As Spitulnik (2000) has shown linguistic anthropologists, media need to be 

interrogated in their role of not only circulating discourse, but entextualizing it as well, 

that is, embedding power in the form and content of language itself. She notes; 

The modes of language use in media do not come out of thin air, and 
they are always inherently ideological. As media provide ways of talking 
about modernity, deviance, collective identity, economic value, otherness, 
or any other phenomenon that falls within the horizons of a social formation, 
they ultimately provide ways of thinking about, experiencing, and acting on 
these phenomena. 

(2000:149) 

The question of how the media in Lebanon, and international media as well, have 

influenced the terms of political discourse is readily evident in the analysis of the term, 

muqdwamah, 'resistance'. In Chapter Five, I commented on how historically contingent 

events, such as the events of September 11, 2001, and the ensuing "war on terrorism", 

have directly impacted the publicly available means for talking about the very notion of 

resistance. Significant here is the previously mentioned quotation from the Canadian 

Ambassador in Lebanon who went so far as to say to the President and Prime Minister of 
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Lebanon that "as of September 1the word resistance has been struck from the 

dictionary" {Daily Star-Beirut 31/10/01). Stating that a particular term is banned from 

the public lexicon clearly highlights the perceived political power of certain words to 

shape our understandings of reality. Such semiotic fascism is quite salient to the general 

public in the Arab world, and people are conscious of the political choice that is being 

made when talking about support for the resistance.^ 

In terms of the locally organized constraints on expression, the historically 

specific context of the Israeli occupation in Southern Lebanon and its coverage in the 

local media has generated an increasingly supportive environment for discussions of the 

notion of resistance. The detailed coverage of the Islamic resistance activities, most 

significantly by the Hizbullah television station al-Manar, has provided additional layers 

of meaning to the rhetoric of resistance. In this case, the local, national and regional 

understanding of resistance as a valid category challenges much of the western oriented 

international media's restricting of its use. 

By focusing on individual key words, one is able to unearth their ideological 

loading, which has become entrenched through their deployment in the public sphere. 

And by focusing on their syncretic shifts one can also begin to understand how social 

actors may strategically maneuver within the constraint of language itself, using various 

media to extend and challenge previously entrenched concepts. Through various forms 

of linguistic incorporation, specifically here the indexical shifting of meaning of central 

^ This awareness has increased with current shifts in U.S. policy over the category status of Arab 
individuals for visa or immigration requirements, as well as with the current war in Iraq. 
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lexical items or keywords, speakers actively work to redefine or to reaffirm authority in 

the public sphere. 

7.2.2 Media as con-textualizer of authority 

While it is clear that the media participates in, and in some sense calcifies, 

authority in the public sphere, it is also clear that new technologies offer challenges to 

controlling interpretive frames. Most centrally, they provide a venue for oppositional 

voices in independent newspapers, television stations and websites. On certain scales, 

counter-publics may even emerge if a broad enough audience is generated to interact, 

produce and distribute within them. 

The Islamic Resistance in Lebanon during the period of this dissertation could be 

viewed as such a counter-public with its own alternative hegemony to the Lebanese state. 

It maintains consistent and well-defined goals and has a complex social structure of 

schools, hospitals and social services. Most relevant here is Hizbullah's increasingly 

sophisticated media branch which includes the television station al-Manar, a party 

website, and radio station. The media branch even generates a youth oriented comic 

book entitled al-muqdwim al- Saghir, 'the little resister', to aid in its outreach activities. 

This community of Shi'i Islamists, which is both physically and ideologically 

intermingled with Lebanon at large, has clear-cut social boundaries at the same time as it 

discursively leaks over into general Lebanese space. In other words, while the Hizbullah 

commimity (a potential counter-public) has distinct social organizations which meet 

many of its needs, members of the community still attend public university, participate in 
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local and state-level politics, and share interests and desires with the broader Lebanese 

community. In other words, they are active members of the Lebanese public sphere. This 

is arguably true for many other communities within the country as well, though Hizbullah 

is perhaps one of the more recently established and boldly articulated. 

In parallel to the development of counter-publics through the expansion of media 

such as radio, television, and the internet, which have limited state censor oversight, is 

the explosion of personal expression through a vast range of experimental art. Public 

installations, performances, and gallery exhibitions all generate a public space in 

Lebanon in which individual citizens have begun to put together the pieces of their 

Lebanon in the post-war context. Building on the vibrant tradition of art and its public 

consumption through independent publishing houses, theatres and artists' cooperatives, 

Beirut has managed to revive itself as a haven for counterculture in the Arab world. This 

was definitely highlighted during my first year in Lebanon, 1999, during which Beirut 

was given the title of "cultural capital" of the Arab world by the Arab League and there 

was a good deal of financial backing for artistic productions. 

Both new technologies and artistic venues of expression have particularly 

enhanced individuals' capabilities to express themselves by non-verbal means. As I 

posited in Chapter Four, (4.0.0), it is important to consider the prevalent saturation of 

images and icons in Lebanon when studying political discourse. The density of meaning 

which can be read in images creates a special niche for the vagueness and simultaneity 

which are prevalent in political speech. In Chapter Five, (5.4.8) I discussed an example 

of how political party posters may visually capitalize on the strategy of incorporation for 
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redefining meaning. There is much more subtle maneuvering in political images that can 

broaden the understanding of the semiotics of incorporation which I have not been able to 

address here. I would like to note that it is clear that visual media offer a creative and 

flexible venue for the exploration of identity and the expression of opposition, though 

they are certainly not beyond the reach of state censorship, as was noted in the discussion 

of the 1999 censoring of film and public performances (section 3.2.3). 

The discursive space then, of the Lebanese public sphere, has been both 

formulated and modified in dialectical fashion by the circulation of local and 

international media. The currency of the three interpretive frames discussed in this work 

has also been directly impacted in the same structuring-structured sense by media in the 

public sphere. Through this analysis of political speech it seems that the public sphere 

can be viewed as a site of language-based legitimation. 

7.3.0 Censorship and legitimation 

The above discussion of linguistic constraints and the role of the media leads to 

questions of public censorship and the issue of linguistic legitimation. While these issues 

have not been directly dealt with in this dissertation, they do in fact influence my 

approach to this data and my theoretical orientation. Throughout this work I have been 

concerned with how political actors organize the terms of political discussions in such a 

way as to influence reality. By means of linguistic strategies, words are given new 

meaning in political speech, but it is also important to recognize that other words are 
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being kept out of these contexts. This filtering of reality occurs on three levels: the 

individual, the state, and at the level of discourse itself. 

Throughout my entire time in Lebanon, I worked to understand the undeclared 

line between what was acceptable to discuss and what was off-limits. What general ideas 

or issues were beyond the pale, or taboo, was a tricky and shifting border that I 

perpetually bumped up against. I wondered how this border was specifically Lebanese 

and how it was inculcated in individuals. To be sure, it varied from individual to 

individual depending naturally on their subject position within the larger community. 

Yet there was also a loose consensus, specifically on certain taboo subjects such as 

sectarian affiliation that seemed to be part of a larger communal sense of identity. I 

wondered how the war had impacted and perhaps fractured the line between speakable 

and unspeakable. Since it seemed to me that instantiating a coherent line was part of the 

post-war rehabilitation process, I wondered how various forms of authority, familial, 

religious and governmental, were being negotiated in generating this line. 

Butler (1997) has explored the role of the state in the production of categories of 

speakable and unspeakable. She argues that the state does violence to an individual 

through the very definition of who that individual can be within the larger social body. 

This exertion of power can be viewed as implicit censorship which presupposes the 

categories of subject formation. This production takes place not only at the point of what 

an individual is able to say, but in a prior sense of defining/regulating the social domain 

of what is speakable. This argument follows the broadly Foucauldian dictum that one's 

agency is limited by one's subject position. Butler argues that this type of state 
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censorship creates and controls the agency of an individual operating within it not only in 

genesis, but also in a continual dialectic where what is spoken and unspoken reiterates 

and reifies the boundaries of acceptability on a day-to-day basis. In line with this 

argument, I argue that the act of misrecognition or, prior to this, lack of recognition is, in 

effect, a form of censorship practiced in the Lebanese political public sphere by the state 

as a means of asserting authority and negotiating meaning. Perhaps most importantly, it 

provides a mechanism for responding to voices of opposition. 

One discovers the limits and reach of state power when exploring the exertion of 

overt state censorship in the post-war context. Which issues are sensitive enough for the 

state to act on and why? Lebanon can be viewed as being located between the Western 

form of largely internalized cultural hegemony and the form of authoritarian state 

regimes that occur in many Arab countries where control is managed in a militaristic 

fashion. The Lebanese state seems to be balancing itself somewhere between these two 

places: recognizing that counter-discourses can and do occur without the collapse of the 

state, while at the same time ensuring that particular boundaries, especially those related 

to critique of the Syrian state, are firmly in place. 

This allows for challenges to state authority within limits. The example of student 

protests highlights how certain types of critique benefit the state image and how 

Lebanese politicians have learned to capitalize on them. But critiques which create harsh 

images of the Syrian state within the country are dealt with in military fashion, with 

protests forcibly dispersed and student organizers jailed.^ In addition, media outlets'^ that 

^ These protest crackdowns are commented on in more detail in Chapter Five, section 5.5.1. 



offer challenges to those in power have come under increasing attack. According to the 

annual report of Reporters Without Borders (RSF), "Lebanon, long considered a haven 

for media freedom, is displaying an ever more worrying contempt for the rule of law" 

(2004). 

What do these instances of exertion of state police rule signify about the political 

health of Lebanon? And what does it mean about the functioning of the public sphere? 

The political control which the Syrian state exercises in Lebanon, from the selection of 

the president to even the minutiae of local municipal elections, is clearly apparent. Why 

then would the state need to respond in such a manner? Perhaps the critique of Syrian 

involvement in Lebanon is dealt with so harshly because the position of Syria within the 

country has begun to be openly discussed for the first time in the past few years. This 

leads one to focus on public discourse itself as an additional site for acts of censorship. 

Taking the loosely structured dynamics of the discursive space of the public 

sphere under consideration is central to the understanding of issues of censorship and the 

legitimation of political speech and, by extension, political actors. For instance, in the 

public sphere student protesters may be considered invalid political actors and can 

therefore be swept aside when protesting issues the state does not want to recognize. At 

the same historical moment when the fully legitimated religious leader Patriarch Sfeir 

also voices protest on the same issues, the state must respond in a publicly appropriate 

4 
The television station MTV was closed by the state in 2002 due to its illegal airing of election campaign 

ads and there have been three lawsuits in the past two years against NTV, another new channel which has 
been critical of Prime Minister Hariri, claiming that it "incites sectarianism." 
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manner. Engaging in dialogue becomes the mediating activity by which the state deals 

with opposition in this context. 

This research has begun to articulate the interactive constraints which limit forms 

of expression of opposition within the discursive space of the Lebanese public sphere. 

By looking at the legitimizing interpretive frames used in political speech, one is able to 

gather how voices must be corralled within them in order to make sense. This is a 

starting point for discerning the rhetorical line between speakable and unspeakable in 

Lebanese politics. 

All three levels of censorship, state, individual and discursive, are points at which 

the act of speaking becomes loaded with political tension. Whether the state cracks down 

on public protests or individuals limit what they say for fear of reproach from others, 

whether certain notions such as the withdrawal of the Syrian state are unrecognized or 

misrecognized in public speech, are all examples of how the realities of post-war 

Lebanon directly impact how one is able to talk about the country. The main effort in 

this dissertation related to the topic of censorship and linguistic legitimation was to 

attempt to understand how this line is discursively configured and maintained in the 

public sphere through the validation of discourse within selective authoritative 

interpretive frames. 
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7.4.0 Conclusions 

The question of how Lebanon becomes established as a national entity within 

which separately organized and individuated groups, such as the Islamic resistance, co

exist, is central in this dissertation. This research highlights the ways in which a complex 

amalgam of distinct and varying histories is articulated linguistically under one national 

rubric. This discursive mediation of variation occurs in conjunction with a developing 

social system which after many years of civil conflict has begim to restore basic services 

such as electricity, water, and transport. Yet, this dissertation has highlighted how the 

years of civil conflict and the basic sectarian structure of the Lebanese state have 

generated distinct and separate social formations which people in Lebanon frequently 

rely on in the absence of state institutions. It is the points where these independent social 

formations overlap with the Lebanese state that there is tension over authority and 

competing interpretive frames. 

The sovereignty debate which topically defines itself within the nationalist frame, 

illustrates the apparent limits to which two religious-political figures from prominent 

sectarian communities are able to challenge the state. As noted in both the cases of 

Patriarch Sfeir and Secretary General Nasrallah, the state, as well as individual citizens, 

may challenge their authority and their right to speak for the nation as a whole. Within 

their specific sectarian communities, these figures have largely unquestioned authority, 

but in the broader public sphere they must work to gain legitimacy through linking 

themselves and their ideas into the nationalist framework. In neither case has this attempt 

been fully successfiil. Yet both leaders were able to hold center stage in political debates 
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on the issue of sovereignty, allowing their stances to be picked up and debated by the 

general public. 

By analysis of specific linguistic strategies for maneuvering within and between 

specific interpretive frames I have illustrated how Lebanese political actors are able to 

draw on language, in both its form and content, in order to establish and define their 

political identity. I also argue that these political actors are able to accomplish social 

work: they modify relationships, incite discussion, and motivate change through their 

talk. I have tried to illustrate how the historical situatedness of these interpretive frames 

affects and limits their ability to do so in a uniquely post-war Lebanese fashion by 

drawing on the points of contested meaning in an environment of active political re

configuration. The discursive space of the Lebanese public sphere, then, becomes a 

primary site for political and civil identity construction through the use and re-use of 

political discourse. 
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APPENDIX A: 

Transliteration symbols with Arabic equivalents 

1 a s d k 
u b (JS sh J 1 
Cj t S f m 
(ill th D u n 

s: j is T s h 
c H Z J w/u 

c kh t 
c a 

d t gh Ij y/I 
dh f 

>• 

J r li q a 
j z u 

i 
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APPENDIX B: 

Data collection schedule, Beirut 9/1999 to 5/2001 

Period Task Data 

Fall 1999-
Spring 2000 

1) private and class 
lang. sessions 
2) developed family 
relations with two 
extended families 

1) increasing language skills, focusing on 
topical material in private sessions 
2) informal fieldnote-taking with minimal 
recording 

Spring 2000-
Israeli 
bombings & 
withdrawal 
and Fall 2000 
- Anti-Syrian 
activities 

1) attended public 
protests in Beirut and 
focused on issues in 
the South 
2) attended public 
protests in Beirut and 
focused on issues in 
the North. 

1) recordings at protests and press 
conferences 
2) informal discussions both a)socially 
occurring data and b) informal interviews 
3) gathered official statements on topic 
4) collected secondary news data on both 
events during this time 

Spring 2001 
Wrap-up 

1) collected more 
data on anti-Syrian 
topic 
2) discussed topics 
with AUB 
interlocuters and 
Maronite families 

1) continued gathering of secondary 
supplemental data and 
transcribing/translating data with AUB 
language assistant 
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